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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
The Polls will be open from 9:00 A. M. to 6:00 P. M.
To the Inhabitants of the Town ofHopkinton in the
County ofMerrimack in said State qualified to
vote on Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Town Hall in said Hopkinton on
Tuesday, the twelfth day of March, next at nine of the clock in the forenoon,
to act upon the following subjects:
1
.
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. To see if the Meeting will vote to recess its further business proceedings
under the Warrant, to reconvene on Wednesday, March 13, 1968 at 7:30
P. M. at Hopkinton High School, the polls, however, to continue open under
Article 1 as declared by the Moderator.
3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$7,900.00 for Town Officers' Salaries.
4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$8,500.00 for Town Officers' Expenses.
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$900.00 for Election and Registration Expenses.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$4,000.00 for the expenses of Town Hall and other Town buildings.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,000.00 for Employees' Retirement and Social Security.
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$20,977.00 for the Police Department.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$7,240.00 for the Fire Department.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$ 1 ,500.00 for Hydrant Rental.
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,200.00 for Blister Rust and Care of Trees.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,500.00 for Insurance.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$100.00 for Planning and Zoning.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$50.00 for Damage by Dogs.
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$500.00 for Damages and Legal Expenses.
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$875.00 for Civil Defense.
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,000.00 for the Health Department Expenses and employment of a District
Nurse.
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,013.00 for Concord Hospital.
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$560.00 for the support of the Concord Mental Health Center, Inc.
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$80.00 for Vital Statistics.
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,500.00 for the expenses of Town Dump.
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$42,000.00 for Town maintenance of highways and bridges. ($18,000.00 -
Summer Work, $24,000.00 - Winter Work.)
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$250.00 for Street Lighting.
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,500.00 for General Expenses of Highway Department.
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
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$ 1 ,656.84 for Town Road Aid. (The State to contribute $ 1 1 ,045.60.)
26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,950.00 for the support of the Hopkinton Free Public Libraries.
27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,800.00 for Town Poor.
28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,300.00 for Old Age Assistance.
29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$400.00 for Memorial Day.
30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$300.00 for Parks and Playgrounds.
31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$250.00 for the use of the Town Conservation Commission.
32. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,700.00 for Cemeteries.
33. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$125.00 for Advertising and Regional Associations. (For membership in New
Hampshire Municipal Assn.)
34. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1 ,400.00 for Interest on Temporary Loans.
35. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$792.47 for Interest on Long Term Notes.
36. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$4,000.00 for Town Construction and Permanent Improvement of Roads and
Bridges.
37. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,500.00 for Sidewalk Construction.
38. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$600.00 to be placed in a Capital Reserve Fund for the replacement of the
ambulance.
39. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$100.00 to be placed in a Capital Reserve Fund for the care of animals
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pursuant to the purposes of the Ella Tarr Trust.
40. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$700.00 for the care of animals pursuant to the purpose of the Ella Tarr
Trust.
41. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$20,000.00 for the purchase of a new fire department tank truck, and to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to borrow not more than the said sum in
the name of the Town for the purpose and to execute and issue as evidence of
such indebtedness notes or bonds of the Town of Hopkinton pursuant to the
provisions of the Municipal Finance Act and any other appHcable laws of The
State of New Hampshire.
42. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,750.00 for the purchase of a new town snow plow and wing.
43. To see if the Town will vote to estabUsh a bylaw prohibiting the use of
town sidewalks by motor vehicles and persons on riding horses and will direct
the Selectmen, through the poHce department, to enforce this prohibition,
the penalty for each violation to be ten dollars which shall accrue to the
general fund of the Town.
44. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen, in the name
of the Town, to abandon any portion of the former location of the Sugar Hill
Road at the locus of the recent TRA improvement project no longer required
for pubUc travel, and to release any title or interest of the town in such
abanonded highways to the abutting property owner or owners, the Town, in
exchange for the releases herein authorized, to have received due conveyance
of title to the locus of the relocated highway.
45. To see if the Town will vote to accept the following Cemetery Trust
Fund, the income to be used as directed, subject to such provisions as may be
applicable thereto:
1. The sum of $250.00 from John E. Rhodebeck, plus the interest to
date, for the perpetual care of Lot 31, Sec. B in Contoocook Cemetery.
2. The sum of $200.00 from WilHam F. & Emma Cobb, plus the
interest to date, for the perpetual care of Lot 24, Sec. B in Contoocook
Cemetery.
3. The sum of $200.00 from Josephine Lord, plus the interest to date,
for perpetual care of Lot 61 , Sec. D in Contoocook Cemetery.
4. The sum of $50.00 from Frank H. Holmes, plus the interest to date,
for the perpetual care of Plot 1, in Lot 29, Sec. C in Hopkinton Old
Cemetery.
5. The sum of $200.00 from Tracy Chellis, plus the interest to date, for
perpetual care of Plots 1, 2, 3, & 4 in Lot 30, Sec. C in Hopkinton Old
Cemetery.
6. The sum of $100.00 from Henry R. Condon, plus the interest to
date, for the perpetual care of Plots 1 & 2 in Lot 182, Sec. E in
Contoocook Cemetery.
46. To see if the Town will vote to accept the sum of $25.00 added to the
Helping Hand Fund in 1967 in memory of Harry Marshall, Ernest H. Perkins,
Tracy Chellis, Jessie Gould and Harry Diman.
47. To see for what purpose the Town shall vote to expend during the
current year the income of the G. Everett Kelley Fund.
48. To see if the Town will vote to accept in the name of the Library
Trustees and for the use of the Contoocook Library, the proceeds of Concord
Savings Bank account #1413 heretofore held in the name of Contoocook
Library Assn., Norman F. Davis, Administrator, Nathaniel Davis Estate.
49. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow
money in anticipation of the 1968 tax levy.




To hear and transact any other business that may legally come before
said meeting.
Given under our hands and seals, this 21st day of February, in the year of












The amount of money required to be raised from the Hopkinton taxpayer
by local property taxes in 1967 was $529,335, an increase of $40,845, or
8.3%, over 1966. (This comparison excludes amounts raised for Precinct
purposes.) The proportionate increase was the smallest in recent years. The
following tabulation summarizes the distribution of this total local tax bill
between town, school and county purposes for the last two years:
Amount Required to be Raised by local property tax
Year
1967 1966
Town purposes 69,019 63,335
School purposes 422,230 390,316
County purposes 32,051 28,353
Overlay 6,035 6,487
529,335 488,490
The burden of local property taxes is distributed among the people of the
town according to the relative assessments placed upon their taxable property
by the Board of Selectmen. During 1966, at the same time that the Board
shifted the basis of Hopkinton assessments to one hundred percent of full
market value, it also undertook a complete reappraisal of the town in an
effort to correct any inequities in valuations which might have arisen over the
years. As a result of this project, many changes in individual property
assessments were made in 1966, and still more in 1967. As a result, our last
pubhshed assessment record which was in the 1965 Town Report is now
entirely out-of-date, and we are therefore pubHshing in this report the record
of assessments as adopted for the 1967 tax year. Although we believe that
these valuations are considerably more accurate for the town as a whole than
those which were in effect when we commenced the reappraisal project, it is
important for all citizens to understand that property valuations never
become finally determined and fixed. From time to time, properties are
improved or deteriorate, neighborhoods change, and in recent years, property
values generally have tended to rise with the relentless course of inflation.
With newly constructed property coming on to the selectmen's records at
current market values, the owners of older properties must reconcile
themselves to gradually increasing assessments for their homes and businesses
if they are to bear their own fair share of the costs of local government.
Moreover, the assessment function is a matter of judgement. In a town such
as Hopkinton with Hterally thousands of separate pieces of property to be
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assessed, it is inevitable that the assessing officers will arrive at some
valuations which differ from some one else's judgement as to the proper
figure and occasionally from the price fixed in a purchase and sale
transaction. Thus, the task of assessment is really never finished, and
inevitably April 1, 1968 will see some modifications, adjustments and indeed,
corrections in the assessments developed by the Board for 1967 and
published in this report.
For the Town of Hopkinton as a whole, the assessed value of all taxable
property for 1967 (before exemptions) was $18,848,000. The increase over
the preceding year was approximately $950,000 or 5.3%, and compares a
corresponding year-to-year increase of 1966 over 1965 of about $900,000.
The accompanying tabulation indicates some of the more important
categories of taxable property in town and the changes from 1966 to 1967. It
is of interest to note that about one-third of the total increase was in factory
buildings and manufacturers stock-in-trade, the largest contributors being the
new FMC building addition and an increase of inventory on the part of
Hosmer Machine Co., Inc. The increase of $640,000 in (non-factory) land and
buildings was accounted for in part by new construction and in part by net
increases in the assessed valuation of pre-existing property.
Summary of Assessed Valuations
(in thousands of dollars)










buildings 766 644 122 18.9
Stock-in-trade -
manufacturers 872 612 260 42.5
All other 1,848 1,922 -74 -3.9
Total - before exemptions 18,848 17,899 949 5.3
Exemptions 209 200 9 4.0
Net assessed Valuation 18,639 17,699 940 5.3
The local tax rate is the arithmetical result of applying the amount
required to be raised by taxes for town, school and county purposes to the
total assessment base in the town. In 1967 the rate was $28.40 per one
thousand dollars of assessed valuation, an increase of only $.80, or 2.9% over
1966. This compares with a corresponding increase of about 16 percent in
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1966 over 1965. The relatively small increase last year resulted from the fact
that the growth of the town's assessment base offset the bulk of the additional
revenue required to be raised from property taxes as summarized at the
outset of this discussion.
With the substantial completion of the reappraisal project, it seems hkely
that next year the rapid increase of the property valuation base in Hopkinton
during the past two years or three years may taper off somewhat. This is
because we can no longer count upon adding substantially to the tax base by
indentifying and assessing property not theretofore fully assessed. Never-
theless, and despite the fact that high interest rates and other economic
factors have recently been discouraging new home construction over the
entire country, the Selectmen issued nineteen building permits for new
residences during 1967. We also issued ten additional permits for substantial
remodeling projects, summer camps, garages and the like as well as twelve sign
and use permits under the zoning ordinance. One permit was also issued for a
commerical project. Construction and improvements made pursuant to these
permits will certainly tend to bring some enlargement of the assessment base
again next year. (On the other hand, it is quite possible that manufacturers
stock-in-trade, which was unusually high in 1967, may well decline
significantly next year, with a corresponding adverse effect on assessed
valuation for such property.)
Several town construction projects were substantially completed last year.
Although there remains a small amount of clean-up and final setting of drains
to be finished in the spring, the new two-lane bridge over the Blackwater River
on the Penacook Road has been opened for traffic. It replaces the dangerous
and obsolete prior one-lane span. The new bridge was built as a Town Bridge
Aid project so that the state paid forty percent of the basic construction
contract. The total cost of the entire undertaking of the Town, including
$400 for acquisition of land as well as the cost of approaches, was $37,801 of
which all but $7,800 had already been raised by taxes and paid on December
31, 1967. The Town's last note given in connection with this job and for
$7,800 has been paid since January 1, 1968.
The rather ambitious two-year TRA project to improve Sugar Hill Road,
including its relocation across land formerly of Mr. Benedict and Mr. Van
Dyke to eUminate a dangerous curve, was completed early in the year.
Preliminary work has been started on improvement of the Penacook Road,
the next proposed TRA project. The Hopkinton Village fire station is also
now complete and in service, though it still remains to install final
appropriate lettering over the doors.
One project which has been stalled for the past year is the proposed
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parking area for the fire department behind Columbia Hall. This project,
which was discussed in this report last year, has been referred to the County
Commissioners for their consideration of the eminent domain proceeding
which we began to acquire the necessary land when negotiations for its
purchase proved useless. There is also no progress to report on the
Contoocook River pollution study. This project is apparently temporarily
delayed pending the availabhty of federal financing under the applicable
federal statutes.
The Town Planning Committee has been relatively inactive this year. Since
the Zoning Ordinance has now been a matter of local law for several years,
perhaps it should be reexamined during 1968 to see if there are any revisions
or improvements indicated in the Ught of our experience or the experience of
other towns engaged in administration of modern zoning laws.
The 1968 Town budget includes several items which merit comment. For
several years we have had a chronic shortage of highway funds while we have
endeavored to hold highway appropriations substantially unchanged in the
face of rising costs and more miles of road to maintain. Last year, with the
additional adverse effect of winter weather continuing late into the spring and
beginning comparatively early in the fall, it became evident that these
appropriations must be adjusted to a more realistic basis. This has been done
in the Selectmen's budget.
The police department appropriation also reflects a significant increase.
The operating budget approved for this department last year was $13,967 and
this year the proposed budget for its operations is $17,247. The major items
accounting for this increase are the fact that the second man in the
department will be employed for a full year during 1968 whereas last year's
budget provided only for his beginning employment on April 1 , or for just
eight months of the year. This year's appropriation also makes increased
allowance for cruiser operation expense, for radio and telephone coverage,
and for additional part-time help. The Balance of the poHce department budget
for 1968 (other than for regular operations) reflects the purchase of a used
cruiser (a 1965 Plymouth which was bought after January 1 of this year),
provides for turning it in late in the year for a 1968 car to bought through
State, and also provides for payment of a mileage allowance to the Chief for
use of his personal car after the Town's cruiser was wrecked in an accident
last fall. Against these items, which are estimated at a total of $3,730, there
are coresponding income items on the revenue side of the budget (including
an insurance settlement from the insurer for the driver who damaged our old
cruiser) amounting to $3,161. Thus, the combined effect is that the
difference, or about $569, must be raised from taxes for the cruiser exchange.
This amount appears to be about what the Town should henceforth
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appropriate to a capital reserve each alternate year when a new cruiser is not
purchased, so as to smooth out the tax burden on account of this item in the
years that a new cruiser must be purchased.
The fire department operating budget shows no significant change for
1968. Provision is, however, made for contract authority for the purchase of
an important new item of equipment. This is a $20,000 tanker to carry a
1,500 gallon tank Delivery upon this item involves a one-year delay, and we
would plan that it be paid for equally in 1968 and 1969 when the town will
no longer have the burden of any payments on account of the Blackwater
Bridge project which involved a current tax burden of approximately $8,000
per year for the past four years. Another budget item of interest and which
perhaps should be mentioned is an increase of approximately $780 in the
insurance appropriation to be used to provide Blue Cross-Blue Shield or
comparable health and accident coverage for town employees.
In accordance with the request of the advisory vote taken last year, the
Selectmen have prepared the warrant for this year's Town Meeting calling for
it to be convened in the Town Hall in the morning on Town Meeting Day for
elections and then to recess to Wednesday evening at the High School.
Unfortunately, the Town Hall Planning Committee has not been active during
1967. Our Town Hall is both a historic building and a valuable asset to all of
us. It belongs to each inhabitant of Hopkinton and is the true home of the
Town itself as a self-governing poHtical body. We are therefore hopeful that
during the year ahead it may be possible to develop a practical and
economical plan for improving and enlarging the Town Hall auditorium and
restoring its usefulness as the seat of our local government.
To all Town citizens, officers, agents and employees, we extend our thanks
for cooperation cheerfully given us. We would not wish to administer the
Town without it. The problems of government anywhere today, indeed,
simply of routine community living, oftentimes seem overwhelming. Yet we
believe the people of Hopkinton are fortunate because as we know them they
have both the desire and the ability to keep our town a healthy, pleasant and
attractive community. But if this is a worthwhile end, its price today, as no
doubt it always has been, is surely good will towards one another, willingness
to accommodate our differences, and a determination as we work together to
accord to others, as well as to merit from them, confidence and respect.





BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures for the
Compared
Estimated and Actual Revenue, Appropriations and Expenditures
Sources of Revenue
From State:
Interest and Dividends Tax
Railroad Tax 2 Yrs. 1964 & 1965
Savings Bank Tax
Reimbursement a/c State and Federal
forest lands
Reimbursement a/c Flood Control Land
Reimbursement a/c Old Age Assistance
From Local Sources Except Taxes:
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees
Rent of Town Hall and Other Buildings
Interest Received on Taxes and Deposits
Income from Trust Funds
Income of Departments:
(a)Ambulance
(b)Payroll Taxes (2 yrs. Cont. Library)
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Sale of Town Property:
2 Police cruisers ($300 and $500)




Amount Raised by Issue of Bonds or Notes:
(State Purpose of each Issue)
Tyler Bridge - '67
Fire Dept. Tanker - '68
Cash Surplus
From Local Taxes Other Than
Property Taxes:
(a)Poll Taxes - Regular @ $2
(b)National Bank Stock Taxes
(c)Yield Taxes
Total Revenues From All Sources
Except Property Taxes
*Amount To Be Raised By Prop. Taxes





































































Total estimated "Revenues from all sources except Property Taxes" deducted from
Total "Appropriations recommended by Budget Committee" should give estimated
"Amount to be raised by Property Taxes," exclusive of County and School Taxes.
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HOPKINTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Ensuing Year January 1, 1968 to December 31, 1968
with
of the Previous Year January 1, 1967 to December 31, 1967.
Actual Appropriations
Appropriations Expenditures Recommended
Previous Previous By Budget
Year Year Committee
Purposes of Expenditures 1967 1967 1968
General Government:
Town Officers' Salaries 7,900.00 7,774.28 7,900.00
Town Officers' Expenses 8,500.00 7,339.32 8,500.00
Election and Registrafion Expenses 400.00 328.92 900.00
Expenses Town Hall and Other Town Bldgs. 4,700.00 3,325.25 4,000.00
Employees' Retirement and Social Security 2,400.00 2,855.43 3,000.00
Protection of Persons and Property:
Hydrant Rentals 1,500.00 1,500.00 1,500.00
Police Department 13,967.00 15,490.85 20,977.00
Fire Department(Cr. 1417.97 in 1967) 7,400.00 8,783.59 7,240.00
Moth Exterm. - Blister Rust & Care of Trees 1,200.00 1,185.50 1,200.00
Insurance "4,000.00 3,263.24 5,500.00
Planning and Zoning 100.00 23.80 100.00
Damage by Dogs 50.00 50.00
Damages and Legal Expenses 400.00 165.93 500.00
Civil Defense 700.00 821.28 875.00
Tarr Trust for Animal Shelter 767.08 700.00
Health:
Health Department, Including Hospitals
and Mental Health Center 8,530.00 8,890.00 6,573.00
Vital Statisfics 80.00 61.25 80.00
Town Dump and Garbage Removal 2,200.00 2,243.26 2,500.00
Highways and Bridges:
Town Maintenance - Summer 17,500.00 17,679.66 18,000.00
Town Maintenance - Winter 18,000.00 21,440.78 24,000.00
Street Lighting 250.00 198.11 250.00
General Expenses of Highway Department 5,200.00 5,270.50 5,500.00
Town Road Aid 1,487.54 1,487.54 1,656.84
Libraries: 5,642.00 5,642.00 5,950.00
Public Welfare:
Town Poor 1,800.00 1,174.61 1,800.00
Old Age Assistance 3,000.00 2,869.89 3,300.00
Patriotic Purposes:
Memorial Day and Veterans' Associations 400.00 400.00 400.00
Recreation:
Parks and Playgrounds Incl. Band Concerts 300.00 300.00 300.00
Public Service Enterprises:
Cemeteries 3,200.00 3,200.00 3,700.00
Airports Town Cons. Comm. 250.00
Advertising and Regional Associations 125.00 123.75 125.00
Interest:
On Temporary Loans 1,000.00 1,430.96 1,400.00
On Long Term Notes 1,200.00 1,179.35 792.47
Highways and Bridges:
Town Construction 3,000.00 2,975.29 4,000.00
Sidewalk Construction 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,500.00
New Equipment
(Tanker $20,000
Plow & Wing $1,750) 21,750.00
Payment on Principal of Debt:
(a) Long Term Notes 19,000.00 19,000.00 15,800.00
(b) Payment to Capital Reserve Funds 1,881.02 1,113.94 700.00
Total Expenditures 148,012.56 151,305.36 183,269.31
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STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND
TAXES ASSESSED FOR THE TAX YEAR 1967
Appropriations
Town Officers Salaries $ 7,900.00
Town Officers Expenses 8,500.00
Election & Registration Expenses 400.00
Town Hall & Other Town Buildings 4,700.00




Blister Rust & Care of Trees 1,200.00
Insurance 4,000.00
Planning & Zoning 100.00





Concord Mental Health Center, Inc. 560.00
Vital Statistics 80.00
Town Dump 2,200.00
Town Maintenance - Summer Work 17,500.00
Town Maintenance - Winter Work 18,000.00
Street Lighting 250.00
General Expenses of Highway Department 5,200.00
Town Road Aid 1,487,54
Libraries 5,642.00
Old Age Assistance 3,000.00
Town Poor 1,800.00
Memorial Day 400.00
Parks & Playgrounds 300.00
Cemeteries 3,200.00
Advertising & Regional Associations 125.00
Town Construction - Roads 3,000.00
Sidewalk Construction 1,000.00
Payment of Debt - Principal 19,000.00
Payment of Debt - Interest 2,200.00
Capital Reserve Fund - to be raised by taxation 1,000.00
Ella Tarr Trust Fund (see: Revenues & Credits) 881.02
TOTAL TOWN APPROPRIATIONS 148,012.56
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Less: Estimated Revenues & Credits:
Interest & Dividends Tax $30,494.98
Railroad Tax 4.44
Savings Bank Tax 2,677.40
Reimbursement a/c State Lands 100.00
Reimbursement a/c Flood Control Land 6,468.58
Revenue from Yield Tax Sources 1,177.39
Interest Received on Taxes & Deposits 1,500.00
Business Licenses, Permits & Filing Fees 50.00
Dog Licenses 1,200.00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 29,000.00
Income from Ella Tarr Trust Fund 881.02
Rent of Town Property & Equipment 50.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 370.10
Poll Taxes- 1,185 @ $2.00 2,370.00
Cash Surplus 1,800.00
Ambulance Service 600.00
Payroll Taxes from Departments 250.00
Total Revenues and Credits 78,993.91
Net Town Appropriations 69,018.65
Net School Appropriations 422,230.33
County Tax Assessment 32,051.55
Total of Town, School and County 523,300.53
Add: Overlay 6,034.88
AMOUNT TO BE RAISED BY PROPERTY TAXES $529,335.41
Taxes to be committed to Collector:
Property Taxes $529,335.41
Precinct Taxes 10,196.75
Total Property Taxes 539,532.16
Poll Taxes 2,370.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 370.10
TOTAL TAXES TO BE COMMITTED $542,272.26
Tax Rates: Precinct Rates:
Town $.40 Contoocook $.10



















STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES
Appro. Expend. Credits
Town Officers Salaries $7,900.00 $7,774.28
Town Officers Expenses 8,500.00 7,339.32 $20.00
Election & Registration Expenses 400.00 328.92
Town Hall & Other Town Bldgs. 4,700.00 3,325.25
Police Department 13,967.00 15,490.85 311.67
Fire Department 7,400.00 8,783.59 1,417.97
Blister Rust & Care of Trees 1,200.00 1,185.50
Insurance 4,000.00 3,263.24
Damages inc'l. Dog Damage & Legal Exp 450.00 165.93
Civil Defense 700.00 821.28 150.00
Health Department 6,700.00 7,060.00 319.00
Concord Hospital 1,270.00 1,270.00
Concord Mental Health Center, Inc. 560.00 560.00
Vital Statistics 80.00 61.25
Town Dump 2,200.00 2,243.26
Highway Dept. - Summer Work 17,500.00 17,679.66
Highway Dept. - Winter Work 18,000.00 21,440.78
Highway Dept. - General Expenses 5,200.00 5,270.50 70.50
Town Road Aid 1,487.54 1,487.54
Street Lighting 250.00 198.11
Libraries 5,642.00 5,642.00
Old Age Assistance 3,000.00 2,869.89
Town Poor 1 ,800.00 1,174.61 136.00
Memorial Day 400.00 400.00
Parks & Playgrounds 300.00 300.00
Cemeteries 3,200.00 3,200.00
Retirement & Social Security 2,400.00 2,855.43 760.13
Interest - Temporary Loans 1 ,000.00 1,430.96 1.14
Interest - Long Term Notes 1 ,200.00 1,179.35
Town Construction 3,000.00 2,975.29
Planning & Zoning 100.00 23.80
Hydrant Rentals 1,500.00 1,500.00
Long Term Notes 19,000.00 19,000.00
Adv. & Regional Associations 125.00 123.75
Sidewalk Construction 1,000.00 1,000.00
Cap. Reserve Fund - Cruiser 400.00 400.00


























State Head Taxes- 1967





















Accounts Owed by Town:
Unexpended Balances of Special Appropriations:
Repair & Restore Frog Pond




Collected - Not Remitted to State Treasurer
Yield Tax - Bond & Debt Retirement:
Uncollected — Previous Years
Collected — Not Remitted to State Treasurer
Social Security - 4th Quarter 1967
Due to Federal Government:










Due to School District:
Balance of 1967 Appropriation 220,000.00
Capital Reserve Funds 6,720.11
Long Term Notes Outstanding:
Grader: 1968 - $2,000.00 1969 - $2,000.00 4,000.00
Fire Station: 1968 - $6,000.00 1969 - $6,000.00
1970 -$6,000.00 18,000.00
Blackwater Bridge: 1968 - $7,800.00 7,800.00
Total Liabilities 263,416,89
Excess of Assets over Liabilities (Net Surplus) 9,930.39
Grand Total $273,347.28
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Town Hall: Lands and Buildings $ 1 3,000.00
Equipment & Furniture 1 ,500.00
Libraries: Lands, Bldgs., Furniture & Equipment 32,500.00
Police Department: Equipment 2,000.00
Fire Department: Lands and Buildings 31,000.00
Equipment 30,000.00
Highway Department: Lands & Buildings 1 ,800.00
Equipment 34,000.00
Schools: Lands & Buildings 880,000.00
Equipment 24,000.00



















Trustee of Trust Funds 1 ,000.00
Cemetery Trustees 125.00






DAVID B. PACKARD, Town Clerk
TAX COLLECTOR'S DEEDS
Sprout Land near New Road $ 50.00
40 Acres Jewett Pasture 300.00
75 Acres Jewett Pasture 400.00
Moss Lot 175.00
White Land (Buswell's Corner) 200.00
Knowles Land (Jewett Road) 500.00
Eugene Foote Est. (30 ac. land Sugar Hill Rd.) 150.00
Edward Connelly, Heirs (Hatfield Section) 100.00
Claudine Chase (1 1 ac. Sprout Land Cloughville Rd.) 1 10.00
Roberts Land (4 Ac. Dunbarton Road) 50.00








State Head Taxes Committed to Collector:
Original Warrant $7,605.00
Added Taxes 190.00
Uncollected Taxes January 1, 1966 $1,570.00 $5.00
Added Taxes During 1967 190.00
Penalties Collected during Year 1 3.50 11 7.00 .50
Total Debits $7,808.50 $1,877.00 $5.50
CREDITS
Remittances to Treasurer:
Head Taxes $6,435.00 $1,730.00 $5.00
Penalties Collected 13.50 117.00 .50
Uncollected Taxes December 3 1 , 1967 1 ,360.00 30.00
Total Credits $7,808.50 $1,877.00 $5.50




Tax Sale May 20, 1967 $8,616.26
Notice to Mortgagees 24.00
Unredeemed Taxes January 1, 1967 $2,098.62 $1,613.82
Interest & Costs after Sale 81.34 2.06 5.58
Total Debits $8,721.60 $2,100.68 $1,619.40
CREDITS
Remittances to Treasurer during Year $5,684.21 $23.37 $101.78
Unredeemed Taxes December 31, 1967 3,037.39 2,077.31 1,517.62
Total Credit $8,721.60 $2,100.68 $1,619.40




Fiscal Year ended December 31, 1967
DEBITS
1967 1966 Prev. Yrs.
Taxes Committed to Collector - 1967
Property Taxes
Poll Taxes





Interest Collected during Year







Interest Collected during Year




PoU Taxes 1,990.00 560.00 $2.00
National Bank Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes
Interest Collected 74.65 608.37 .20




Total Credits 544,228.06 84,403.12 397.42




















E. ROGER MONTGOMERY POST NO. 81
AMERICAN LEGION
Report on Memorial Day expenses
Received town of Hopkinton, 1967 appropriation $400.00
Balance from 1966 appropriation 8.74
Total $408.74
EXPENSES
Hopkinton & Contoocook Band $200.00
Geraniums and wreaths $168.00
Grave flags 37.80











Owen L. French, Treasurer, in account with the Town of Hopkinton
RECEIPTS
Balance at time of settlement - December 31, 1966 $140,878.12
N. H. State Treasurer:
Bounties 19.50
Interest and Dividends Tax 30,494.98
Old Age Assistance Refund 569.74
1966 Head Tax Expense 42.24
1964 Railroad Tax 4.75
1965 Railroad Tax 4.44
1967 Savings Bank Taxes 2,677.40
Hopkinton-Everett 1967 Tax Loss 6,468.58
Selectmen:
Rental of Town Hall 46.00
Refund: Health Department 319.00
Refund: Interest 1.14
Refund: Civil Defense 1 50.00
Refund: Police Department 31 1.67
Refund: Fire Department 266.87
Refund: Highway Dept. - General Expenses 70.50
Refund: Town Officer's Expenses 20.00
Refund: Head Tax 30.00
Income: Ella Tarr Trust - - 881.02
Payroll Taxes: Cemetery Trustees 279.95
Payroll Taxes: Hopkinton Library 78.59
Payroll Taxes: Contoocook Library 401.59
Junk Yard Permits 25.00
Bingo License - American Legion 10.00
Merrimack County Flood Control 358.02
Pistol Permits 38.00
Ambulance Fees 1,151.10
Insurance Claim Payment 70.00
Concord National Bank:
Temporary Loans 1 25,000.00
Long Term Loans 2,800.00
Mechanicks National Bank:
Interest 1,298.25
N. H. Savings Bank:
Interest 853.05
28




1966 Auto Permits 604.46
1967 Auto Permits 30,420.74
1968 Auto Permits 359.81
Filing Fees 10.00
Olive M. Cooley:
Refund - Town Poor 1 36.00
Arthur S. Duston, Trustee:
Capital Reserve Fund - Blackwater Bridge 13,800.00
Virginia T. Astles:
National Bank Stock Taxes 370. 1
1 962 Taxes Redeemed 2 1 .26
1962 Interest on Redemptions 1.04
1963 Taxes Redeemed 20.00
1964 Taxes Redeemed 54.94





1965 Head Taxes 5.00
Head Tax Penalties .50
Taxes Redeemed 21.31
Interest on Redemptions 2.06
1966 Poll Taxes 560.00
1966 Yield Taxes 34.32
1966 Property Taxes 83,190.43
Property Tax Interest 608.37
1966 Head Taxes 1,730.00
1966 Head Tax Penalties 117.00
1966 Taxes Redeemed 5,602.87
1 966 Interest on Redemptions 8 1 .34
1967 Poll Taxes 1,990.00
1967 Property Taxes 485,821.28
1967Yield Taxes 1,412.87
1967 Interest 74.65
1967 Head Taxes 6,435.00
1967 Head Tax Penalties 13.50
Total $950,597.30
Paid - Orders of Selectmen 746,956.83
Balance - December 31, 1967 $203,640.47
29
RECEIPTS FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1967
Current Revenue:
From Local Taxes:
Property Taxes - 1967 $485,821.28
Poll Taxes- 1967 1,990.00
National Bank Stock Taxes - 1967 370.10
Yield Taxes -1967 1,412.87
State Head Taxes - 1967 6,435.00
Total Current Year's Taxes Coll. & Remitted $496,029.25
Property Taxes - Previous Years 83,190.43
Poll Taxes - Previous Years 562.00
Yield Taxes - Previous Years 34.32
State Head Taxes - Previous Years 1,735.00
Interest 683.22
Head Tax Penalties 131.00
Tax Sales Redeemed 5,720.38
Interest on Redemptions 88.98 92,145.33
From State:
Interest & Dividends Tax 30,494.98
Savings Bank Tax 2,677.40
Railroad Tax- 1964 4.75
Railroad Tax- 1965 4.44
Reimbursement Flood Control Land 6,468.58
Reimbursement Old Age Assistance 569.74
Reimbursement Head Tax Expenses 42.24
Reimbursement Bounties 19.50 40,281.63
From Local Sources except Taxes:
Dog Licences 1,334.00
Business Licences, Permits, Filing Fees 83.00
Rent of Town Property 46.00
Interest on Deposits 2,151.30
Income from Trust Funds - Ella Tarr 881.02
Motor Vehicle Permits 31,385.01 35,880.33
Total Current Revenue Receipts 664,336.54
Receipts other than Current Revenue:
Temporary Loans 125,000.00




Payroll Taxes from Depts. 760.13
Withdrawal from Cap. Res. - Bridge 13,800.00
Interest Income from Cap. Res. - Bridge 138.21
30
Total Receipts other than Current Revenue 145,382.64
Total Receipts from aU Sources 809,719.18
Cash on handJanuary 1, 1967 140,878.12
Grand Total $950,597.30
PAYMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1967
Current Maintenance Expenses:
General Government:
Town Officers Salaries $ 7,774.28
Town Officers Expenses 7,339.32
Election & Registration Expenses 328.92
Town Hall & other Town Buildings 3,325.25 $ 18,767.77




Blister Rust & Care of Trees 1,185.50
Planning & Zoning 23.80
Insurance 3,263.24




Concord Mental Health Center, Inc. 560.00
Vital Statistics 61.25
Town Dump 2,243.26 11,194.51
Highways & Bridges:
Summer Work i 17,679.66
Winter Work 21,440.78
General Expenses 5,270.50
Street Lighting . 198.11
Town Road Aid 1,487.54 46,076.59
Libraries 5,642.00
Pubhc Welfare:
Old Age Assistance 2,869.89
Town Poor 1,174.61 4,044.50
Memorial Day 400.00
Parks & Playgrounds 300.00
Cemeteries 3,200.00
Unclassified:
Ella Tarr Trust Fund 767.08
31
Regional Associations 123.75
Damages & Legal Expenses 165.93
Taxes Bought by Town 8,616.26
Retirement & Social Security 2,855.43
Abatements & Refunds 4,595.09 17,123.54
Total Current Maintenance Expenses 137,817.17
Interest:
Temporary Loans 1,430.96
Long Term Notes 1,179.35 2,610.31
Outlay for New Construction:
Blackwater Bridge - State Aid Construction 20,366.83
Hopkinton Village Fire Station 4,719.20
Town Construction 2,975.29
Sidewalk Construction 1,000.00 29,061.32
Indebtedness:
Temporary Loans 125,000.00
Long Term Notes 19,000.00
Capital Reserve - Ella Tarr Trust 113.94
Capital Reserve - Police Cruiser 400.00
Capital Reserve - Ambulance 600.00 145,113.94
Payments to other Governmental Divisions:
State Head Taxes pd. State Treas. - 1966 2,079.50
State Head Taxes pd. State Treas. - 1967 5,665.50
Yield Taxes pd. State Treasurer 264.69
Precinct Taxes 9,952.78
County Taxes 32,051.55
School District - 1966 180,000.00
School District - 1967 201,982.05
School District - Flood Control Re-im. 358.02 432,354.09
Total Payments all Purposes 746,956.83
Cash on hand December 31, 1967 203,640.47
Grand Total $950,597.30
32
DETAILED STATEMENTS OF PAYMENTS
Detail No. 1 — Town Officers Salaries
Donald N. Rice, Selectman
Thomas H. Johnson, Jr., Selectman
Joseph S. Ransmeier, Selectman
Owen L. French, Treasurer
David B. Packard, Town Clerk
Virginia T. Astles, Tax Collector
Olive M. Cooley, Overseer of Poor
Arthur S. Duston, Trustee of Trust Funds
J. Howard Lightfoot, M.D., Health Officer
Ernest H. Perkins, Estate, Auditor
Henry R. Condon, Auditor
















Detail No. 2 -
Donald N. Rice






J. Howard Lightfoot, M.D.
Evans Printing Company
Industrial Photo of Boston, Inc.
IBM
Concord Camera Store
Brown & Saltmarsh, Inc.
State Treasurer




N. H. Assessors Association
N. H. Town Clerks Association
N. H. Tax Collectors Association


























Detail No. 3 - Election & Registration Expenses
Pauline Wilder, Supervisor $49.47
Carolyn Wallace, Supervisor 35.13
Marilyn Tucker, Supervisor 37.28
Katherine T. Brown, Ballot Clerk 19.12
Eleanor Moran, Ballot Clerk 19.12
Jessie H. Brown, Assisting Town Clerk 1 7.2
1
B.B. Paine 10.00
Estate of Tracy Chellis 22.75
Raymond Sullivan 24.86
Evans Printing Company 42.00
Edson C. Eastman Co., Inc. 23.40
Social Security 28.58
$328.92
Detail No. 4 - Town Hall & Other Town Buildings
PubUc Service Co. of N. H. $502.73
Hopkinton Telephone Company 144.25
Contoocook Valley Fuel Service 745 . 1
7
Ayer & Holt, Inc. 229.00
Hopkinton Water Department 161.28
Alfred N. Chandler 200.04
R. K. Boyd Construction, Inc. 1 ,030.63
L. Melvin Tucker 29.20
C. L. Haskell 56.00
CarroU Kimball 225.00
The Cracker Barrel 1.95
$3,325.25
Detail No. 5 - Police Department
Ronald D. Daniels, Jr. - Chief $5,077.55
James P. Hargrove - Officer 2,55 1 .62
Raymond Sullivan 520.77









Internal Revenue Service 1,456.20
Retirement 670.53
Social Security 127.44
Tenney Fuel, Inc. 552.61
Gulf Oil Corporation 535.03
Humble 81.57
Shell Oil Company 29.79
Contoocook Garage Corporation 60.80
Hurd's Esso Servicenter 1 .80
Carlson's Motor Sales 268.68




Central Equipment Company 1 9 1 .4
1
Eastern Fire Equipment Company ' 30.95
Graham Radio 161.13
Sheppard Auto Supply 14.80
The Michie Company 5.50
Cush Craft 52.00
Del Chemical Corporation 24.90
Criminal Research Products, Inc. 20.25
Auto I. D. 1.75
Scientific Detection Devices 38.00
H. F. Bray & Company 2.00
Hovey's Camera 121.21
Concord Camera Shop 69.52
Dunlap Photo Service 36.91
Haggett's 2.36
Astles Lumber & Hardware Company 5.56
Brown & Saltmarsh, Inc. 19.25
The Village Press, Inc. 17.40
Mayflower Press 9.00
The Cracker Barrel 13.24
The Center Store 10.50
C. E.Wilber 12.00
State Treasurer 69.66
Treasurer St. Anselm's College 20.00
N. H. Accident Prevention Council 5.00
Granite State Stamps 9.69
Jordan's Luggage Shop 10.95
J. F. Kirk, Inc. 38.17





Burton A. Nault, M. D.
Robert O. Blood, M. D.
Nault's Pharmacy
Concord Hospital
Public Service Co. of N. H.
Hopkinton Telephone Company
Capital Car Wash
















Detail No. 6 - Fire Department
Arthur E. Starkweather, Jr. - Payroll
Frank D. Johnson — FF Payroll
FMC Corporation — Payroll
Social Security
Erlon Salsbury - Expenses
Oilman D. Brown - Expenses
Carroll Kimball - Plowing
Raymond Proctor — Repairs
Albert Hankins, Coll. - Water
Wilham Hungerford, Treas. — Rent
Public Service Co. of N.H.
Hopkinton Telephone Co.
American Fire Equipment Co.
H. R. Clough
Contoocook Valley Fuel Service
Sanel, Inc.
Evans Radio, Inc.
Astles Lumber & Hardware Co.
R. K. Boyd Construction, Inc.
J. Schoch & Son
Concord Color Center
N. H. Welding Supply Co.
J. D. Moore
L. Melvin Tucker
Concord Fire Extinguisher Co.
Phelps Photo






























Concord Area Mutual Fire Aid Compact 10.00
Adams Glass Co. 9.72
J. F. Kirk, Inc. 19.27
A. E. Starkweather, Jr. - Ambulance Laundry 46.00
Monitor Publishing Co., Inc. 1 3.50
Hurd's Esso Servicenter 152.83
Contoocook Garage Corp. 175.87
The Cracker Barrel 80.51




Detail No. 7 - Hydrant Rentals
Robert C. Datson, Treas. - Contoocook Precinct $ 1 ,000,00
Hopkinton Water Department 500.00
$1,500.00
Detail No. 8 -- Tarr Trust Fund
Concord SPCA $34.00
Russell Animal Hospital 43.42
Astles Lumber & Hardware Co. 17.92
Duclos Lumber 15.00
The Cracker Barrel 2.96
Leslie Durrant, DVM 485.00
Ronald D. Daniels, Jr. 126.00
Ernest Archibald 42.78
Detail No. 9 - BHster Rust & Care of Trees
$767.08
State Treasurer - Blister Rust Appro. $200.00
Chase Tree Service - Spraying 175.00
Kenneth Parker - Tree Removal 8 10.50
$1,185.50
Detail No. 10 - Insurance
Dodd Insurance Agency, Inc. $3,263.24
37
Detail No. 1 1 — Civil Defense
Central Equipment Co. $270.00
Greenlands Corp. 100.00
Montgomery - Ward 264.31
Sanel,Inc. 90.00
N. H. Explosives & Machinery Co. 42.20
Hopkinton Police Fund 40.00
State Treasurer 7.50




Detail No. 12 - Health Dept. & Hospital
Barbara F. Chandler, Treas. $ 1 ,000.00
Helen Langwasser, Treas. 4,219.00
Concord Hospital 1 ,270.00
Concord Mental Health Center, Inc. 560.00




Detail No. 13 - Vital Statistics
David B. Packard, Town Clerk - - $61.25










Bernard Foster - Payroll & Trucks 229.08
PubHc Service Co. of N. H. 24.72
J. F. Kirk, Inc. 49.38
Astles Lumber & Hardware Co. 12.55
38
Helen Scribner, Tax Coll. 1 .35
$2,243.26
Detail No. 15 - Town Road Aid
Treasurer, State of N. H. $ 1 ,487.54
Detail No. 16 - Highway Dept. - Summer Work
Bernard Foster, Payroll & Trucks $12,938.28
Withholding Taxes 400.05
Social Security 337.55
N. H. Bituminous Co., Inc. 3,748.62
Granite State Asphalt Products 255.16
$17,679.66
Detail No. 17 - Highway Department - Winter Work
Bernard Foster, Payroll & Trucks $19,855.09
Withholding Taxes 939.20
Social Security 524.18
International Salt Co. 92.16
Granite State Asphalt Products 30.15
$21,440.78
Detail No. 18 - Highway Dept. -- General Expenses
International Salt Co. $1,213.81
Penn Culvert Co. 661.20
Sanel, Inc. 548.92
Bernard Foster, Payroll & Trucks 618.74
Chadwick-BaRoss Co. 219.41
N.H. Bituminous Co., Inc. 376.76
John A Connare 209.88
R. C. Hazelton Co. 184.05
Sheppard Auto Supply Co. 53.61
N. H. Explosives & Machinery Co. 34.48
Central Petroleum Co. 71.15
Sargent-Sowell, Inc. 71.54
Del Chemical Corp. 65.75
Merrimack Farmers Exchange 86.80
Max Cohen & Sons 40.00














Hosmer Machine Co., Inc.
Granite State Asphalt Products
Contoocook Valley Fuel Service
Gulf Oil Corp.
Ernest Archibald
Treasurer, State ofN. H.
Astles Lumber & Hardware Co.
Public Service Co. of N. H.
J. F. Kirk, Inc.
Credits:
Detail No. 19 - Street Lighting
Public Service Co. of N. H. $198.1
1
Detail No. 20 — Libraries
Bates Memorial Library $3,002.00
Hopkinton Library 2,640.00
$5,642.00
Detail No. 21 - Old Age Assistance
Olive M. Cooley - Overseer of Poor $2,869.89
Detail No. 22 — Town Poor
Olive M. Cooley Overseer of Poor $1,174.61
Credits: 136.00
$1,038.61
Detail No. 23 - Memorial Day
John J. Munhall, Jr. - Treasurer $400.00
Detail No. 24 - Parks & Playgrounds
Robert G. Reed, Jr. - Treas. George Park $250.00
Leslie Mills - Hopkinton Village Square 50.00
$300.00
40
Detail No. 25 — Planning & Zoning
Cleveland, Waters & Bass
Detail No. 26 — Cemeteries
Spencer S. Dodd, Trustee
Detail No. 27 — Damages & Legal Expenses
Kathleen M. Roy, Reg. of Deeds
Leila Bartlett, Reg. of Probate
Hurd's Esso Servicenter - Repairs
Detail No. 28 - Regional Associations
N. H. Municipal Association
Detail No. 29 — Taxes Bought by Town
Virginia T. Astles, Tax Coll.
Detail No. 30 - Refunds & Abatements














































Detail No. 31 — Retirement & Social Security
Treasurer, State of N. H. - Social Security
Treasurer, State of N. H. - Admin. Costs
Internal Revenue Service









Detail No. 32 - Interest
Concord National Bank — Temporary Loans
Concord National Bank — Long Term Notes
$1,430.96
1,179.35
Detail No. 33 - State Aid Construction
$2,610.31
Treasurer, State of N. H. — Blackwater Bridge
Treasurer, State of N. H. — TRA Blackwater Bridge




Detail No. 34 — Town Construction
$20,366.83




Detail No. 35 — Sidewalk Construction
$2,975.29
Hopkinton Paving $1,000.00
Detail No. 36 - Land & Buildings
Earl E. & Alice D. George>
Leon W. Brousseau, Inc.
Leon W. Brousseau, Inc. & L. Melvin Tucker
John D. Sullivan








Detail No. 37 - Temporary Loans
Concord National Bank $125,000.00
Detail No. 38 - Long Term Notes
Concord National Bank - Grader $2,000.00
Concord National Bank - Pumper 3,000.00
Concord National Bank - Fire Station 6,000.00
Concord National Bank - Bridge 8,000.00
$19,000.00
Detail No. 39 - Capital Reserve Funds
Arthur S. Duston, Trustee - Cruiser $400.00
Arthur S. Duston, Trustee - Ambulance 600.00
Arthur S. Duston, Trustee — Tarr Trust 1 13.94
$1,113.94
Detail No. 40 — Payments to Other Governmental Divisions
Treasurer, State of N. H. - 1966 Head Tax Liability $2,079.50
Treasurer, State of N. H. - 1967 Head Tax Expense 5,665.50
Treasurer, State of N. H. - Bond & Debt Retire. Tax 264.69
Contoocook Precinct 6,341.78
Hopkinton Precinct 3 ,6 1 1 .00
County Treasurer 32,051.55
School District - Bal. 1966 Appro. 180,000.00
School District - Part 1967 Appro. 201,982.05
School District - Flood Control Reimbursement 358.02
$432,354.09
43
BERNARD G. FOSTER - ROAD AGENT
In Account with the Town of Hopkinton



















Bernard G. Foster, Trucks
Truck Rentals
Sand & Gravel






















































Bernard G. Foster, Trucks 4,258.38




Bernard G. Foster $371.75
Edward G. Martin 365.25
Erlon E. Salsbury 305,43
Carl Eastman 286.72





WilHam J. Wood 7.84
Gordon Burleigh 11.47
Total Payroll 1,589.73
Bernard G. Foster, Trucks 761.76
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Cash on hand January 1, 1967
Town Appropriation
Trustees of Trust Funds
RESERVE ACCOUNT














Contoocook Cemetery Association $1,000.00
Labor 2,396.00
Trucking 200.00
FertiUzer & Seed 174.84
GasoUne 49.76
Paint & brushes 9.88






CASH on HAND December 31, 1967
General Funds
Reserve Funds






CONTOOCOOK CEMETERY ASSOCIATION, INC.
Report for 1967
Receipts
Cash on hand, January 1 , 1967 $ 956.00
Received from:
Cemetery Trustees $ 1 ,000.00
Trust Funds 1,300.00







Mower, water and miscellaneous 397.37
Loam 63.00
Lot sale acct. and capital improvement




JESSIE H. BROWN, Treasurer
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HOPKINTON FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY
HOPKINTON BRANCH
Report - 1967













Salaries and Social Security
Rent
Supplies
Balance on hand, December 31, 1967
CIRCULATION:
Juvenile (including 700 sent from

























Cash on hand, January 1 , 1967 $70.64
Town of Hopkinton 3,002.00
Ella Tarr Estate 881.02
Trust Funds 281.66
Fines and sale of books 119.17 $4,354.49
EXPENDITURES
Books - 592 $1,138.41
Magazines, booklists, bulletins 127.18
Salaries, Withholding and Social Security 1,715.05
Insurance 216.75
Lights and water 163.84
Fuel oil and furnace checkup 360.15
Mending and cataloging supplies 196.33
Postage and miscellaneous 110.77
Book stacks and shelving 300.00













*Maple Street School 680







HOPKINTON PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING ASSOCIATION
Financial Report, 1967
Receipts
Cash on hand, January 1, 1967 $ 295.71
Town Treasurer 5,219.00
School District Treasurer 1 , 1 00.00
Fees Collected by Nurse 22 1 .00
Road Toll Refund 17.93
$6,853.64
Expenditures
Belle Nightingale Salary $5,365.55
Town Share of Social Security 229.57
Hopkinton Telephone Company 176.60
Car Expense 302.08
Car Insurance 91.75
Helen Langwasser, Treasurer 50.00
Return to Town Treasurer for overpayment 319.00
$6,534.55
Cash on hand, December 31, 1967 $ 319.09
HELEN J. LANGWASSER, Treasurer
Annual Report - 1967








To infants under one month 21
To Infants 1 month to one year 33
Preschool visits 30
Home visits to school children 32
School visits (Including physicals) 1 39
First aid at school 60
Transported home from school 14




N. H. Sight conservation for assistance 2
Transportation to and from Hospital 3
Mental health service conference 2
Nursing home visits 17
Collection and distribution of clothing to the needy.
Gratefully acknowledging assistance rendered and donations to the





Methodist Church Service Club
Methodist Church W. S. C. S.
Methodist Church Sunday school
Congregational Church Ladies' Guild
St. Andrews Church
Hopkinton Chapter. American Red Cross
Hopkinton PoHce Dept.
Future Homemakers, Hopkinton High School









Cash on hand January 1 , 1967 $ 1262.52
Receipts
Contoocook Precinct (Appropriation) $650.00
Contoocook Valley Fair Assoc. (Auto Parking) 350.00
Hopkinton School District (Insurance Approp.) 150.00





Astles Lumber Co. (Supplies) $43.36
Barney's Florist (Flowers) 5.00
Boyd, R. K. (Seasonal Contractor) 325.62
Brown, Gilman (Grounds Mower purchase) 35 1 .46
Cardigan Sport Store (Athletic Equipment) 80.55
Carruthers, Robert (Mowing Grounds) 1 1 6.00
Contoocook Garage Corp. (Mower Fuel) 10.54
Dodd Insurance Co. (Liability Insurance) 179.00
Donations (Jimmy Fund & Olympic Team) 1 3.00
Giant Mfg. Co. (Playground Apparatus) 477.75
Haggetts Sport Store (Football) 1 1 .95
Hazen Printing Co. (Envelopes Printed) 2.00
Herrick, Johnny (Mowing Grounds) 20.20
Hopkinton Fireman's Assoc. (Burning Grounds) 25.00
Houston, T. C. (Grounds Fertilization) 15.00
Parker, Kenneth (Tree trimming) 20.00
Pubhc Service Co. (Rink Lighting) 1 6.00
Postmaster, Contoocook (Postage) 2.00
Townes, Maurice (Rink Firewood) 12.50
Wirthmore Mills (Fertihzer) 64.45
$1,791.38
Cash on Hand January 1, 1968 871.14
Total Liabilities $2,662.52
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Each year at our annual Commissioner's Meeting, a major project is
planned for the ensuing year or years. Our previously anticipated project for a
Standard Playground Program has been nearly completed. New facilities have
been installed during each of the past three years.
Our projected goal for this year is the construction of a regulation surfaced
basketball court. Due to the cost involved of such projects, funds must be
kept in reserve temporarily, hence, the higher than usual balance on hand
December 31, 1967.
We greatly appreciate and welcome ideas, suggestions and comments from
the people of our community. This, plus information received from State and
Federal Parks and Playgrounds associations help us to determine what
projects will benefit the majority of our children. The playground program
was established primarily for the younger set. The basketball program is being




Robert Reed Jr., Treasurer
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HOPKINTON VILLAGE PRECINCT
REPORT OF PRECINCT COMMISSIONERS
During 1967 the total revenues of the Water Department amounted to
$7,650, an increase of approximately $700 over the preceding year. Net
income of the Water Department after all expenses including depreciation was
$1,001 as compared with $841 in 1966. Taking into account the fact that
depreciation is an item of expense which does not require any current cash
outlay, the flow of funds generated from net income and depreciation was
essentially the equivalent of the Department's $4,000 amortization obliga-
tions on its outstanding debt. Although there is no surplus of cash which has
yet been built up because of the heavy obligations of the Department to
amortize debt, nevertheless the operation of the Department appears to be
well estabUshed on a sound financial basis. The increasing revenues each year
have resulted from new customers coming onto the Precinct system. As this
tendency continues and the debt of the Department is paid off, operations
should result in steadily increasing net income.
There was no important new construction of water works plant during
1967. A contribution was received from the Precinct in the amount of $500
to apply against the cost of the water main extension which the Department
installed to serve the new Town fire station. The contribution was in addition
to an original $900 contribution in 1966. Taking these contributions into
consideration, the net cost of the project to the Department is such that
revenues from customers attached should suffice to cover the Department's
investment in the extension.
As a result of bond issues heretofore authorized or proposed to be
authorized in the forthcoming Precinct meeting, the Water Department will
have sufficient authority to finance a main extension out Route 103 toward
Contoocook in the event that customers in that area should ask for service
and indicate wiUingness to subscribe to service to a sufficient extent to make
such an extension economical. There is also available sufficient borrowing
power to replace any existing old main which might become unservicable
during the year. Unfortunately, since replacements would not generate
additional revenues, it has not been feasible from an economic standpoint to
make such replacements heretofore.
The Precinct was confronted with several difficult zoning problems during
1967. One of these controversies arising from a proposed addition to the rear
of the Cracker Barrel store involved proceedings in the courts which had
already been commenced last year and were discussed in this report at that
time. This litigation was concluded during 1967 with a judgement sustaining
the Board of Adjustment of the Precinct in the variance which it had granted
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to the proprietor of the Cracker Barrel. There was also an entensive
proceeding during 1967 in connection with a proposed public campground to
be installed on the premises of Harold Kimball between the Horseshoe Tavern
cabins and Interstate Highway 89. After a hearing before the Board of
Adjustment, a permit was granted for this campground, subject to a number
of conditions and restrictions. The applicants for the permit, however, did
not choose to proceed with the project and it appears to have been
abandoned.
A special meeting of the Precinct was held on May 31, 1967 to see what
arrangements might be worked out for the use of a portion of the Precinct
building by the Town Pohce Department. An arrangement to this end was
authorized by the voters of the Precinct under restrictions intended to assure
the Precinct that it would recover its reasonable costs and expenses resulting
from the arrangement. Up to the present time it has appeared that there are
insufficient funds available for the Police Department to undertake the cost
of development and maintenance of a separate police station apart from the
Selectmen's office at the Town Hall which it presently uses.
The winter of 1967-68 has been unusually successful one for the pubHc
skating rink. The Precinct Commissioners wish to express their appreciation
to Mr. Alfred Moody for his interest and diUgence in attending to the removal
of snow from the area in order to keep the rink open.
Respectfully submitted,




FINANCIAL REPORT of the
HOPKINTON VILLAGE PRECINCT





(a) General fund 12/31/67
Total Assets






Bills owed by Precinct
Total Liabilities






SCHEDULE OF PRECINCT PROPERTY
Lands and Buildings:
Fire Station and lot $4,000.00
Reservoirs (village square and 4 others) 3,500.00
Furniture and Apparatus:









Rental of Fire House
$3,611.00
$250.00
Total Receipts from All Sources
























Commissioners & Treas. Exp.



















Total 1967 $2,539.17 $ 499.43
Total Payments for All Purposes






Part 2: Water Department
Balance Sheet - December 31, 1967
Fixed Assets
Land
Water Supply Land - Gravity well site $ 248.95
Water Supply Land - Gravel packed well site 8,699.59
Water Supply Structures - Gravity system
Cost 9,014.29
Less accrued depreciation 8,592.24




Less accrued depreciation 1,575.19
19,339.00
Water Supply Equipment - Gravity system
Cost 2,876.94
Less accrued depreciation 2,738.25
138.69
Water Supply Equipment - Gravel Packed Well
Cost 12,432.14
Less accrued depreciation 1,500.14
10,932.00
Distribution Mains - Gravity system
Cost 5,396.78
Less accrued depreciation 4,866.78
530.00
Distribution Mains - Briar Hill Road
Cost 20,421.07
Less accrued depreciation 1,531.07
18,890.00
Distribution Mains - South Road
Cost 10,391.38
Less accrued depreciation 523.38
9,868.00
Distribution Mains - Irish Hill Rd. Extension
Cost 3,913.20
Less accrued depreciation 196.20
3,717.00
Distribution Mains - Lilac Lane
Cost 725.76
Less accrued depreciation 38.76
687.00









Engineering Plans & Surveys
Unamortized Financing costs
Total Fixed Assets
Cash in National Bank



































From Hopkinton Village Aqueduct Assn. 9,594.78
From Hopkinton Village Improvement Assn. 297.60
Other customers in aid of construction 1,855.00
Precinct Contribution in aid of Main Street







Profit & Loss Account
Balance, January 1, 1967
Add Net Income, 1967
Total Precinct Equity






Statement of Income and Expense

















Add Nonoperating Income - Interest Earned




































Snow Plowing 51.00 25.00
Repairs 100.00
Insurance (New Package) 40.00 200.00
STREET LIGHTS 1,381.75 1,500.00
CHRISTMAS TREE 40.47 25.00
CLOCK 50.00 150.00
DRINIGNG FOUNTAIN 60.00
HYDRANTS & SKATING RINK -- Snow Plowing 150.00 150.00
OFFICERS EXPENSES 80.00 100.00
GENERAL EXPENSES 29.08 100.00
LEGAL FEES 400.00 1,600.00
TELEPHONE 32.87
AID TO WATER LINE CONSTRUCTION 500.00
Sub-Total $ 3,038.60 $ 4,150.00
Operation Maintenance & Adm. 1,468.88 1,600.00
Interest on Debt 2,573.18 2,500.00
Principal on Debt 4,000.00 4,000.00
Sub-Total 8,042.06 8,100.00
CONTINGENCY FUND 1 00.00
CAPITAL OUTLAY - Construction 6,000.00




^ > 0^ S
SOURCE OF REVENUES AND CREDITS ti S 5 5< u- uj o
Surplus Available to Reduce Precinct Taxes $ 387.44 $ 1 ,209.84
Fire Station Rent 250.00
Sub-Total 637.44 1,209.84
WATER DEPARTMENT
Water Rents 7,050.47 7,500.00
HYDRANT RENTALS 600.00 600.00
Sub-Total 7,650.47 8,100.00
Amounts Raised by Issue of Bonds or Notes 6,000.00
Total Revenues Except Precinct Taxes $8,287.91 $15,309.84
Amount to be Raised by Precinct Taxes 3,040.16
Total Revenues and Precinct Taxes $ 18,^0.0Q
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Unexpended Balance of Bond and


























New Construction 3 5 5 .00
Other: 34.10
Langley Extension 50.62
Receipts other than Current Revenue:
Withdrawals from Capital Reserve Funds 2,288.49
Total Receipts from All Sources 2 1 ,825 . 1




Care of Water System $ 5,322.53
Street Lights 2,632.00
CoUectors Comm. & Expense 652.30
Treasurers Salary & Expense 162.35
Comm. Salaries & Expenses 370.00
Legal Expense 1 2 1 .69
Park Appropriation 650.00
Care of Village Greens 75.00
Insurance 148.00
Care of Clock 25.00
Land & Property Rents 344.66
Christmas Lights 58.02
Total Current Maintenance Expenses $10,561.55
Interest Paid 3,749.36
Indebtedness
Payment on Notes 2,288.49
Payment on Bonds 6,000.00
Total Payments for All Purposes 22,599.40
Cash on hand at end of year 802.75
Grand Total $23,402.15
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1968 BUDGET OF THE
Contoocook Fire Precinct
Care and Operation of Water System $ 5,323.53 $ 6,000.00
Collectors Bond and Expenses 652.30 635.00
Treasurers Salary and Expenses 163.35 165.00
Workshop Rent 180.00 180.00
Land Rent 164.66 65.00
Insurance 148.00 148.00
Street Lights 2,632.00 2,900.00
Care of Clock 25.00 50.00
Village Green 75.00 75.00
Christmas Lighting 58.02 60.00
Park Appropriation 650.00 650.00
Legal Expenses 121.69 300.00
Comm. Salaries and Expenses 370.00 430.00
Payment on Notes 2,288.49
Principal of Debt 6,000.00 6,000.00
Interest on Debt 3,749.36 2,200.00
Capital Reserve Fund - to be raised by taxation 2,000.00
Total Appropriations or Expenditures $22,600.40 $21,858.00
Surplus Available to Reduce Precinct Taxes 1,577.05 802.75
Hydrant Rentals 1,000.00 1,000.00
Water Rents 11,755.11 12,000.00
Other Revenues & Credits (list below):
New Construction 355.00 400.00
Langley Extension 50.62 50.62
Other 34.10 10.00
Withdrawals from Capital Reserve Funds 2,288.49
Total Revenues Except Precinct Taxes 14,263.37
Amount to be Raised by Precinct Taxes 7,594.63
Total Revenues and Precinct Taxes 21,858.00
Budget Committee: February 14, 1968
Edward Leadbeater, Chairman Shepard Wilder
MarshaU Moyer Raymond Proctor
Melvin Tucker George Bean
Allen Lewis Donald Rice




Addition of our second full-time officer has increased the patrol coverage
of the town. While it has increased the number of court cases for motor
vehicle violations, we would like to believe it has contributed to the decrease
in serious crimes and accidents.
During 1967, the department has established the Contoocook Valley
Animal Shelter, held the first narcotics seminar for high school students in
the State, and set up a schoolboy safety patrol at the Maple Street school.
Officer Hargrove completed the State Police training school in Concord
before going on duty; other officers and the Chief attended training sessions
and seminars held by the FBI, the State Police, and at St. Anselm's College,
on Supreme Court decisions, search and seizure, narcotics and drug abuse.
A snow-vehicle is being used to check snowbound seasonal property, and
regular door-checks are made on places of business in the town. Emphasis
continues on preventive law enforcement, to attempt to make the Town
undesirable for the criminal element.
Youth problems continue. Chief Daniels has talked to many parents of
teen-age youth, repeating the idea that knowing where their children are, and
what they are doing, will solve many problems before they start. An apt
quotation, from an unknown source, is "When there was a woodshed behind
every New England home, most juvenile cases were settled out of court."
In 1968, I feel a great need for improved facilities - that is, a new police
office. Sharing quarters with the Selectmen in the Town Hall is not
satisfactory. We have not been able to interrogate criminal suspects with
sufficient privacy. Talks with parents and children are interrupted by other
meetings in the town hall, and cannot be private there. There are no secure
facilities for storage of evidence in criminal cases. Files are exposed to casual
visitors. I hope that the townspeople will support our efforts to get a better
office.
To improve the willingness of the part-time officers to work when called,
we are asking for an increase in wages to $2.00 per hour. We will continue
strict enforcement of motor vehicle laws. Sidewalks, primarily in Con-
toocook, must be improved and maintained to assure our children's safety.
Continued efforts of both the Community and the Police will, I hope,
reduce accidents and adult and juvenile crime. Thanks to the residents, the
80
Selectmen, the Budget Committee and neighboring poHce departments for
their help and support this past year.
































Total criminal cases 30 58 53
JUVENILE CRIMINAL CASES
1965 1966 1967
















Total juvenile cases 4 14 40











































Total motor vehicle cases 75 61 46
MOTOR VEHICLE & TRAFFIC STATISTICS
1965 1966 1967
Accidents investigated 43 97 74
Fatal accidents 1
Defective equipment tags issued 23 30 55
Warnings 93 116 171
Court cases 75 61 146
Motor vehicles checked 157 216 182
Suspension letters written 17 18 16
New signs erected 29 51 30
Cars checked by radar - - 2,300 1,900
Miles travelled by cruiser 40,457 53,594
Fines levied by Concord District Court $2095 $2545 $2905
ANALYSIS OF CITIZEN COMPLAINTS & CALLS
(calls and complaints received



































Prank phone calls reported
Prowlers
Record check requests
Special poHce officers requested









Calls pertaining to cases
Calls from law agencies
Not otherwise classified
































LOG OF THE HOPKINTON FIRE DEPARTMENT
November 1, 1966 to October 31, 1967
The Department received only 27 calls for assistance, a marked decrease of
22 over the previous year, listed as follows:
6 Vehicle fires
4 Brush fires




1 Flooded oil burner
1 Flooded well pumped out
1 Burning mattress
1 Burning plastic toys running out of fireplace onto floor
1 Short circuited electric motor
1 Short circuited house wiring
1 Sprinkler system bell ringing for lack of air pressure
1 Stand-by for Concord Fire Department
1 Stand-by on Halloween
75 Ambulance runs were made, including 2 for the resuscitator. This is an
increase of 7 over last year.
The first annual Fireman's Field Day was held on July 4th at George's
Park, Contoocook, with an estimated 800 people attending. Teams from
Hopkinton and the surrounding towns participated in tanker, hose-laying,
pumper, the Department participated in musters at Henniker and Pembroke
and, on each occasion, took the tanker cup. the Department participated in
musters at Henniker and Penbroke and, on each occasion, took the tanker
cup.
In observance of Fire Prevention Week, the Department had both stations
open every morning. They took orders for new fire extinguishers, as well as
recharging many others. The weeks activities were climaxed by a dance,
sponsored jointly by the firemen and auxiliary. The Department participated
in Fire Prevention Parades in Concord and Allenstown.
Many man hours of work went into remodelHng the old storage room in
the Contoocook Fire Station. The walls were insulated and panelled and a
new suspended ceiling with florescent lighting was installed. New tile flooring
was laid. The auxiliary bought a new gas range and refrigerator which were
installed along with a new sink and cupboards.
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A new communications room was built, providing an area shut off from
the main garage for more efficient operation of the communications
equipment.
The new station in Hopkinton Village was opened last spring, housing 4
vehicles. The Department also has a new radio base station in the Hopkinton
Village Fire Station, which now gives complete radio coverage throughout the
town.
TOWN AUDITORS' REPORT
This is to certify that we have examined the accounts of the Selectmen,
Treasurer, Town Clerk, Tax Collector, Trustees of Trust Funds, Road Agent,
Overseer of Poor, Cemetery Trustees, Library Trustees and Public Health







REPORT OF CIVIL DEFENSE
Development of the Rescue Squad was the principal project of your Civil
Defense during 1967. The squad has 12 dedicated, active members who are
scheduled to meet twice each month for training drills and work on the
equipment.
Three major practice drills were held, to rescue a person trapped under a
collapsed building, to rescue a person lost in deep snow, and water-rescue
drill. The equipment has been demonstrated to the public four times in
HopkJnton and once in Henniker during 1967. We were fortunate to be called
out just twice during the year, once to free a suffocated accident victim from
his overturned car, and once to extricate a truck snarled in guard wires. The
squad stood by during power failures, serving as a communication base for
the poHce department, and stood by at one fire and at Hopkinton Fair.
During 1968, we intend to organize other phases of Civil Defense,
including emergency medical services, feeding and shelter, transportation,
warning and communication. The Viet Nam war is too far away really to
make the people aware of the risks of a world-wide nuclear accident. The
town has very few shelter facilities against nuclear fallout, and Httle prospect
at present of gaining more. But we can plan to use the resources we have.
It would be encouraging if a few more residents would volunteer to help
plan and prepare. A blow-up in Korea or Viet Nam could come quickly,
without much warning. At some time, your Civil Defense organization could
be badly needed, quickly. Would you volunteer?
B. B. PAINE, CIVIL DEFENSE DIRECTOR
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REPORT OF ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
March 14, 1967
Meeting was called to order at 9 o'clock in the forenoon by the Moderator,
Philip Dunlap. The Warrant for the meeting was read.
Prayer was offered by Rev. Roy Leo.
Article 1: The following was offered by Jane S. Ritzman: I nominate the
following Town Officers for a term of one year and move that the Clerk be
instructed to cast one ballot:
Firewards: Ernest S. Archibald, Raymond C. Proctor, and Stanley L.
White
Fence Viewers: Alfred N. Chandler, Roy Kimball, and Gordon Mayo.
Tree Warden: Kenneth Parker
Weigher: Horace T. Cayer
Sexton: Bernard G. Foster
Surveyors of Wood and Lumber: Stewart E. Astles, Angus P. Derry,
Arthur S. Duston
Adopted in the affirmative.
Article 41: The following resolution offered by Pauline Wilder: Resolved by
the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the town accept
the Cemetery Trust Fund as enumerated in the Warrant. Adopted in the
affirmative.
Article 44: The following resolution offered by Rev. Roy Leo: Resolved by
the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the Trustees of
Trust Funds expend the income from the G. Everett Kelley Fund for
Hopkinton Free PubHc Library. Adopted in the affirmative.
Article 47: The following resolution offered by Shepard J. Wilder: Resolved
by the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, to authorize the
Selectmen to distribute Inventory Blanks on or about April 5th of the
next year. Adopted in the affirmative.
Article 48: The following resolution offered by Carolyn B. Wallace: Resolved
by the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the reports of
the Town Officers, Trustees and Committees for 1966 be accepted as
printed in the Town Report, errors and omissions excepted. Adopted in
the affirmative.
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The following motion was offered by Marilyn A. Tucker: I move that
the Town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, consider action on all
Articles 2 through 40 after one o'clock in the afternoon, as well as Articles
42, 43, 45, 46 and 49 after one o'clock in the afternoon. Adopted in the
affirmative.
At one o'clock in the afternoon the Moderator called the meeting to order.
Article 2: The following resolution offered by F. X. Gardner: Resolved by
the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the Town hold
the Annual Town Meeting at the Hopkinton High School Gymnasium at
7:00 PM beginning with the March, 1968, Town Meeting. (This Article will
be taken up as the first article of business at 1 PM in the afternoon.) (This
Article submitted by Petition).
Gail George offered the following Amendment: To see if the Town
will vote to hold the Annual Town Meeting at the Hopkinton Town Hall
at 7 PM beginning with the March 1968 Town Meeting. A voice vote was
taken on the Amendment, and the Amendment was lost.
The Moderator announced that the Selectmen consulted with the
Town's Council relative to this resolution, and that this vote would only
show the consensus of opinion of those voting.
The Moderator called for a 'Yes' and 'No' ballot on the original
resolution, with the result, 'Yes' - 175, 'No' - 40.
The original resolution was adopted in the affirmative and the
Moderator stated that the Selectmen would take note of this fact in
making up next years Warrant.
Article 3: The following resolution offered by R. C. Proctor: Resolved by the
town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the sum of $7,900.00
be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for Town Officers' Salaries.
Adopted in the affirmative.
Article 4: The following resolution offered by Joseph Cornett: Resolved by
the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the sum of
$8,500.00 be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for Town Officers'
Expenses. Adopted in the affirmative.
Resolved by the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened; That
by rising acclamation elect Frank M. Kimball, beloved past selectman for
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2 1 years, as Selectman Emeritus, with all rights and privileges appertaining
to the said office.
Article 5: The following resolution offered by Carolyn B. Wallace: Resolved
by the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the sum of
$400.00 be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for Election and
Registration. Adopted in the affirmative.
Article 6: The following resolution offered by Marilyn A. Tucker: Resolved
by the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the sum of
$4,700.00 be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for the expenses of
Town Hall and other town buildings. Adopted in the affirmative.
Article 7: The following resolution offered by Margaret F. Smith: Resolved
by the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the sum of
$2,400.00 be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for Employees'
Retirement and Social Security. Adopted in the affirmative.
Article 8: The following resolution offered by W. H. Rodkey: Resolved by
the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the sum of
$13,967.00 be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for the Police
Department. Adopted in the affirmative.
Article 9: The following resolution offered by Samuel Reddy, Jr.: Resolved
by the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the sum of
$7,400.00 be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for the support of the
Fire Department. Adopted in the afffirmative.
Article 10: The following resolution offered by Thomas M. O'Donnell:
Resolved by the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the
sum of $1,500.00 be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for Hydrant
Rental. Adopted in the affirmative.
Article 1 1 : The following resolution offered by Alfred Chandler: Resolved by
the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the sum of
$1,200.00 be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for Blister Rust and
Care of Trees. Adopted in the affirmative.
Article 12: The following resolution offered by J. R. Hardie: Resolved by the
town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the sum of $4,000.00
be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for Insurance. Adopted in the
affirmative.
Article 13: The following resolution offered by C. F. H. Crathern: Resolved
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by the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened that the sum of
$100.00 be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for Planning and
Zoning. Adopted in the affirmative.
Article 14: The following resolution offered by Robert York: Resolved by
the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the sum of
$50.00 be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for Damage by Dogs.
Adopted in the affirmative.
Article 15: The following resolution offered by S. Nelson, Jr.: Resolved by
the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the sum of
$400.00 be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for Damages and
Legal Expenses. Adopted in the affirmative.
Article 16: The following resolution offered by W. Smith: Resolved by the
town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the sum of $700.00
be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for Civil Defense. Adopted in the
affirmative.
Article 17: The following resolution offered by Nile E. Faust: Resolved by
the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the sum of
$6,700.00 be, and is hereby raised and appropraited for the Health
Department Expenses and the Employment of a District Nurse. Adopted
in the affirmative.
Article 18: The following resolution offered by Mr. Gile: Resolved by the
town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the sum of $ 1 ,270.00
be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for Concord Hospital. Adopted
in the affirmative.
Article 19: The following resolution offered by J. Howard Lightfoot:
Resolved by the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the
sum of $560.00 be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for the Concord
Mental Health Center, Inc. (This appropriation submitted without recom-
mendation of the Budget Committee.) Adopted in the affirmative
Article 20: The following resolution offered by Mildred E. Northup:
Resolved by the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the
sum of $80.00 be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for Vital
Statistics. Adopted in the affirmative.
Article 21 : The following resolution offered by Catherine Caouette: Resolved
by the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the sum of
$2,200.00 be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for Town Dump.
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Adopted in the affirmative.
Article 22: The following resolution offered by Edith Krzyzaniak: Resolved
by the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the sum of
$35,500.00 be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for Town Main-
tenance of Highways and Bridges. ($17,500.00 - Summer Work,
$18,000.00 - Winter Work.)
Bert Geer offered the following amendment: Amend this Article by
adding the following:
Providing, however, that a detailed report of expenses will be made by
the Road Agent to the Selectmen for printing in the next annual Town
Report,
So that the Article as amended shall read:
Resolved, by the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that
the town raised and appropriated the sum of $35,500. for Town
Maintenance of Highways and Bridges, ($17,500. - Summer Work,
$18,000 - Winter Work,) providing, however, that a detailed report of
expenses will be made by the Road Agent to the Selectmen for printing in
the next annual Town Report. By a voice vote the Amendment was lost.
The original resolution was adopted in the affirmative.
The Selectmen on behalf of the Town of Hopkinton, want to
acknowledge former Selectman, James A. Weast, for attending 50
consecutive Town Meetings and his long years of civic interest.
Article 23: The following resolution offered by Hilda Conant: Resolved by
the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the sum of
$250.00 be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for Street Lighting.
Adopted in the affirmative.
Article 24: The following resolution offered by Katherine Lawson: Resolved
by the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the sum of
$5,200.00 be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for General Expenses
of the Highway Department. Adopted in the Affirmative.
Article 25: The following resolution offered by Dorothy M. Irvine: Resolved
by the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the sum of
$1,487.54 be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for Town Road Aid,
the State to contribute $9,916.92. Adopted in the affirmative.
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Article 26: The following resolution offered by Dorothy Clark: Resolved by
the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the sum of
$5,642.00 be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for Hopkinton Free
Public Libraries. Adopted in the affirmative.
Article 27: The following resolution offered by Rita V. Stevens: Resolved by
the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the sum of
$1,800.00 be, and is hereby raised for Town Poor. Adopted in the
affirmative.
The Selectmen on behalf of the town of Hopkinton, would like to
acknowledge Mrs. Jessie H, Brown for having served as an Election Official
for 35 years consecutively. They wish to thank her and express
appreciation for this record of service.
Article 28: The following resolution offered by W. Rodkey: Resolved by the
town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the sum of $3,000.00
be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for Old Age Assistance. Adopted
in the affirmative.
Article 29: The following resolution offered by Lester Townes: Resolved by
the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the sum of
$300.00 be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for Memorial Day.
The following Amendment was offered by Dorothy Clark: Amend this
Article by striking out the amount of $300.00 and in place thereof, insert
the amount of $400.00; $200.00 to go to the Hopkinton & Contoocook
Band, and the balance for the other expenses involved for Memorial Day
purposes, so that the Article as amended shall read:
Resolved by the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that
the sum of $400.00 be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for Memorial
Day; $200.00 to go to the Hopkinton & Contoocook Band and the
balance for the other expenses involved for Memorial Day purposes. The
Amendment was adopted in the affirmative.
Article 30: The following resolution offered by Fred Roberts: Resolved by
the town of Hopkinton in town meeting convened, that the sum of
$300.00 be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for Parks and
Playgrounds. Adopted in the affirmative.
Article 31 : The following resolution offered by George Fitts: Resolved by the
town of Hopkinton in town meeting convened that the sum of $3,000.00
be and is hereby raised and appropriated for the operation of Elm Brook
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Park, the sum to be expended under the supervision of the Selectmen.
(This Article submitted by petition and without recommendation of the
Budget Committee). The Article defeated by a voice vote.
Article 32: The following resolution offered by Arthur Duston: Resolved by
the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the sum of
$3,200.00 be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for the support of
Cemeteries. Adopted in the afffirmative.
Article 33: The following resolution offered by Les Eaton: Resolved by the
town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the sum of $125.00
be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for Advertising and Regional
Associations. Adopted in the affirmative.
Article 34: The following resolution offered by John R. Caouette: Resolved
by the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened that the sum of
$1,000.00 be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for interest on
Temporary Loans. Adopted in the affirmative.
Article 35: The following resolution offered by Samuel Reddy, Jr.: Resolved
by the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the sum of
$1,200.00 be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for interest on Long
Term Notes. Adopted in the affirmative.
Article 36: The following resolution offered by Thomas M. Degnon: Resolved
by the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the sum of
$3,000.00 be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for Town Con-
struction and Permanent Improvements of Roads and Bridges. Adopted in
the affirmative.
Article 37: The following resolution offered by Charles Crathern: Resolved
by the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the sum of
$1,000.00 be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for Sidewalk
Construction. Adopted in the affirmative.
Article 38: The following resolution offered by Edward Leadbeater: Resolved
by the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the sum of
$600.00 be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for a Capital Reserve
Fund for the replacement of the ambulance. Adopted in the affirmative.
Article 39: The following resolution offered by John H. Howe: Resolved by
the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the sum of
$400.00 be, and is hereby raised and appropriated for a Capital Reserve
Fund for the replacement of a Pohce Cruiser. Adopted in the affirmative.
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Article 40: The following resolution offered by Barbara Ellsworth: Resolved
by the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the Selectmen
be instructed to have the road paved from the home of Lome Ford to
Spring Street Extension, and from the home of Virgil Morey to the Warner
Town Line. (This article submitted by petition.)
Amendment offered by F. X. Gardner: Amend this Article by adding the
following: 'That the expenses incurred under Article 40 be a charge against
the appropriation under Article 36, so that the Article as amended shall
read:
Resolved by the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that
the Selectmen be instructed to have the road paved from the home of
Lome Ford to Spring Street Extension and from the home of Virgil Morey
to the Warner town line, and that the expenses incurred under Article 40
be a charge against the appropriation under Article 36. By a voice vote the
amendment was lost.
Amendment offered by Edward Leadbeater: Amend said Resolution by
striking out the whole thereof, and in place thereof insert the following:
Resolved by the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that
the Town Road Committee be instructed to consider paving and necessary
repairs of the road from the home of Lome Ford to Spring Street
Extension, and from the home of Virgil Morey to the Warner Town Line.
This amendment was adopted in the affirmative.
Article 42: The following resolution offered by Derek Owen: Resolved by the
town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the Town accept
$2,000.00 from the Contoocook, New Hampshire, Fire Precinct, plus
interest to date, to be held by the Trustees of Trust Funds in a Capital
Reserve Fund. Adopted in the affirmative.
Article 43: The following resolution offered by Samuel Reddy: Resolved by
the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, that the Town accept
the sum of $20.00 added to the Helping Hand Fund during 1966 in
memory of WilHam Montgomery, Carl Rice, Freeman C. Duston and
Miriam C. Emerson. Adopted in the affirmative.
Article 45: The following resolution offered by Patricia Bass: Resolved by the
town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, to establish a Town
Conservation Commission as set forth in RSA 36-A. Adopted in the
affirmative.
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Article 46: The following resolution offered by Edward Leadbeater: Resolved
by the town of Hopkinton, in town meeting convened, to authorize the
Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of the 1967 Tax Levy.
Adopted in the affirmative.
The business meeting recessed at 3:40 P.M.
The Moderator closed the polls at 6 o'clock P.M.
After the ballots were counted, the Moderator declared as follows:
Total Ballots received from printers: 1843, Total Ballots cast: 1006.
Selectmen for Three Years:
Pertice C. Gaskill 480
Joseph S. Ransmeier 5 1
5
Town Clerk
David B. Packard 764
Town Treasurer:
Owen L. French 849
Tax Collector:
Virginia Astles 9^5
Budget Committee (3 years):
Vote for two (2)
Edward C. Leadbeater 789
L. Melvin Tucker 703
Budget Committee (2 years):
Vote for one (1)
JohnR. Hardie 479
Shepard J. Wilder 494
Overseer of Poor:
Olive M. Cooley 890
Trustee of Trust Funds (3 years):
Vote for one (1)
Vivian M. Mitchell 856
Library Trustee (3 years):
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Vote for one (1)
Peter Y. Lovejoy 845
Cemetery Trustee (3 years):
Vote for one ( 1
)
Earl J. Rice 900
Auditor (3 years)
Vote for one (1)
Ernest H. Perkins 504
John J. Munhall 212
The Moderator then declared the following elected:
Joseph S. Ransmeier, Selectman for 3 years
David B. Packard, Town Clerk
Owen L. French, Treasurer
Virginia Astles, Tax Collector
Edward C. Leadbeater, Budget Committee for 3 years
L. Melvin Tucker, Budget Committee for 3 years
Shepard J. Wilder, Budget Committee for 2 years
Olive M. Cooley, Overseer of Poor
Vivian M. Mitchell, Trustee of Trust Funds for 3 years
Peter Y. Lovejoy, Library Trustee for 3 years
Earl J. Rice, Cemetery Trustee for 3 years
John J. Munhall, Auditor — Appointed May 4th.
Meeting adjourned at 8:30 P.M.
DAVID B. PACKARD, Town Clerk
A true record, 'Attest',
March 14th, 1967
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The State of New Hampshire
Hopkinton School District
SCHOOL WARRANT
To the Inhabitants of the school district in the town of Hopkinton qualified
to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Hopkinton Town Hall on the
twelfth day of March at 8:55 in the morning to act upon the following
subjects:
1. To choose by non-partisan ballot the following school district officials,
with the polls open at 9:00 o'clock in the morning and remain open
continually until 6:00 o'clock in the evening:
A. Moderator for the ensuing year.
B. Clerk for the ensuing year.
C. Treasurer for the ensuing year.
D. School Board member for the ensuing three years.











The State of New Hampshire
Hopkinton School District
SCHOOL WARRANT
To the Inhabitants of the school district in the town of Hopkinton qualified
to vote in district affairs:
You are notified to meet at the Hopkinton High School Gymnasium on
Saturday, the 16th day of March, at 3:00 o'clock in the afternoon to act
upon the following subjects:
1. To choose agents, auditors or committees in relation to any subject
embraced in this Warrant.
2. To see if the district will authorize the school board to make application
for and accept on behalf of the district, any and all grants or other funds for
educational purposes which may now or hereafter be forthcoming from the
United States Government or from the State of New Hampshire for the
school year 1968-69.
3. To see if the district will vote to accept a bequest from Miss Jessie
Gould in the amount of $4,500.00 for library purposes in the schools (IM
each elementary, IM Jr. High School and 1.5M Senior High Schools) and to
determine whether such shall be used to establish a trust fund in her name for
the above purpose, or that it be expended over a period of time at the
discretion of the School Board or to take any other action thereon.
4. To see what sum of money the district will raise and appropriate for the
support of schools, for the payment of salaries for school district officials and
agents and for payment of the statutory obligations of the district.
5. To see if the district will raise and appropriate the sum of one thousand
one hundred and eighty five dollars ($1,185.00) as its share of financial
support for the development of curriculum. Submitted without recom-
mendations by the Budget Committee.
6. To hear the reports of agents, auditors, committees and officers chosen
and to take any action relating thereto.
7. To hear the report of the Building Committee.
8. To vote by ballot upon the adoption of the following resolutions, after
reasonable opportunity for discussion:
A. Resolved that the district appropriate the sum of $480,000.00 for
constructing and originally equipping and furnishing additions and permanent
improvements to the present High School at Contoocook in accordance with
recommendations of the Building Committee, and raise this appropriation by
authorizing the School Board to borrow $480,000.00 under the Municipal
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Finance Act, and, in addition to the foregoing appropriation, authorize the
School Board to apply toward the cost of the project any available state or
federal funds according to the terms under which they are received as well as
any interest received.
B. Resolved that the district appropriate the sum of $65,000.00 for
constructing and originally equipping and furnishing additions and permanent
improvements to the elementary school buildings in Hopkinton Village and
Contoocook in accordance with recommendations of the Building Com-
mittee, and raise this appropriation by authorizing the School Board to
borrow $65,000.00 under the Municipal Finance Act, and, in addition to the
foregoing appropriation, authorize the School Board to apply toward the cost
of the project any available state or federal funds according to the terms
under which they are received as well as any interest received.
9. To transact any other business that may legally come before said
meeting.













Report of Special School Meeting
February 27, 1967
The Special Hopkinton School District Meeting was held at the Hopkinton
High School Auditorium February 27, 1967.
The meeting was called to order at 7:35 P.M. by the Moderator, Thomas
Walz.
An attested copy of the School Warrant was read by the Moderator.
Article 1
Shall the school district accept the provisions of R.S.A. 195 (as amended)
providing for the establishment of a cooperative school district together with
the school districts of HENNIKER, HILLSBORO-DEERING, AND WEARE
in accordance with the provisions of the proposed articles of agreement filed
with the school district clerk?
The Chair recognized James Yeager, a member of the School Board, who
gave a brief report concerning the proposed Cooperative.
A discussion period followed.
A ballot vote was taken with the use of the checklist. Supervisors were
present during the balloting.
The Moderator declared the polls remain open until 1 1 :00 A.M.
The Moderator declared the polls closed at 11 :00 P.M. and announced the
following results:
Total ballots printed 1 345




The motion to adopt the articles was declared by the Moderator to have
been lost.




THOMAS C. WALZ, Moderator
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HOPKINTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
Report of Annual School Meeting
March 14, 1967
The annual meeting of the Hopkinton School District was held in the
Town Hall, Hopkinton, New Hampshire, March 14, 1967.
The meeting was called to order at 8:55 A.M. by the Moderator, Thomas
C. Walz.
Rev. Calvin Warburton said the blessing.
An attested copy of the School Warrant was read by the Moderator.
Article 1
The Moderator declared the polls open from 9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. for
the election of a Moderator, a Clerk, a Treasurer, and a Member of the
School Board for three years.
Article 2
Francis Gardner offered the following resolution and moved its adoption:
I move that the Hopkinton School District meeting shall recess and shall
reconvene on Wednesday, March 15, 1967 at 8:00 P.M. at the Hopkinton
High School.
Mr. Ransmeier offered an amendment to the resolution to strike out 8:00
P.M. and in its place insert 7:30 P.M. This was seconded by Mr. Faust. The
amendment was withdrawn by Mr. Ransmeier and Mr. Faust after some
discussion.
The original resolution was adopted in the affirmative.
The annual meeting reconvened at Hopkinton High School Auditorium at
8:00 P.M. on March 15, 1967 with Thomas C. Walz as Moderator.
Prayer was offered by Rev. Roy Leo.
After calling the meeting to order, the Moderator declared the school
officers elected, and the following business was transacted.
Richard Gourley offered the following resolution and moved its adoptoon:
I move that Article 9 be taken up out of order prior to Article 3. The
motion was seconded by Lawrence Roth.
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The motion was adopted in the affirmative.
Article 9
Samuel Reddy offered the following resolution and moved its adoption:
Resolved that the Hopkinton School District in School Meeting convened
authorize the creation of a Cooperative School District Planning Committee
of three persons, including at least one member of the School Board, to study
the feasibility of the Hopkinton School District becoming a member of a
Cooperative School District and report to the next annual meeting: such
committee to have all the powers of a planning committee under state law:
and to have the Moderator appoint three persons for this committee.
The motion was seconded by Francis Gardner.
The School Board Member James Yeager gave an explanation of the
insertion of this article in the Warrant, and recommended its rejection.
The resolution was defeated.
Article 3, Motion 1
John M. Blackford, Chairman of the Building Committee presented the
report of the Building Committee. Messrs. Bowen, Pratt and Holmes
presented reports of their respective sub-committees.
John M. Blackford offered the following resolution and moved its
adoption:
Resolved that the Hopkinton School District, In School Meeting convened,
accept the report of the Building Committee and that a ballot vote be taken.
The resolution was seconded by Mrs. Merrill.
Mr. Lawrence Roth offered the following amendment to the original
resolution and moved its adoption:
I move that the resolution be amended by striking out the whole thereof
and substituting in its place the following:
Resolved: That the Report of the Building Committee be placed upon file,
and that the School Board be instructed immediately to appoint a further
building committee which shall be authorized and directed to proceed
immediately, making such use of the Building Committee plans as it may
deem appropriate, to prepare modified alternative plans for physical
improvements to Hopkinton High School which shall be designed to
accomplish the major educational objectives sought by the Building Com-
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mittee plans but shall be estimated to cost not in excess of $400,000, that
such new building committee shall report its recommended modified plans
back to the School District not later than June 15, 1967, that such report
shall be accompanied by a request for an appropriation and authority to incur
indebtedness in order to permit the financing and execution of such modified
project; and further that the School District finds that the initiation of
construction to accomplish such modified plans at the earliest possible time is
essential to the educational well-being of the children of Hopkinton School
System.
The amendment was seconded by Shepard Wilder.
The Chair called a five minute recess after Mr. Roth and Mr. Wilder
withdrew their resolution.
Mr. Clifford Sharpe read a ruling by Judge Robert F. Griffith, Presiding
Justice of the Superior Court of Merrimack County, which said a special
meeting of the Hopkinton School District to authorize the raising and
appropriation of money could be held on or before April 30, 1967 provided
the motion on the floor was adopted in the affirmative.
After some discussion a "yes" — "no" ballot vote was taken on the
original motion. Yes - 328, No — 252.
The resolution was adopted in the affirmative.
Article 3, Motion 2
Roy Cluff, Jr. Offered the following resolution and moved its adoption:
Resolved that the Hopkinton School District in school meeting convened,
accept the reports of agents and auditors as printed in the Town Report,
errors and omission accepted.
The resolution was seconded by Mr. Roth.
The resolution was adopted in the affirmative.
Article 4
Harry N. Walls offered the following resolution and moved its adoption:
Resolved that the Hopkinton School District in school meeting convened,
elect the town auditors of the School District.
The resolution was seconded by Derek Owen.
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The resolution was adopted in the affirmative.
Article 5
Mrs. Ruth Allen offered the following resolution and moved its adoption:
Resolved that the Hopkinton School District in School Meeting convened
adopt the provisions of the proposed Teacher's Salary Schedule as published
in the Town Report.
The resolution was seconded by Lawrence Roth.
Mr. Samuel Reddy read a report of the Committee of Townspeople whose
Chairman, Donald Lane, was absent from the meeting. Mr. Reddy introduced
the members of the committee.
The resolution was adopted in the affirmative.
Article 6
Philip Dunlap offered the following resolution and moved its adoption:
Resolved that the Hopkinton School District in School Meeting convened
raise and appropriate the sum of $469,832.40 for the support of schools, for
the payment of salaries of school district officials, agents and employees and
for the payment of the statutory obligations of the district, and authorize the
application against said appropriations of such sums as may be received from
any state or federal program for the support of public education, together
with other income; the School Board to certify to the Selectmen the balance
between the estimated revenue and the appropriation which balance is to be
raised by taxes by the town.
The resolution was seconded by John Ball.
The resolution was adopted in the affirmative.
Article 7
Dr. Philip Martin offered the following resolution and moved its adoption:
Resolved that the Hopkinton School District in School Meeting convened
raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 as a contingency fund for the
1967-68 school year.
The resolution was seconded by Clifford Sharpc.
The resolution was adopted in the affirmative.
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Article 8
Mr. Floyd Bernier offered the following resolution and moved its
adoption:
Resolved that the Hopkinton School District in School Meeting convened
authorize the School Board to make application for and to receive in the
name of the district such advances, grants-in-aid of other funds for
educational purposes as many now or hereinafter be forthcoming from the
U. S. Government and/or State agencies.
The resolution was seconded by Richard Gourley.
The resolution was adopted in the affirmative.
The meeting was open for further business.
John Ball expressed his thanks and appreciation for the help he has
received during the years he was a member of the School Board.
Allen Lewis made a motion that John Ball and Thomas Walz be
commended for their service to the School District.
The Moderator declared the meeting adjourned at 10:42 P.M.
Respectively submitted
NEOLACRATHERN, Clerk
THOMAS C. WALZ, Moderator
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HOPKINTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
Report of Special School Meeting
April 3, 1967
The Special Meeting of the Hopkinton School District was held at the
Hopkinton High School Auditorium April 3, 1967.
The meeting was called to order at 8:05 P.M. by the Moderator, Richard
Brunei.
Prayer was offered by Rev. Calvin Warburton.
An attested copy of the School Warrant was read by the Moderator.
1. To see if the District will vote to appropriate the sum of $625,000 for
constructing and originally equipping and furnishing additions and improve-
ments to the present High School at Contoocook and to determine whether
such appropriation shall be raised by borrowing, by taxation, by transfer
from available funds, or by any combination of these methods, and to take
any other action in relation thereto.
The following report of the Budget Committee was read by the Moderator.
"At the request of the School Board, the Budget Committee, with nine
members present, met on March 22, 1967, to consider action on the Warrant
for the Hopkinton School District Meeting to be held on April 3, 1967.
Upon motion, duly seconded, it was voted to approve a $570,000.00 bond
issue to carry out the plan of the Building Committee."
John Blackford offered the following resolution and moved its adoption.
Resolved that the District appropriate the sum of $625,000 for construc-
tion and originally equipping and furnishing additions and improvements to
the present High School at Contoocook; and that to raise this appropriation
the School Board be authorized to borrow $625,000 under the Municipal
Finance Act; and that the School Board be authorized to take all action
necessary to carry out the project.
The resolution was seconded by Lloyd Holmes.
School Board Member CUfford Sharpe gave a brief summary of the
Building Committee's report and urged a vote in the affirmative for the bond
issue.
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Shepard Wilder made the following motion.
I move that the Resolution be amended by striking out the sum of
$625,000 and inserting in the place thereof $525,000 so that the Resolution
as amended shall read:
Resolved that the District appropriate the sum of $525,000 for construc-
tion and originally equipping and furnishing additions and improvements to
the present High School at Contoocook, and that to raise this appropriation
the School Board be authorized to borrow $525,000 under the Municipal
Finance Act; and that the School Board be authorized to take all action
necessary to carry out the project.
The motion was seconded by Richard Gourley.
After discussion a voice vote was taken on the amendment.
The amendment was defeated.
A ballot vote was taken on the original Resolution with the use of the
checklist.
Total ballots cast 626
Yes 283
No 343
The Resolution was declared defeated.
The Moderator declared the meeting adjourned at 11:15 P.M.
NEOLA CRATHERN, Clerk
RICHARD A. BRUNEL, Moderator
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HOPKINTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
Report of Special School Meeting
April 29, 1967
The Special Hopkinton School District Meeting was held at the Hopkinton
High School Auditorium April 29, 1967.
The meeting was called to order at 3:00 P.M. by the Moderator, Richard
Brunei.
Prayer was offered by Rev. Ardon Roark.
An attested copy of the School Warrant was read by the Moderator:
Article 1
To see if the School District will vote to authorize the creation of a School
Building Committee to prepare new plans for an addition to Hopkinton High
School, the Committee to make use of all prior reports, plans, studies and
recommendations bearing upon the matter, and to report back to the District
with its recommendations and request for appropriation and bond issue, after
such preliminary informational hearings as it may consider proper, not later
than the next annual meeting of the District in March 1968, and the
Committee to consist of seven members to be appointed by the Moderator.
Article 2
Shall the School District accept the provisions of R. S. A. 195 (as
amended) providing for the establishment of a cooperative school district
together with the school districts of Henniker, Hillsboro-Deering, and Weare
in accordance with the provisions of the proposed articles of agreement filed
with the school district clerk: thereby rescinding and repealing any and all
inconsistent action taken at the special meeting on February 27, 1967.
Mr. Edward Leadbeater offered the following resolution and moved its
adoption:
m
To see if the School District will vote to authorize the creation of a School
Building Committee to prepare new plans for an addition to Hopkinton High
School, the Committee to make use of all prior reports, plans, studies and
recommendations bearing upon the matter, and to report back to the District
with its recommendations and request for appropriation and bond issue, after
such preliminary informational hearings as it may consider proper, not later
than the next annual meeting of the District in March 1968, and the
Committee to consist of seven members to be appointed by the Moderator;
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provided, however, that any action taken on this article shall be null and void
if the District shall act on Article Two of the Warrant in the affirmative.
The resolution was seconded by Steven Winship and was adopted in the
affirmative.
Mr. Spencer Dodd offered the following resolution and moved its
adoption:
Resolved: that the School District accept the provisions of R. S. A. 195 (as
amended), providing for the estabhshment of a cooperative school district,
together with the School Districts of Henniker, Hillsboro-Deering and Weare
in accordance with the provisions of the proposed articles of agreement filed
with the School District Clerk; thereby rescinding and repealing any and all
inconsistent action taken at the special meeting on February 27, 1967.
The resolution was seconded by James Yeager.
Prof. W. W. Smith gave a brief report expressing the viewpoints of those
who were not in favor of a cooperative school and urged a vote in the
negative.
Mr. Richard Gourley moved the question at this time. The Moderator
ruled there had been sufficient discussion of the Warrant and asked if anyone
questioned his ruling. After his ruling was questioned from the floor, the
Moderator asked for a vote and his ruling was voted in the affirmative.
The Moderator declared the polls would remain open until 8:00 P.M.
Voting began at 3:30 P.M.
A ballot vote was taken with the use of the check list. Supervisors were
present during the balloting.
The Moderator declared the polls closed at 8:00 P.M. and announced the
following results:
Total ballots printed 1812 Yes ballots 566
Total ballots cast 1306 No ballots 740
The motion to adopt the articles for estabhshment of a cooperative school
was declared to have been defeated by the Moderator.
The meeting adjourned at 9:45 P.M.
NEOLA CRATHERN, Clerk
RICHARD A. BRUNEL, Moderator
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REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
Fiscal Year July 1 , 1966 to June 30, 1967
SUMMARY
Cash on Hand, July 1 , 1966 $ 2,592.1
2
Received from Selectmen: $385,564.32
Deficit Appropriation 4,977.40
Revenue from State Sources 27,323.3
1
Revenue from Federal Sources 41 ,688.78
Received from Tuition 1 ,788.00
Received from all Other Sources 2,383.7
Total Receipts 463,725.52
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year 466,317.64
Less School Board Orders Paid 463,2 1 0.33
Balance on Hand, June 30, 1967 3,107.31
ELIZABETH M. NYSTROM, Treasurer
July 17, 1967
AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers, bank
statements and other financial records of the treasurer of the school district
of Hopkinton of which the above is a true summary for the fiscal year








This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken
from official records and is complete and correct to the best of my
knowledge and belief. The accounts are kept in accordance with Section 24
of Chapter 71 of the Revised Statutes Annotated, and upon forms prescribed







REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
BUILDING ACCOUNT
Fiscal Year July 1, 1966 to June 30, 1967
SUMMARY
Cash on Hand, July 1, 1966 - $5,926.54
Received From All Other Sources S 1 ,1 74.70
Total Receipts 1,174.70
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year 7,101.24
Less School Board Orders Paid
($7,054.72 plus Bank Ser. Charge $3.50) 7,058.22
Balance On Hand June 30, 1967 $ 43.02
June 30, 1 967 ELIZABETH M. NYSTROM, Treasurer
DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
Hopkinton School District (Gen. Funds) - Refunds $ 1 ,1 74.70
Total Receipts During Year S $ 1 , 1 74.70
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BUDGET OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT OF
Budget Committee
School Submitted
Purpose of Approved Board's Recom- Without
Appropriation Budget Budget mended Recom-
1967-68 1968-69 1968-69 mendation
Administration
Salaries $ 480.00 3 930.00 $ 930.00
Contracted Services 600.00 100.00 100.00
Other Expenses 510.00 625.00 625.00
Instruction
Salaries 262,737.00 290,447.00 290,447.00
Textbooks 5,100.00 5,650.00 5,650.00
Library & Audiovisual Materials 3,811.00 4,956.00 4,956.00
Teaching Supplies 9,815.00 11,000.00 11,000.00
Contracted Services 2,235.00 1,190.00 1,190.00
Other Expenses 1,680.00 4,605.00 4,605.00 1,185.00
Health Services 1,550.00 2,220.00 2,220.00
Pupil Transportation 22,200.00 21,905.00 21,905.00
Operation of Plant
Salaries 11,700.00 14,600.00 14,600.00
Supplies 3,400.00 4,000.00 4,000.00
Contracted Services 500.00 500.00
Heat 6.400.00 6.400.00 6,400.00
Utilities 6,000.00 6,165.00 6,165.00
Maintenance of Plant 6,325.00 7,245.00 7,245.00
Fixed Charges
Employee Retirement & l-.I.C.A. 25,094.00 23,232.38 23,232.38
Insurance 4,000.00 3,240.00 3.240.00
School Lunch & Spec. Milk Program 9,500.00 9,500.00 9,500.00
Student-Body Activities 400.00 5,920.00 5,920.00
Capital Outlay
Sites 1,000.00
Buildings 1,000.00 1,000.00 545,000.00
Equipment 7,670.00 8,096.00 8,096.00
Debt Service
Principal ot Debt 35,000.00 35,000.00 35,000.00
Interest on Debt 9,600.00 8,424.50 8,424.50
Outgoing Transfer Accounts in State
Tuition 1,350.00 1,437.00 1,437.00
Supervisory Union Expenses 9,498.00 12,539.44 12,539.44
Other Expenses 12,500.00 706.80 706.80
Outgoing Transfer Acc'ts. out of State




Total Appropriations $470,832.40 $491,634.12 $1,035,634.12 $1,185.00
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HOPKINTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE - 1968-69
Estimated Revenues
Revenues & Credits Available
to Reduce School Taxes




1966-67 Excess Building Aid
Driver Education
Revenue from Federal Sources:
NDEA-Title lll-Scicncc, Math & Lang.
Vocational Education
Flood Control
Sch. Lunch & Special Milk Program
PL 89-10 (ESEA) Title 1
Other Revenue from led. Sources
Title 111 89-10





Bonds-Notes & Capital Res. Funds:
Bond or Note Issues
Withdrawals from Cap. Res. Funds
Totfil Revenues and Credits
District Assessment to be















































Detail on items under Capital Outlay in 1968-69 Budget to be financed by bond;
and/or withdrawal from capital reserve funds:
notes
Purpose
High School - Additions

















DETAILED STATEIVIENT OF RECEIPTS
Appropriation $385,564.32
Special Appropriation 4,977.40
Merr. County Commissioners — Flood Control 228.66
Gas Tax Refund 212.93
Driver Education 620.00








Home Ec. Reimbursement 207.00
Title III - Readiness Project 30,246.00
1 965 Social Security Refund 33 1 .03
Tuition - Merrimack Valley School District 1,563.00
Tuition - Individuals 225.00
Hosmer Machine Co. - Gift 84.00
Elementary School Children - Gift 345.75
Gym & Kitchen Rentals 75.00
Correspondence Courses 48.12
Adult Education 160.00
Industrial Arts Projects 1 11 .00
Travel Refunds 75.72
Books Sold - - 26.62
Miscellaneous 692.99
Fire Insurance Claim - Dodd Ins. Agency 57.30
High School Evaluation Refund 460.20
Checks Voided 247.01
Total Receipts During Year $463,725.52
HOPKINTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
1966-67 FINANCIAL REPORT AND 1968-69 PROPOSED BUDGET
Proposed Budget 1968-69
Accounts Elem. High Total
ADMINISTRATION:
110 Salaries for Administration , 930.00
Board Chairman 125.00 125.00
Board Members 2 X $200. 200.00 200.00
Treasurer 125.00 125.00
Auditors 3 X $10 15.00 15.00
135 Contracted Services 100.00
Census 50.00 50.00
190 Other Expenses 625.00
School Board Association Dues 75.00 50.00
Bank Charges 50.00 25.00
Treasurers' Supplies 100.00 50.00
District Office Expenses 100.00 75.00











Secretarial & Clerical 810.00 2,370.00
215 Textbooks 5,650.00












220 Library & Audio-Visual Aids
Books & Reference 770.00 2,000.00
Magazines 26.00 450.00
Film Strips, etc. 150.00 400.00
Transparencies 200.00
Rentals 150.00 600.00
Library Supplies 10.00 200.00
230 Teaching Supplies
General paper, pencils, etc. 1,400.00 1,200.00
Business Education 192.00
Art 650.00 455.00


















Rinehart Handwriting Program 700.00
Cleaning Shop Aprons 40.00
290 Other Expenses of Instruction
Principals Office Expense 75.00 500.00























































































726 Repairs to Equipment
735 Contracted Service 780.00 1,200.00 1,980.00
Lang. Lab. $200.







766 Repairs to Building 2,975.00
Summer maintenance, painting,
repairs, shades 600.00 300.00





850 District Contributions - 23,232.38
Employee's Retirement
Teachers Ret. System 9,714.94 4,857.46
Fed. Ins. Con. Act.












SCHOOL LUNCH & MILK:
975 Federal 2,500.00 2,500.00 5,000.00

























1266 Buildings - Architect's Fee 1,000.00 1,000.00
1267 New Equipment 8,096.00
Instruction 2,886.00 3,710.00
Maintenance of Plant/Custodians 500.00 1,000.00
DEBT SERVICE:
1370 Principal of Debt 35,000.00
Bond 1 Martin School 10,000.00
Bond 2 Maple St. Sch. & H.S. Add. 10,000.00
Bond 3 Maple St. Sch. Add. 10,000.00
1371 Interest on Debt
Bond 1 Martin School 540.00
Bond 2 Maple St. Sch. & H.S. Add. 3,442.50
Bond 3 Maple St. Sch. Add. 2,720.00
OUTGOING TRANSFERS:
1477 Expenditures to other school dis-
tricts or other Administration Units.
Tuition 1,437.00
Supervisory Union Expense 8,359.62











REVENUE FROM LOCAL SOURCES
Rebate from Trahan Construction 400.00
Rebate from Supervisory Union No. 26 1,100.00
Industrial Arts Sales 100.00
REVENUE FROM STATE SOURCES
School Building Aid 10,500.00
Driver Education 600.00
Sweepstakes 4,500.00
REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCES
N.D.E.A. Title III & V 800.00
Vocational Education 300.00
School Lunch & Milk 5,000.00
E.S.E.A. 89-10 Title I 2^600.00
Flood Control 228.00
TOTAL $26,128.00
TOTAL BUDGET $49 1 ,634. 1
2
ANTICIPATED REVENUE 26,128.00
DISTRICT ASSESSMENT 460,846. 1
$465,506.12
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REPORT OF HOPKINTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
Malcolm A. Merrill, Principal
This is my initial report to the community as principal of Hopkinton
Elementary Schools. I intend to restrict my comments to two basic areas:
recent accompHshments in the elementary program, and need for improve-
ment, both immediate and future, as I see them.
Within the past four years, through a carefully phased plan, we have
updated our program in the areas of Science, Mathematics, Music and English
Language.
Since 1965 we have added structured and supervised programs in
handwriting and art. In the fall of 1967, utilizing our high school physical
education instructors, we have instituted a very Hmited physical education
program. The possibilities for expansion of this program seem particularly
remote at this time due to the impracticahty of constantly moving chairs and
tables in the cafeterias to prepare for physical education instruction, and
immediately replacing them in preparation for hot lunch.
In the summer of 1968 we are proposing an intensive study of the social
studies curriculum, grades 1 — 12 in Supervisory Union 24, and have asked
the School Board to place an article in the school warrant to help support the
cost of this study. If the proposal materiaHzes we anticipate a carefully
organized, well structured curriculum, developed by some of our most
competent teachers. Such a program should provide much needed revision of
the entire social studies curriculum and produce a continuity which we
presently do no have.
The Hopkinton School Board, becoming increasingly aware of the
importance of the maturity concept in regard to a child's adjustment to his
first year at school, recently voted to adopt an October 1 school entrance age
deadline in lieu of the present4y existing December 31 standard. Effective in
September, 1969, an entering first grade pupil will be 6 years of age by
October 1 rather than December 31 as is presently the case.
Within the near future, I anticipate a demand by Hopkinton residents for a
pubHc school kindergarten program. Our private kindergartens provide
valuable pre-school opportunities for a limited number of pupils, but many
children in the community are left without the possibility of this educational
experience. I also anticipate the demand for a remedial program, especially in
reading, and a special class offering under the tutelage of a highly trained
teacher to meet the needs of those pupils in our community who gain so little
from our conventional curricular offerings.
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At some future time, I envision a restructuring of our educational
philosophy, faciHties, and curriculum to make possible the investigation and
probable adoption of tested and proven innovations such as the ungraded
primary concept, teach teaching, and partial departmentalization within the
intermediate grades.
Education in today's community must evidence continual progress.
Although educational change may be gradual, oftentimes desirably so, it must
be constant. To become complacent, even for one year, in a society which is
itself changing so radically, is essentially to regress. Change must be
predicated on need. Recognition of a community's educational needs must be
followed by intensive research, exhaustive study, careful planning, necessary
modifications, and constant evaluation. The educator's task is to anticipate
the need. The community must help us to effect the change.
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REPORT OF HOPKINTON HIGH SCHOOL













































There were 43 graduates in the class of 1967. Of these, 34.9% are attending
four year colleges and 18.6% are attending institutions for one to three years
of education. This makes a total of 53.9% of the class going on to further
their education. Among the institutions are Simmons, Wesleyan, U.N.H.,
Plymouth, Keene, University of Michigan, King's College, Wilfred Academy,
N.H. College of Accounting, Franklin Institute, Harcum Junior College, St.
Louis School of Nursing, N.H. School of Nursing, Thompson School
(U.N.H.), N.H. Technical Institute, and Embry Riddle Aeronautical Institute.
There were three new faculty members when school opened in September,
1967. These were Mr. Kenneth Smith - French; Mr. Rufus Stacey - Chem-
istry and Physics; and Mr. John Levett - Science and Mathematics.
We are constantly searching for ways to improve our educational system.
This year we have spent considerable time examining methods of grading. This
summer we hope to participate in a project which will thoroughly examine all
aspects of the social studies curriculum and which will see a curriculum guide
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aspects of the social studies curriculum and which will see a curriculum guide
for grades one to twelve emerge. New approaches to the teaching of subject
matter are constantly being evaluated and their use observed in other schools.
Methods which seem to offer a better means of obtaining desired results will
be adapted to our situation. The use of the computer in the educational field
has opened up new avenues. In the not too distant future, it may be
worthwhile for Hopkinton High School to tie into the computer center at
Dartmouth College, as many high schools in the state are doing.
Finally, I would like to commend a hard-working building committee that
will present a plan for an addition to Hopkinton High School which will
adequately meet the objections that have been raised by the State
Department of Education.
WILLIAM H. MILNE, Principal
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ANNUAL SCHOOL HEALTH SERVICE REPORT
1966-67













Transported to Doctor's Office 8
Headstart Program Calls 6
Vaccinations and Communicable Diseases







Fungus of Feet 6




















Clinics and Special Referrals Date No. Examined No. Treated
Mental Hygiene March 1 1
Orthopedic December 1 1
Heart January 1 1
Number of Visits to Homes - 21
Date -June 20, 1967
J. H. LIGHTFOOT, M.D.
Examining Physician
BELLE NIGHTINGALE, R.N,





The nature of my report over the past few years has changed to a
considerable extent from reporting past events to an attempt to inform the
pubhc of changes to be expected at the three governmental levels as they
pertained to education. In this, my fourteenth report to some of the districts
in the Union and my first to Hopkinton and Henniker, it is my intention to
present for your consideration some new thinking in financial support theory
and the impending growth of relatively new educational practices.
For some time I have contended that the New Hampshire Foundation Aid
formula was not a good one because it was based on real estate determining
the wealth of the community. This was probably good thinking fifty or sixty
years ago, but today personal wealth and income would be a more valid
criteria. However, the State of New Hampshire with its antiquated tax
structure has no alternative but to place the burden of continually rising
school cost on the real estate owner. There is some question in my mind as to
the local communities ability to continue to meet the financial demands for
public school education. It would appear obvious that we are fast reaching a
point where communities are going to establish a mills tax for educational
purposes and say to the school boards, "This is the amount of money you
will get; as the tax base increases, so will your income, but you will have to
operate within this amount regardless of what it does to your program." Such
drastic action will not appeal to many, but now comes Finis E. Engleman,
one of the most experienced and respected educators in the country, with a
relative new theory for financing public schools in the United States. He says:
Public education in the United States is being crippled and pauperized by a
philosophy long since obsolete — and growing more so every day. This
philosophy says: Public education should be financed primarily by local
taxation, with supplementary aid from the State and token assistance from
the federal government.
Wealth fled the grasp of the local tax collector. Old tax structures, old
sources of revenue became inadequate unfair and outmoded.
He proposed a completely different hypothesis from which, at first blush,
you will probably reject with horror. It is this: "The federal government
should assume primary responsibility for providing public school revenues,
with local and State sources providing supplementary and categorial aid."
The responsibility for education will remain at its present source, the
difference being that the federal government, with its tax receipts growing as
does the gross national product, will distribute a portion of its tax money
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where the children go to school.
Such a possibility makes sense when one views the following facts: In
1940 only $4.9 billion was collected in Washington. By 1961, however, the
sum has risen to $77.5 billion, or nearly 16 times the amount 21 years before.
By 1963 it had again jumped to $86.8 billion. This is why such a possibility
makes sense: with no tax increase, nearly $5 billion in new money has been
reahzed annually.
Such thinking is something to become excited about and at this point, the
only possibility, that I am aware of, that will provide real estate tax relief.
1 don't believe it is generally recognized the extent that change is taking
place in education today. Following is an attempt to explain some of these
changes that you may be facing.
1
.
The growing militancy of teachers is just getting off the ground in New
Hampshire. In the next few years you will be astounded by the requests from
this group. This really should not come as a surprise to you because the
salaries which are being offered to these college graduates has been falling
farther and farther behind those who choose to enter industry. The teachers
have begged their cause for a long time and are now turning to union tactics
to satisfy their desires. New Hampshire Teachers have read of the success of
the city teachers in their endeavors last fall and you will soon be receiving
their message "Loud & Clear".
2. A few short years ago (1962 to be exact) the implementation of the
Secondary School Standards raised the eyebrows of many citizens when it
required a school library in every secondary school in the State. In 1966 the
new, "Elementary Guidelines for New Hampshire", recommended a library
for every elementary school. Most districts are hard at work trying to build
up these facilities and now we find ourselves hit with new thinking of this
area. It will no longer be a library but an Instructional Materials Center.
Perhaps you don't have much in the way of equipment along these lines at
the present, but in the next few years the requests for such will be
substantial. What is it all about? Just this: Our electronics wizards have come
up with some teaching machines such as the opaque projector, the overhead
projector, several kinds of reading machines including micro-film readers and
others too numerous to mention. These machines have merit and are
extremely helpful teacher's aids. The cost of the machines will be substantial
but the procurement of film, tapes, transparencies and the like will tend to be
a sizable budget item. However, this is progress and we must keep up with it.
The merging of some of our electronic companies with textbook
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publishing companies was not done merely to diversify the products of any
particular company. Both groups could visualize the possibility of developing
some learning techniques that had not been contemplated before. A few
instruments have been produced and are in the trial period right now and it
will be very interesting indeed to see their contribution to the Instructional
Materials Center a few years from now.
3. Last February, at Atlantic City, I made a little speech at a banquet
given by the Milton Bradley Company for present and former New Hampshire
Superintendents. In it, I made the remark that this was a "red letter" day for
the company inasmuch as its stock had reached a new high of 23 5/8 that
day. Today the same stock was quoted at 58 on the New York Stock
Exchange and it is rumored that there will soon be a 2 for 1 split. This
phenomenal growth is no accident. This company has always been the
largest manufacturer of educational games and is now reaping its reward for
its leadership in the field. Educators are beginning to find that by employ-
ing the use of these games that they are able to motivate pupils with
whom they had had a difficult time by using traditional teaching methods.
Some of these games are simple and inexpensive; some are sophisticated and
costly. The idea has caught on and more manufacturers are entering the field.
It will be interesting, five years from now to see what impact games will have
in the total instructional program. Do not become disturbed when you visit
school and find this teaching technique being employed to a considerable
extent — you can be assured that learning is taking place.
It was naturally a great disappointment to me too that the various
cooperative programs were rejected by the voters in the various districts
because I sincerely feel that the merits of the small educational units no
longer exist. However, decisions have been made and it is assured that the
efforts of this office will be to provide the very best of educational
opportunities under the existing organizational structure.
This office is pleased to welcome Hopkinton and Henniker to Supervisory
Union No. 24. Because of the addition of an Assistant Superintendent, we
think we are providing services to the districts and facilities which was not
possible before. We hope that the citizens of these communities will feel free






Keeping a school system in step with the times is the most perplexing
problem facing many conimunities today. Because of our rapidly expanding
knowledge of how children learn, the development of new and sometimes
more efficient learning materials and the ever increasing body of knowledge
available to us, every school system has become confronted with the need to
make some rather vital school decisions. Involved is the task of translating all
of this business of change into a practical school program, at a reasonable
cost, that will fulfill the community's responsibility to its young people. This
is a rather monumental concern. It calls upon those of us working in the
schools to constantly investigate the new developments in education in
relation to their value in themselves and to our school program. It calls for
greater school and community cooperation in exploring and developing the
means to keep the school system up to date and effective. And, indeed, the
most important is the challenge placed upon us to provide for each child the
opportunity for an education that will hold him in good stead for whatever
his needs may be no matter where he may eventually reside.
In keeping with the theme in the first paragraph, many of our activities
both present and future have been directed towards strengthening and
improving the educational opportunity for your children. Listed and
described below are some of the activities we feel are leading us towards the
above goal.
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AND COORDINATION - PROJECT CAPE
The basis of a good portion of the school program is the curriculum. It is
the sum total of all the experiences which we hope to provide the child
while in school. If we are to make these experiences meaningful and lasting
then it is absolutely imperative that we strive to keep our curriculum up to
date. We are working at this in two ways. One has been through the principals
working with their teachers by departments and grades to discuss mutual prob-
lems and to work to develop programs that do the things we expect of them.
The second, and our major effort in this area, will be the development of
detailed curriculum guides that will lay out the entire program in a subject
area from grade one through grade twelve. What we are after is to make
learning a continuous process from the time a child enters school until the
time he graduates. We will strive not only for subject matter, but will also
work to achieve closer coordination among teachers, grade levels and schools
in a program that will work for common goals, utilize uniform teaching
methods, realize that children do not all learn at the same rate of speed and
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will call for teachers at one level to know what the child has had at the level
preceding. This is an ambitious project. It will call for the employment of
teachers to work in an intensive manner during a six weeks session in the
summer writing such a guide. Each succeeding summer it is hoped, will be
devoted to a different area of the curriculum so that over a period of time we
will have covered the entire curriculum. Included will be plans to put these
guides to work, to check on their usefulness and to keep them up to date. At
the same time the guides will encourage initiative and flexibility on the part
of the teacher in using them.
After many meetings and work sessions with the principals of the schools
in Henniker, Hillsboro-Deering and Hopkinton the initial phases of this pro-
ject have taken shape. Since the world seems to thrive on abbreviations, our
project has assumed the name CAPE (Curriculum Articulation for Progress in
Education) which should cover the subject quite well. CAPE is a locally
initiated and controlled program, and is developed for the benefit of your
children.
As with any undertaking of this nature it costs money. We are requesting
the financial support of each school district in this endeavor. This is one of
the most positive ways we know of to tie together in a common effort all
parts of our school system. Your support will help provide the incentive for
achieving successful completion of this project.
IN-SERVICE EDUCATION
As an integral part of our overall plan to improve the educational
opportunities for all students a number of programs have been presented or
are in the planning stage. Through joint Elementary-High School Faculty
Meetings such topics as marking, course objectives, psychological needs of
children and discussions with reading consultants have been held. Future
plans include curriculum review sessions and workshops in reading, math and
the disadvantaged child. The intent of these programs is to bring to our
teachers the opportunity to explore new ideas with their colleagues at other
levels, to participate in an exchange of ideas and to make available things that
might be of some value in the classroom.
Closely related to this is the plan to offer college extension courses in the
area. Although our first effort was not overly successful, it is felt that with
more planning we will be able to provide some practical courses for our
teachers and others who may have an interest.
CLASSROOM SUPERVISION
As is the case with curriculum and in-service education, working with
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teachers in classroom instruction is a means to improving the quaHty of
education. It is our thought that througli a good program of classroom
supervision we can do much in assisting our teachers in their efforts in the
classroom. Obviously, no amount of curriculum planning or in-service work is
going to mean much if it is not used in our work with students.
In a cooperative effort with the school principals we are embarking on a
program that will call for increased classroom visitations and provided for a
closer working relationship with our teachers. Hopefully, we will arrive at a
point where the old image of supervision (sometimes called "snooping") can
be replaced with the feeling that it is a sincere attempt to be of greater service
to them,
FEDERAL PROGRAMS
Because of the availability of federal funds we have been able to purchase
materials and provide services that heretofore either came out of district
funds or were not available at all.
Through Title III of the National Defense Education Act we have
purchased audio-visual equipment, and various other items for use in nearly
all aspects of our program.
Through Title II of the Elementary-Secondary Education Act we have
been able to add books and other resource materials to our libraries.
Title I is now providing a remedial reading program in Henniker, Speech
Therapy in Bennington and Hopkinton, and will support Summer School
Programs in reading and math for Hopkinton, Bennington and Hillsboro-
Deering. There is little doubt that each program has contributed immensely to
our education opportunities.
Even though we feel that much of what we are doing will help keep up
with present day demands, we must avoid the pitfall of complacency and self
satisfaction. Any action we take for our schools now must be viewed not only
in terms of purely local situations or the satisfaction of an immediate need,
but must take into strict account its implications for the future. Already we
see these ideas rapidly approaching:
Many of our present physical facilities lack the flexibility for new
instructional methods that will no doubt become a by-word in the very
near future.
Our libraries, rather than serve simply as a dipository for books, will
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take on a new look. Students will be using many other sources to find
information. Research materials will also be in the form of tapes,
recordings, films, filmstrips, micro-film and even video tape.
A great premium will be placed upon new types of grouping with the
idea of chronological age as a determinant for grade placement being
seriously questioned. As a result we are now hearing things like
developmental placement, school readiness, non-grading, team teaching
and learning and large group, small group and independent study.
It is being questioned whether or not the magic number of class size is
really so magical. Actually the situation and subject matter are a more
logical approach to the class size problem than simply some arbitrary
numbers.
Our knowledge of how a child learns, is causing us to wonder a little bit
about our teaching methods. And, really, it is necessary to good learning
that every class meet 250 minutes per week? Is a 180 day school year
adequate not only for instructional purposes but also to allow time for the
staff to engage in research and development programs?
This is merely scratching the surface. If we add to this special education,
computerized instruction, problems of federal, state, and local support of
schools, finance, transportation, year round schools, adult education,
vocational education, and teaching militancy, it almost becomes over-
whelming the role your schools must play. Yet, if we are sincere about our
desire to provide good schools then we are at least obligated to explore in
some depth all aspects of these ideas, for not to do so seems to be denying
the thing we profess.
The future of education is both exciting and challenging. If we can relate
satisfactorily the roles of various government levels, provide adequate
financing, make teaching an attractive profession and engender community
support and trust in the efforts of the school system then we will at long last
have arrived at the day where your schools can make you justly proud of
them.
With your support and cooperation that day need not be too far off.
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Salaries of Superintendents of Schools




A. State Share $2,500.00 $2,700.00
















STATEMENT OF BONDED INDEBTEDNESS

























































TOTAL BONDED DEBT JUNE 30, 1968 - $259,000.00
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REPORT OF
HOPKINTON SCHOOL BUILDING COMMITTEE
PURPOSE:
The Hopkinton School Building Committee, voted into existence on April 29,
1967, was charged with the responsibility of translating into a building
program the many recommendations made in reports of earlier local, state
and regional committees. Basically, these earher reports emphasized the
inadequacy of various specialized facilities at our high school, and the limiting
effect of this inadequacy upon the quaHty and scope of the school's program.
Because of this situation, Hopkinton's status as an Approved Comprehensive
High School was revoked by the State Department of Education on July 19,
1967.
Although the New England Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools
elected Hopkinton High School as a fully accredited member high school for
a ten-year term on December 2, 1966, the recommendations of its visiting
committee make it clear that we should improve our high school facilities in
certain areas. Failure to do so could result in the school's being placed on a
probationary status.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
The general proposals of this Committee may be summarized as follows:
A. A Building addition and reconstruction work at the High School which
will:
1. Provide new and improved facilities for:
Science Laboratories







2. Provide adequate space for our increasing enrollment which is
expected to reach 470 at the high school by 1976-77
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3. Provide a plant which is economical, yet planned in advance to be
flexible and adaptable to changing educational methods and curricu-
lum innovations as required to meet the needs of students in today's
world.
4. Give us facilities which will merit restoration of our school's rating
as an Approved Comprehensive High School, and which will meet all
essential recommendations of the New England Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools.




2. Provide facilities for children with Umited learning potential.
To help the Committee reduce the foregoing general proposals to specific
building plans, it engaged the firm of Irving W. Hersey Associates, Architects
and Engineers of Durham, New Hampshire. Mr. Hersey was the Architect for
the original high school building. The plans which we have developed with
Mr. Hersey contemplate the following:
1. For the High School:
A. A 22,000 square foot, two-story masonry addition to be erected on
the Northwesterly corner of the present building and which will
provide:
1. Five (5) General Classrooms
2. Two (2) Science Laboratories
3. Library and Resource Center
4. Lecture and Music Room
5. Art and Mechanical Drawing Room
6. Shop
7. Teachers' Room
8. Toilet and Service Facilities
B. Alterations to the Existing high school building which will provide:
1. Conversion of area under gymnasium to:
(a) Enlarged Boys and Girls Locker and Shower Rooms.
(b) Coach's Room
(c) Athletic Storage
(d) Receiving and General Storage
(e) One (1.) General Classroom
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2. Combined Administration and Guidance from existing room.
3. Additional Cafeteria space from existing basement science
laboratory.
4. School Nurse's room made from former school secretary's office.
5. Stage storage acquired from former Principal's office.
6. Book storage area from old Guidance office.
7. Gym divider to provide two (2) P.E. Stations.
8. Install intercom system.
2. At The Elementary Schools:
A. A two-room addition at the Maple Street School for Kindergarten
and Special Education.
B. A one-room addition at the Harold Martin School for Kindergarten.
EXPLANATION OF ABOVE CONTEMPLATED PLANS:
In an effort to make the high school building as flexible as possible, and to
meet future enrollment needs, the new shop area is planned to be large
enough so that it may be converted into two units, each capable of handling
regular shop classes. The two rooms on the second floor of the addition have
been so constructed that they may easily be converted into an additional
science laboratory with adequate storage area should the need arise. The
classrooms on the first floor of the new addition are designed so that they
may readily be changed in size to conform to new teaching methods and to
varying class sizes.
The Committee is submitting its proposals so that its high school and
elementary school recommendations can be voted upon as separate questions
under a single warrant article. The elementary school proposals contemplate a
Kindergarten program at each school and a special or remedial education
program at Maple Street School. The latter program is defined to mean a
self-contained class for children of Hmited learning ability who are in need of
special assistance. It would not be a class for mentally retarded children. The
Committee recommends that in the event the Kindergarten Program is
adopted, transportation be provided both ways.
ENROLLMENT:
It is anticipated that the enrollment in grades 7-12 will reach a total of 470
students by 1976-77. The designed capacity of the building will be 500
pupils, based on a pupil-utilization factor of 85%. Thus, it is reasonable to
assume that the proposed facility will be adequate for at least ten (10.) years.
STATE APPROVAL:
A. PLAN APPROVAL:
Preliminary approval of the proposed building program was granted by
the State Department of Education on February 14, 1968.
B. BUILDING AID:
The Committee has been assured by the State Department of Education
that this project will be eligible for State Building Aid at the rate of
30% of the annual principal payment. The exact amount of such Aid
will depend upon the total cost of the project.
COST OF DEBT REPAYMENT AND ESTIMATED BUILDING COSTS:
The figures which follow represent the total debt service payments for the
School District. They include present debt payments and anticipated debt
resulting from the recommendations of the Committee. Interest for the new
construction and alterations is figured at a rate of 4.5%. School Building Aid
is computed at 30% of the annual principal payment. Annual repayments for
the new debt are based on a twenty (20) year bond issue.
ESTIMATED COSTS
1. HIGH SCHOOL ADDITION AND ALTERATIONS
Basic Cost of Construction $355,066.67
Alterations 41,643.33





Basic Cost of Construction:
Harold Martin School $ 19,200.00
Maple Street School 40,490.00
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EFFECT OF BUILDING PROGRAM ON THE TAX RATE *
(Based on the 1967 Town evaluation of $18,640,000)
HIGH SCHOOL ADDITION $2.06 per thousand
Person Owning $ 5,000 home, an increase of $10.30
Person Owning $10,000 home, an increase of $20.60
Person Owning $15,000 home, an increase of $30.00
Person Owning $20,000 home, an increase of $41.20
HIGH SCHOOL ADDITION PLUS ELEMENTARY LEVEL $2.34 per thousand
Person Owning $ 5,000 home, an increase of $11.70
Person Owning $10,000 home, an increase of $23.40
Person Owning $15,000 home, an increase of $35.10
Person Owning $20,000 home, an increase of $46.80
The State Department of Education has assured the Committee
that State Building Aid at the rate of 30% of principal payments
will be granted for this program.
The foregoing figures do not include the cost of actually operating and
staffing the additional facilities which we propose. These costs will depend
upon the educational program actually instituted and carried on from time
to time in the plant provided. This is not a matter which is within the province
of a "building committee" but is rather to be determined by the School
Board, which the District elects, using appropriations which the District pro-
vides. We would suppose that it might be asking enough of the District to
provide four new teachers in the first year in which the new facilities will be
operational (1969-70), three at the elementary schools and the fourth, a high
school teacher for that subject area where the need is deemed greatest by the
School Board, say, industrial arts. On this basis we would anticipate the total
additional operating costs (including teachers' salaries) to be about $2.36 per
thousand dollars of 1967 assessed valuation, or about the same amount as
shown above for total additional debt service for the entire program. Of this
$2.36, only $1.02 would be for high school. By the following year, the Harold
Martin school debt will have been fully paid off and there will have been
another year's growth of the Town's assessment base. We would expect in
that year that two or three additional high school teachers (say in foreign
languages, social science - English, and science) would be added without
serious additional burden. The result would be an extraordinarily fine
program, both in the elementary schools and at the high school.
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EFFECT ON THE HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM
Our proposed building plan for the high school will permit major
improvements of our present curriculum. Classes which require special
facilities will be able to meet in areas designed for their particular needs, and
the enlarged facilities will allow for additions in such varied fields as the
sciences, art and music, the industrial arts, business education and foreign
language. A gym divider will be provided to permit increased scheduling of
physical education classes. (The present gymnasium will accommodate the
two-station physical education program, so no expansion of the gym is
recommended at this time.) The increase in classroom space will permit
assigning particular teaching departments to particular areas of the building.
This will make for more efficient use not only of the building but also of the
time of our faculty members.
GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS:
These building plans will permit the school district to conduct an enriched
high school program of excellent quality. The recommendations for kinder-
garten and special education will also accomphsh important improvements at
the elementary level. The entire proposal is designed not only to meet the
immediate problems of our school system but also to provide well for its
future. The high school recommendations include essential specialized core
facilities needed now, but adequate for a larger student enrollment later on.
The construction itself is designed not only so that future additions can
readily be added to it, when that ultimate need may arise, but its interior
planning emphasizes flexibility and adaptability, in keeping with modern
trends in education. Movable partitions are proposed for several of the rooms;
provision is made for future division of the new, enlarged shop into two
teaching stations; and one of the larger new classrooms is planned for possible
future conversion to a third laboratory.
With all its educational advantages, the program which we propose is still
economical, both for the present and in its planning for the future. We
sincerely hope that the voters will agree that it provides a wise basis for
solution of the difficult school problems which have worried our community
in recent years.
Respectfully submitted,
Hopkinton School Building Committee
George Langwasser, Co-Chairman Fred Roberts, Co-Chairman
Donald Valway, Secretary Marshall Moyer
Lawrence Patz Samuel Reddy
W. W. Smith Clifford Sharpe, School Board Member, ex officio




Adams, Everett & Jessie
Aerotronics Associates, Inc.
Allen, Eric& Ruth
Ames, Charles F. & Rebecca P.
Amesbury Realty Corporation
Anderson, Roger W. & Doris
Archibald, Ernest & Teresa
Archibald, Ernest
Arnold, Donald C. Jr. & M. Claire
Armstrong, David & Hilda
Astles Lumber & Hardware Co.
Astles. Kenneth & Pauline
Astles, Steward & Severely
Astles, Thomas G. & Virginia T.
Astles, Thomas G. & Virginia T.
Astles. Thomas G.
Abbot, John & Martha
Adams, David & Florence
Adams, John D.
Adams, Jane
Alcott, Joseph M. & Dorothy E.
Anderson, Harold F. & Nellie
Anderson. Ronald
Andrews, Robert & Gertrude
Anderson, Roland & Betty
Angwin, Theresa
Atherton, lleana
Atherton, Roger & Harriett
Auer, Frederick & Beulah
Albin, Harold C. & Christine C.
Allison, Donald G. & Edith
Description and Value of Total Amount
Real and Personal Property Valuation of Taxes
Res. W/s Roberts Rd. (Lot 11) 5; 24,000 $24,000$ 681.60
Land 2,000
New BIdg. with '66 addition 57,000
3 Frame bidgs. 1 1 ,000
Cement block bidg. 800
Machinery 13,800
Stock in trade 139,200
223,800 223.800 6.579.72
Res. Amesbury Park (Lot 6) 23,000
1,000 22,000 646.80
Res. E/s Park Avenue 18,000
1.000 17.000 499.80
Res. under construction (Lot 58) 20,000 20,000 588.00
Res. N/s Lower Spring St. 15.000
1,000 14,000 411.60
Res. & garage Penacook Rd. 1 5,000 1 5,000 441.00
76 Ac. Tom Huse land Irish Hill
&So. Rd. 1.500 1,500 42.60
Res. N/s Prospect St. 16,500
1,000 15,500 455.70
Res. E/s Kearsarge St. 5,500
Lot, Kearsarge & Spring St. 700
6.200 6.200 182.28




Sales BIdg. & office 16,000
Stock in trade 31,000
83,300 83,300 2,449.02
Res. W/s Pine St. 25,000
Horse Barn E/s Pine St. 1,500
Lot, Rolfe Pond 1,000
1/2 Int. back lot Rolfe Pond 500
Boax 150
28.150 28,150 825.96
Perkins Manor Apt. bIdg. 31,000 31,000 911.40
Res. N/s Penacook Rd. 14,700 14,700 432.18
Post Office BIdg. & land




Res. Main St. Hop. Village 27.000 27,000 826.20
Res. Jewett Road 21.500
1,000 20,500 582.20
20Ac. & Res. Beech Hill Rd. 38,000 38,000 1.079.20
Land S/s Beech Hill Rd. 2,000 2.000 56.80
Res. Jewett Rd. 26,000
Gift Shop, Main Rd. 8,000
34,000 34.000 965.60
35 Ac. & Res. Hopkinton Rd. 37,500 37,500 1,065.00
Garage, Farrington Corner 3.000
Trailer, Farrington Corner 3,500
Lot, Farrington Corner 500
7,500 7,500 213.00
Res. Main Rd. 13.000 13.000 369.20
Res. Brockway Rd. 25,000
1.000 24,000 681.60
Res. Hopkinton Rd. 12.500 12.500 355.00
Boulder House, Old Jewett Rd. 40,000 40,000 1.136.00
Res. Main St. Hop, Village 28,000 28.000 856.80
Res. Main St. Hop. Village 22.500 22,500 688.50
145 Ac. & Allen farm Kast Hill 30,000 30.000 852.00
4Ac. & Res. Kast Hill 1 7,000 17,000 482.80
NAME
Andrus, Roger & Norma B.
RESIDENTS
Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
Res. Rolfe Pond
1 Lot
Archibald, Walter P. & Frances K. Res. Rolfe Pond
Arney, Kenneth & Caroline 6 Ac. Martin farm West Hopkinton
Atwood, Irving Camp, Sugar Hill
Averill, Robert & Phyllis 3 1/2 Ac. Res. Gage Hill
Bean, George & Marjorie
Babson, Jerrold & Anne M.
Babson, Jean C.
Bacheller, Chester F. & Marion
Bailey, Dearborn, & Dolores
Bailey, Edna
Bailey, Williams., Jr.
Ball, John S. Jr. & Pauline
Barnard Brothers
Res. Kearsarge Ave.
1 1/2 Ac. lot Bound Tree Rd.
Unfin. res. W/s Kearsarge Ave.
Lot W/s Kearsarge Ave.
Res. W/s Kearsarge Ave.
Res. N/s Penacook Rd.
Res. Maple St.
Res. E/s Park Ave.
Stock in trade
Res. S/s Spring St.
Res. Kearsarge Ave.
70 Ac. Tyler Pasture
12 Ac. Richardson Meadow
17 Ac. Burnham Lot
17 Ac. Plain lot
10 Ac. Way Lot
60 Ac. Woodchuck lot
12 Ac. Tyler meadow
15 Ac. lot Clement Hill Rd.
Barnard, Raymond J. & Margaret Res. Amesbury Park (Lot 6)
Barnard, Raymond J. 15 Ac. Turnpike Lot,
Farrington Cor.
15 Ac. Colby Lot, Broad Cove Rd.
Barnard, Perley & Eulalie
Baron, William G. Jr. & Edna E.
Bartlett, Edythe
Barton, George & Blanche
Res. Pine St.
25 Ac. New Road
7 Ac. Briar Hill Pasture
Cottage, Rolfe Pond
Res. W/s Webster Rd.
Res. W/s Park Ave.
Res. & 7 Ac. Land Warner -
Weare Rd.
Res. E/s Park Ave.
Davis Block & land at bridge,
Fountain Sq.
Barton, Martin A. & Veronica J.
Bean, Brothers (George W. &
Robert M.)
Bean, George W. & Robert M. d/b/a
Reed's Drug Store Stock in trade
Bean, Robert M. 2 Ac. Woodlot, back road to
Henniker
Bean, William A. & Helen W. Res. incl. restaurant & carport
Stock in trade
































































Bennett, Marshall & Carolyn
Beardsley, Mary Jane R.
Berard, Ennil J.
Bergstronn, Robert & Jane
Bernier, Arland C. & Barbara
Bieber, Robert E.
Blake. Chassis
Blake, Lewis & Murial
Blanchard, Francis & Ruth
Bline, Judith
Blodgett, Kimball & Mary J.
Bogan, Floyd & Kathleen W.
Bohannan, Glenn & Adelmarie
Bohanan, Lester
Bossi, Salvatore & Yvonne
Bouchard, Michel & Pauline C.
Boutwell, Lawrence & Dorothy
Boutwell, Ralph & Jennie
Bowen, Raymond J. & Marion
Boyd, Richard K. & Thelma S.
Boyd, R. K. Construction, Inc.
Brayman, Donald & Constance
Breed, Avis
Brown, Oilman D.
Brown, Harold & Jessie H.
Brown, Norman
Brown, Robert & Frances
RESIDENTS
Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
1 1/2 Ac. lot N/s Pine St.
Res. S/s Spring St.
Res. N/s Pine St.
Res. E/s Park Ave.






Lot & unfin. cottage, Josylvai
Res. Maple St.
Stevens Lot Maple St.
Res. E/s Park Ave.
Lot 19 & unfin. res. Hardy Lane
Res. Briar Hill Rd.
Unfin. res. Blackwater Section
155 Ac. Homestead & BIdgs.
60 Ac. Courser land
35 Ac. Fuller Land
150 Ac. Burrage land
56 cows @ $150
10 Neatstock @$100
2 Ac. Res. Pine St.
Res. E/s Maple St.
7 1/2 Ac. Res. Blackwater Section
25 Ac. Homestead, Tyler
28 Ac. Tarr lot
20 Ac. Chase lot
1 1/2 Ac. RR land




Res. off Spring St. (Lot 7)






Res. S/s Spring St. (Lot 5
Phelps Ld.)
Res. W/s Penacook Rd.
REs. N/s Penacook Rd.
Res. School St.
Land & BIdg. Highland Ave.
Wyman lot. Pine St.






































































Buhrer, Marga H. Heirs
Bunnell, Ethel M. Heirs
Burbank, Carl & Evelyn
Burbank, Elton & Elizabeth
Burleigh, Gordon & June
Bushway, Arthur & Carol
Buttrick, Ervin W. & Madelein F.
Bailey, Robert R. & Katherine L.
Barnard, Roland & Joyce
Bass, Patricia
Beck, Edward S. & Miriam S.
Benson, Fred C. & Leona
Berry, Pearl E.
Chichester, N. H.
Blackford, John M. & Pamela D.
Bockius, John M. & Joy M.
Bogan, Daniel J.
Borjeson, Arthur V. & Irene O.
Bourque, Joseph A. & Hedwige C.
Bourque, Joseph E. & Marilyn
Bradford, George A.
Briar Hill Enterprises, Inc.
Box 495 Hillsboro
Brock, Margaret S.
Brookfeild, John Jr. & Mary
Brunei, Richard & Elizabeth




Barber, Robert & Mary H.
Barnard, Foster I. & Helen L.
Bartlett, Charles R. & Arneta
Barton, Arthur C.
Barton, Leslie & Isabelle
Barton, Lloyd A. & Carrie C.
Barton, Richard & Doris
Belander, Gustav
Benedict, Herbert R. & Lucy
Benett, Everett A.
Benett, Lee W. & Lillian E.
Bernier, Cyril J.
Description and Value of Total Amount
Real and Personal Property Valuation of Taxes
Res. E/s Hopkinton Rd. 2,500
1,000 1,500 42.60
120 Ac. Homestead, Warner Rd. 16,000 16,000 454.40
Res. Prospect St. 12,800 12,800 376.32
Garage Blackwater 250
3 Ac. Land, Blackwater 1,000
Westwood Mobile Home 2,700
3,950 3,950 112.18
Res. E/s Park Avenue 12,200
1,000 11,200 329.28
Res. S/s Penacook Rd. 14,000 14,000 411.60
Res. W/s Park Ave. 12,800 12,800 376.32
Res. School & Cottage Sts. 16,500 16,500 485.10
Res. Jewett Rd. 15,000
Old House, Jewett Rd. 4,500
19,500 19,500 553.80
Res. Beech Hill Rd. 18,000
45 Ac. Land Broad Cove 600
18,600 18,600 528.24
28 Ac. & Res. Beech Hill Rd. 32,000
7 Ac. Woodland 2,500
Skimobile 500
35,000 35,000 994.00
5 Ac. & Res. Jewett Rd. 15,000 15,000 426.00
Res. Farrington Corner 15,000
Land & BIdg. Straw Rd. 16,000
E. Hill lot Straw Rd. 100
16,100 16,100 457.24
Res. Beech Hill Rd. 26,000 26,000 738.40
Res. Hopkinton Rd. 24,000 24,000 681.60
7 Ac. & Res. Jewett Rd. 2,500 2,500 71.00
Land, Hopkinton-Henniker Rd. 1,500 1,500 45.90
13 Ac. Res. Turnpike -
Stickney Hill 13,400 13,400 380.56
Res. S/s Turnpike 9,800 9,800 278.32
1 1/2 Ac. Res. Hopkinton Rd. 16,000 16,000 454.40
K.Admas Place Briar Hill Rd. 1 5,000 15,000 426.00
Res. Briar Hill Rd. 16,000 16,000 454.40
BIdg. Lot Rollins Rd. 2,000 2,000 56.80
30 Ac. Res. Briar Hill Rd. 24,000 24,000 734.40
Res. Henniker Rd. 12,000 12,000 367.20
26 Ac. Res. Turnpike 6,100
1,000 5,100 144.84
135 Ac. Res. Clement Hill 8,300 8,300 235.72
Res. Sugar Hill Rd. 40,000 40,000 1,136.00
65 Ac. Querole Place Maple St. 21,000 21,000 596.40
Res. Emerson Hill 10,200
Land & BIdg. Kearsarge Ave. 6,000
Cont. Prec. 16,200 16,200 466.08
50 Ac. & Res. Hatfield Section 5,000 5,000 142.00
2 Ac. & Res. Clement Hill 4,100 4,100 116.44
6 Ac. & Make Peace Place
Clement Hill 6,000
1,000 5,000 142.00
Lot Pine St. 600 600 17.04
Res. Putney Hill 14,500 14,500 411.80
59 Ac. Lowe farm Sugar Hill 16,900
Plaisted lot 100
17.000 17,000 482.80
lOAc.&Res. PineSt. 9,000 9,000 255.60
5 Ac. Hincks place
Stumpfield Section 17,000 17,000 482.80
35 Ac. Nightingale lot Farr. Corner 500
NAME
Bernier, Cyril J. & Florence M,




Blanchette, Philip & Evelyn
Blanchette, Raymond
Brown, Eugene C, & Helen G.
Buckley, Margo
RESIDENTS
Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
1/2 Ac. & Garage Gould Hill
Res. Gould Hill Rd.
REs. Sugar Hill Rd.
Durgin land Mast Yard
Equipment
Boat
2 Ac. & Res. West Hopkinton
3 Ac. lot West Hopkinton
Res. West Hopkinton
10 Ac. Twombly farm Clement Hill
15 Ac. Messeck land
80 Ac. Charles land
14 Ac. Barton land
3 Ac. French land
New House College Hill Rd.
Summer House College Hill Rd.
Messeck Place College Hill Rd.




Carney, Gates M. & Alice C.
Carpenter, Amos B. & Katherine R.Res. Maple St.
Res. W/s Maple St.
Stock in trade
Mobile home Kearsarge Ave.
Res. S/s Penacook.,
Blackwater Section
Res. on land of Virgil Morey
Bound Tree Rd.
Res. N/s Main St.
Carpenter, John O. & Ruth
Carr, Byron & Edith
Carr, Byron & Baron, John
Carr, James V. & Katharine E.
Res. Amesbury Park (Lot 49)
10 Ac. Res. E/s Burnham Interval
38 Ac. Nelson Land Burnham Interval
Lot & cellar hold W/s Burnham
Interval
Res. W/s Park AVe.
Host Lot 2 Rollins Rd.
Carruthers, R. Elden & Katharine Res. W/s Kearsarge Ave.
Lot Kearsarge Ave.
Chandler, John & Nellie
Casey, Bernard, Thomas M. &
Leona B.
Chardon, Alain J. & Phoebe
Chartrand, Louis & Anne
Chase, Allen P. & Myrtle S.
Chase, Francis
Chase, Lilla & Archibald, Bertha
Clark, Elizabeth
Clark, Dorothy
Clark, Paul & Jane
Lot & cellar hole Bound Tree Rd.
Res. N/s Main St.
Res. S/s Hopkinton Rd.
Res. River St.






Res. Amesbury Park (Lot 9)
Res. Spring St.

































































Cleveland, Venjamin & Miriam
Clough, Raelene & Walker, Reba
Clough, Harold
Clough, Harold & Raelene
Cluff, P. Roy & Mary E.
Coen, Richard & Sarah
Coen, Robert S.
Cogswell, Guy E. & Muriel C.
Colburn, Frank L. & Nellie G.
Coleman, Peter W. & Judith L.
Collins, Adele M.
Collins, Lindsay M. &
Elizabeth M.
Collins, Wilber G. & Lema D.
Conant, Hiram E. & Hilda
Conaway, Charles Jr. & Arlene
Concord Builders, Inc.




Contoocook Valley Fair Assoc.





Cornett, Joseph & Bertha
Corson, Bernard & Martha
Corson, Louis M. & Barbra A.
Crathern, Charles & Neola
Cressy, Merle & Nancy
Cressy, Richard & Louella
Crory, Walter G.
Curtis, Dwaine & Joy S.
Description and Value of Total Amount
Real and Personal Property Valuation of Taxes
1,000 8,200 232.88
Res. Spring St. 16,000 16,000 470.40
Intervale Lot, Pine St. 1,100
Lot, Burnham Interval 500
Lot behind Sunset Farm 300
1,900 1,900 53.96
Lot, Pine St. 500
Oil Tanks 200
Stock in trade 4,200
4,900 4,900 144.06
Res. Pine St. 20,800
Appt. House, Pine St. 15,000
Cottage, Josylvia Lake 5,000
40,800 40,800 1,194.52
Res. Pine St. 18,000 18,000 529.20
Res. Main St. 12,200
Chris Craft 1,700
13,900 1 3,900 406.96
'58 Pacemaker Trailer, Park Ave. 500
500
1 Ac. & Res. Gould Hill Rd. 25,000
1,000 24,000 681.60
Res. N/s Main St. 10,500 10,500 308.70
Lot 4 Phelps Development,
Spring St. 1,000 1,000 28.40
Res. N/s Penacook Rd. 15,900 15,900 467.46
Res. Pinewood Drive (Lot 11) 20,000 20,000 588.00
Res. Amesbury Park (Lot 59) 24,000
Lot 60 Amesbury Park 2,000
Boat 200
26,200 26,200 770.28
Res. W/s Cedar St. 13,500 13,500 396.90
Res. E/s Park Ave. 15,500
1,000 14,500 426.30
6 Ac. Development Land, Gould Hill 3,000
Stock in trade 1,000
4,000 4,000 114.60
Res. E/s Gould Hill Rd. 25,000 25,000 710.00
Hall, River St. 1,800 1,800 52.92
Shell Garage, Main St. 18,300
Stock in trade 1,800
20,100 20,100 590.94
Clubhouse, Park Ave. 750 750 22.05
Land & Fairgrounds, Park Ave. 40,000 40,000 1,176.00
Res. Gould Hill Rd. 27,000 27,000 766.80
Res. N/s Pine St. 9,500
1,000 8,500 249.90
Res. E/s Park Ave. 4,000 4,000 113.60
17 Ac. Lot, Old Dustin Rd. 1,500 1,500 42.60
80 Ac. Land, Dustin Rd. 800 800 22.72
Res. Blackwater District 7,300
1 1/2 Ac. Lot Blackwater District 800
8,100
1,000 7,100 201.64
Res. W/s Penacook Rd. 23,500 23,500 690.90
Res. E/s Park Ave. 10,500 10,500 308.70
Res. & unfin. garage Gould Hill 22,500
Stock in trade 1,300
23,800 23.800 657.92
83 Ac. & Res. E/s Old Warner Rd. 17,100 17,100 485.64
Res. N/s Pine St. 10,200 10,200 289.68
Res. N/s Penacook Rd. 15,000 15,000 441.00
Res. Cottage St. 12,000
Boat 100
NAME




Campbell, Peter E. & Fay L.
Campbell, Peter J. & Josephine
Carlson, Harry I. & Hilda M.
Carr, Robert E. & Catherine L.
6 Magean St. Brunswick, Me.
Carson, Thomas L. & Carol
Cass, Harriette M.
Chalfant, William III
Chandler. Alfred & Barbara
Chandler, Warren & Edith
Charles, Ruth
Chase, Horace T. & Evelyn
Chellis, Evelyn
Clark, George W. & Ella P.
Clarke, Donald P. & Donna W.
Colcord, Jessfrey N. & Nancy L.
Contoocook Artesian Well
Co., Inc.
Corney, Hessel & Louise
Corson, John & Lorraine
Cressy, William A. & Olive
Cuff, William G.& Linda F.
Cunningham, Francis D. Trust
Currier, Ralph S. & Fern I.
Cutting, William G.
Cassin, Ansel J. & Dorothy J.
Cayer, Gerald D. & Cynthia H.
Cayer, Horace & Arlene
RESIDENTS
Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
Res. W/s Park Ave.




Res. Apple Tree Land
Res. Hopkinton Rd.
Homestead, South Rd.
Chamberlain PI. South Rd.
20 Ac. Res. Turnpike
Res. Main St. Hop. Village
Res. Beech Hill Rd.
4 Ac. & Res. Garrison Lane
Cottage Rolfe Pond
1/2 Int. Lot Clement Hill Rd.
44 Ac. Land Gage Hill
Unfinished House & Lot Gage Hill




Res. Briar Hill Rd.
78 Ac. Res. Jewett Rd.
2 Ac. 2 BIdg. Lots Putney Hill
1/4 Ac. Res. Hopkinton Rd.
4 Ac. Pasture land
Stock in trade
Res. N/sStickney Hill Rd.
240 Ac. Summit Farm Hopkinton Rd.
1 Ac. & Res. Contoocook Rd.
Res. Hopkinton Rd.
Well Shop










20 Ac. Goodwin lot
25 Ac. Nudd Place Emerson Hill
Severance House West Hopkinton
Bartlett house West Hopkinton






































































Contoocook Valley Fuel Service
Coen, Florence W.
Cressy, Emma
Grossman, Stanley & Louise
Charles & Nancy, Inc.
Dalby, Marion
Dane, George & Evelyn
Daniels, Nellie
Daniels, Ronald & Nellie
Datson, Robert C. & Pauline
Davis, Helen W.
Davis, Robert & Marilyn
Day, Russell C. & Joan L.
Day, Gordon & Elsie
Degnan, Thomas M. & Roseanne
Dempsey, George & Roseanne
Demerse, Howard T. & Christina
Desmond, Joseph A. & Patricia
Densmore, Edward Heirs
Dillingham, John & Dulcie
Diman, Harry
Dockham, George & Joan
RESIDENTS
Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
Lot Rolfe Pond
6 Ac. Stonecrusher lot
Camp & Lot Josylvia Lake
Stock in trade
Res. West Hopkinton
6 Ac. J. Perry place Putney Hill
4 Ac. Putney land
60 Ac. Carr property Sugar Hill
Barn Sugar Hill
50 Ac. Putney woodlot
Land & BIdg. (Gisiger) Dolly Rd.
Land & BIdg. (Thorpe) Dolly Rd.
Res. E/s Park Ave.
Res. S/s Main St.
Stock in trade
Res. E/s Maple St.
Res. Amesbury Park (Lot 10A)
Res. W/s Penacook Rd.
6 1/2 Ac. & Res. W/s Park Ave.
Res. Amesbury Park (Lot 38)
Res. N/s Pine St.
Res. Gould Hill Rd. & Blaze Rd.
5 Ac. Res. Blackwater Section
Res. S/s Maple St.
Res. E/s Tomahawk Rd.
Woodwell Garrison
Res. Spring St.
Res. S/s Main St. at Highland Ave.
Putney Garage Main St.
Davis lot
Res. N/s Pine St.
Boat
Dolan, Edward M. & Margaret R. Res, E/s Park Ave.
Domoracki, Chester J. & Wanda L. Res. Amesbury Park (Lot 26)
Donaghue, William & Ann M. Res. Gould Hill
Douglas, Charles & Elizabeth Res. E/s Gould Hill Rd.
Downs, Lawrence A. & Ann L.
Drescher, Albert O. & Ruth E.
Dreshcher, Richard & Susan M.
Drew, Russell & Thelma
Duclos, Robert J. & Marion
Boat
Res. W/s Highland Ave.
Res. E/s Maple St.
Res. Briarhaven, Briar Hill Rd.
Land Briar Hill Rd.
Wiggin Lot (1/2 int.)
Dearborn Land
Res. N/s Main St.
96 Ac. Barnard Lot Burnham Int.
30 Ac. Parson Lot Burnham Int.
30 Ac. Kimball Lot Burnham Int.



































































Description and Value of





Duford, Richard & Fay
Dunlap, Hazel & Philip C.
Dunn, Chester & Hope
Dunn, Chester, Price, David &
Muller, Russell & Murphy, George
DuPuis, L. Fred & Agnes
Darrah, Harold & Margaret
Davis, Stanley A. & Clara Jean
Derry, Angus P. & Mary H.
Boat
Portable Mill
Unfin. Res. Blackwater Section
Res. West of School St.





1 1/2 Ac. Land Farrington Corner
Trailer Farrington Corner
Res. South
Duffey House Hop. Village
1 3/4 Ac. & Homestead Hop. Vill.
2 1/2 Ac. Rogers lot, Muntoon land
and Roach land
Devereux. Edward G. & Abbie L. Res. S/w Corner Main & South Rd.
Dewolf, Gordon A. & Joyce M. Res. Checkerberry Lane
Dimond Industries
Dodd, Spencer S. & Gladys
Doyle, Claudine G.
Doyle, Frank, Jr. & Dorothy
Box 309 Concord
Dow, Herman H. & Mary P.
Duclos, Richard P. & Elizabeth




15 Ac. Res. South Rd.
F. Doyle, Sr. Place South Rd.
Res. Turnpike
2 Ac. & Res. Turnpike
Dwinnells, Walter A. & Ann B. Res. Straw Rd.
Dwinnells, Lena
Dwyer, John J. & Frances M.
Dwyer, Walter W. Jr. & Jeane C.





Dockham, Verne B. & Edith
Dobson, Ernest E. & Ruth
Doran, William F. & Marion T.
Res. Briar Hill Rd.
16 Ac. & Res. South Rd.
5 Ac. & Res. Briar Hill Rd.
130 Ac. Sibley Woodland (1/3 Int.)
10 Ac. Fuglestad land Rte. 103
7 Ac. Crowe 1 1 Pasture
279 Ac. Loveren Land Briar Hill
Pagan Lot Dolloff Brook
1 1/2 Ac. & Res. Gage Hill
1/2 Ac. Res. Hatfield Section
38 Ac. Res. Dolly Corner
4 Ac. Land Pine St.
10 Ac. Wheeler Place Emerson Hill
Res. Henniker Rd.
















































































































Dunlap, Philip S. & Shirley
Duston Country Club, Inc.
Duston, Arthur & Charlotte
Edwards, Orville & Priscllla






Elliott Fund (Mary Emerson Est.)
Erskine, Lloyd & Muriel
Evarts, Roy & Alice
Eastman, Mrs. Laurence
Eastman, Mark B.
Edwards, James N. & Caroline H.
Ellsworth, Theodore & Barbara
Emery, George & Isabel H.
Emery, Margaret, Violet, W.
Stanley, Ethel, Humphry & Lyford,
RESIDENTS
Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
10 Ac. Bernes Place Drew Lake
Lot Henniker Rd.
4 Ac. Thompson house Putney Hill




Lot & Cottage Josylvia Lake
Res. Duston Rd.
47 Ac. South Pasture
3 Ac. Putnam lot
19 Ac. White pasture
2 Ac. Kenyon lot
Lot Josylvia lake
Res. Spring St. & 1 Ac. lot
Res. So. end Roberts Road (Lot 10)
Res. E/s Park Ave.
Res. S/s Maple St.
Res. N/s Pine St.
Res. River St.
Res. E/s Kea'-sarge A v.
Land & BIdg. Blackwater
Res. Blackwater Section
Res. & 3 ac. lot W/s Cedar St.
Land, Farrington Corner
Trailer Farrington Corner
30 Ac. & Res. Farrington Corner
Land E/s Beech Hill Rd.
65 Ac. & Res. Jewett Rd.
Boat
20 Ac. & Res. Farrington Corner
Dorothy W.
Ernst, Marion
Eaton, Leslie & Dorothy D.
Egbert, Miriam
Hotel Van Rensselaer
15 E. llthSt. NYC, N. Y. 10003
Ellsworth, Bruce B. & Gall R.
Emerson Hill Community Club
c/o Virginia P. Nelson
Evans, George & Eleanor
FMC Corporation
1/2 Ac. & Ethel Emery Place
Hop. Village
Res. "Blue Shutter Lodge"
Lot 7 Amesbury Park — Cont. Prec.






31 Ac. Hoyt Place
Stumpfield Section





























1 1 ,000 1 1 ,000 323.40
3,900 3,900 110.76
12,500




























Falzone, Ronald & Sylvia
Fellows, Fred
Feldhusen, Kenneth & Ruth
Findlay, Joseph & Clennentena L.
Fitts, George & Marion
Flanders, Ruth A.
Ford, Lome & Marjorie E,
French, Ervin
French, Ervin & Dorothy
French, Owen L. & Hilda
Fuglestad, Gerhard F. & Barbara
Fuller, Ethelyn
Fagan, John Estate
Faust, Nile E. & Mary Jane
Fellows, Eva M.
Files, Arthur D. & Mildred
First Congregational Church of
Hopkinton
Fish, Mabel
Fortier, John L. & RitaS.
Foster, Roderick & Elizabeth
Foster, Bernard C.
French, Clarence B. & Ruth F.




Flanders, Fred W. Heirs
c/o Shirley Stevens
RFD 2 Concord
Flenniken, Bertram & Evelyn
Flenniken, Wayne & Judith A.
RESIDENTS
Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
BIdg. E/s Park Ave.
Machinery
Stock in trade
Res. N/s Spring St.
Res. E/s Park Ave.
Res. E/s Gould Hill Rd.
Res. & 1 ac. E/s Watchtower Rd.
(Lot 16)
2 Apt. House Fountain Sq.
Stock in trade
Cottage Pine St.
3 Ac. Res. Bound Tree Rd.
Res. W/s Maple St.
Cannp, Rolfe Pond
Lot, Clement Hill
1/3 Ac. & 5 Ac. Sproud Land
Res. W/s Park Ave.
Res. W/s Maple St.
Res. S/s Pine St.
3 Ac. Homestead, Blacksmith shop &
3 Ac. woodlot South Rd.
Res. Putney Hill
25 Ac. Palmer land
14 Ac. Putney Hill lot
1 Ac. & Res. Putney Hill
80 Ac. & Farm Hopkinton Rd.
Land, South Rd.
Land left side Checkerberry Lane
2 Ac. & Hopkinton Inn Henniker Rd.
Res. Straw Rd.
Res. Apple Tree Lane
Res. Putney Hill Rd.
Kimball field
Goodwin land South Rd.
Lundari Lot Rt. 103
School House Hop. Village
Etta Proctor Place Patch Rd.
1 1/2 Ac. Res. Straw Rd.
Res. Stumpfield Section
5 Ac. Roach land Rte. 9
Road Place Gage Hill
40 Ac. Sunset Farm Maple St.
New House Maple St.

































































Description and Value of







c/o Concord Savings Bank
Gagnon, Elizabeth
Gaskill, Pertice C. & Luciele
Geer, Herrick
George, Bruce C. & Eva S.
George, Charles A. & Beulah
George, Earl & Alice D.
George, Murray & Irene
George, Leonard L. & Gail A.




Graham, Robert M. & Marion
Greenleaf, Paul V. & Lorraine M.
Greenwood, G. Thomas Jr. &
Helen W.
Grinnell. Ruth B.
Grenert, William B. & Beverly A.
Grondin, Paul
Gardner, Francis & Penelope
Garvin, Robert L. & Jean C.
Geer, Bert L.
George, Elizabeth F.
George, Richard E. & Eleanor M.
Gerber, Gail G.
Gile, Robert H. & Charlotte P.
Glass, L. Enid
95 No. Main St. Penacook, N. H.
Gogas, Inc
9 Ac. Res. Putney Hill
Land & BIdg. Drew Lake Rd.
Res. Spring St.
Res. Maple St.
1 1/2 Ac. Res. Burnham Interval
Res. E/s Park Ave.
Res. E/s Maple St.
Res. N/s River St.
Res. E/s Cedar St.
20 Ac. Duston Lot, Pine St.
Res. Pine St.
1 1/3 Ac. & Res. Spring St.
(Lot 6 Phelps Dev.)
Res. S/s Prospect St.
Lot, Main St.
Camp Lot, Josylvia Lake
Putney Hill Land
5 Ac. Res. N/s Penacook Rd.
50 Ac. Bear Hill lot
10 Ac. Brown lot
25 Ac. Cilley lot
20 Ac, Felch lot
12 A. Frye lot
18 Ac. Gove lot
4 Ac. Kimball lot
9 Ac. Res. Blackwater section
Res. & 17 ac. Webster Rd.
Res. W/s Watchtower Rd. (Lot 14)
Lot W/s Park Ave.
'64 Titan trailer
Depreciation
Res. N/s Main St.




Unfin. Garage Straw Rd.
Stock in trade
33 Ac. & Res. Contoocook Rd.
30 Ac. Land & BIdg. Buswell Cor.
Old School House Cont. Rd.
Res. Checkerberry Lane
Willoughby Cottage off Main Rd.
8 1/2 Ac. & Res. Beech Hill Rd.
3/4 Ac. & Res. Checkerberry Lane

































































Goodwin, Guy H. & Clara P.
Goodwin, Clara P.
Gourley, I. Reed
Gourley, Richard & Joan
Gordon, Lawrence, Jr.
Graham, Philip A. & Patricia W.
Groves, Arlan G. & Sarah
Gray, Charles & Beverly
Griffin, Alvin E. & Harriett
George, Charlie & Beverly
Gerrard, Robert & Rita
Gielar, Alfred & Trudy A.
Godfrey, James B. Jr. & Sally T.
Goodsell, Richard & Bernice
Goodwin, Herbert & Elsie
Grady, Martin J. & Agnes
Graziano, Thomas & Margery
Graziano, Gary & Dorothy
Guenther, G. Peter & Betsy
Guimond, Clorinda
Haase, Edward J. & Marjorie
Box 83 Bethel. Conn. 06801
Hall, Dale F. & Laura
Hall, Lawrence A. Jr. & Alyce J.
Hall, George E.
Hamilton, George T. & Helen S.
Hankins, Gertrude W.
Hanson, Clarence & Nora
Hanson, Paul & Corinne
Hardy, A. Francis
Hargrove, Charles & Elizabeth
Harrison, Alfred M. &
Catharine A.
Harper, Ralph T. & Alva
Hartwell, Edwin J. & Edith H.
Haselton, Maurice & Ruth
Hastings, Floyd & Mildred
RESIDENTS
Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
2 Ac. J. Murray Place South Rd.
1 Ac. & Res. South Rd.
65 Ac. Sproud land Sugar Hill
Res. Straw Rd.





Res. Apple Tree Lane
Res. Briar Hill Rd.
Res. Hopkinton Rd.
Res. Briar Hill Rd.
Res. Hopkinton Village
30 Ac. Clark Place Hatfield Section
1 Ac. Res. Dolly Corner
6 Ac. Res. Hatfield Section
2 Ac. Res. Dolly Rd.
Res. Hatfield Section
3 Ac. Res. Maple St.
200 Ac. Rice farm Emerson Hill
30 Cows
9 Neatstock
2 Ac. Res. Dolly Corner
1 1/2 Ac. Res. Maple St.
3 Ac. Res. Gage Hill
Wilder lot
35 Ac. Home farm Drew Lake Rd.
Res. W/s Briar Hill Rd.
Res. E/s Briar Hill Rd.
Res. N/s Main St.
28 Ac. Hincksland
90 Ac. Mt. Hope Pasture
Lot, Hatfield section
Res. E/s Roberts Ridge Rd.
Res. W/s Park Ave.
Lot, Kearsarge Ave. & Unfin. house
'55 Trailer
2 Ac. & Res. Riverside Drive
Land & BIdg. Spring St.
2 Ac. & Res. Spring St.
Res. Amesbury Park (Lot 20)
Res. Riverside Drive
Lot, Park Ave. E/s
Loomis Land, Farrington Corner
Res. W/s Park Ave.
Res. Spring St.




































































Haskell, Channing F. & Ann
Hayward, Harold M. & Chloe B.
Haywood, Georgette
Heath, Allen & Irene
Heins, Richard & Iris
Hemphill, Kenneth & Mary E.
Hennphill, Larry & Judith
Hennessey, Dorothy J.
Henriksen, Henry & Beatricw
Herrick, John & Norma
Hilton, Ross L. & Mabel
Hodgkins, Ann
Hoitt, John A. & Elizabeth
Holbrook, Elliot
Holbrook, Stuart B. Jr. &
G. Marie
Holmes, Leon & Irlene




Hopkins, O. D., Inc.
Hopkins, R. O. D. & Delnoce
Hopkinton Telephone Co.
Hosmer Machine Co., Inc.
Houston, Everett Y. & Blanche
Houston, E. Y. & Robert C.
Houston, Robert C. & Edith
Description and Value of Total Amount
Real and Personal Property Valuation of Taxes
Res. Amesbury Park (Lot 25) 21,000
1,000 20,000 588.00
Res. E/s Maple St. 18.500 18,500 543.90
Res. unfin. Blackwater Section 5,500 5,500 156.20
Res. Burnham Interval 7,300
3 Lots Burnham Interval 750
8,050
1,000 7,050 220.22
Res. Woodwell Garrison 22,000 22,000 646.80
Res. E/s Pine St. 12,200 12,200 346.48
Unfin. Res. Burnham Int. & Pine St. 11,000 11,000 312.40
Res. E/s Kearsarge St. 15,800 15,800 464.52
1 Ac. & Res. S/s Main St. 10,000
1,000 9,000 264.60
Res. W/s Maple St. 10,000
1,000 9,000 264.60
2 Apt. House E/s Park AVe. 1 1 ,000 1 1 ,000 323.40
REs. S/s Penacook Rd. 21,000
1,000 20,000 588.00
Res. Blackwater Section 8,700
1,000 7,700 218.68
1/2 Ac. & Res. S/s Spring St. 7,000 7,000 205.80
Res. E/s Park Ave. 14,600 14,600 429.24
Duplex Cottage W/s Cedar St. 9,000 9,000 264.60




Stock in trade 52,000
Machinery 2,100
54,100 54,100 1,590.54
School house Briar Hill Rd. 16,500 16,500 468.60
Gage Farm Briar Hill Rd. 23,500 23,500 667.40
Land, Park Ave. W/s 2,500
BIdgs. Park Ave. W/s 45,000
Machinery 7,500
Stock in trade 9,000
64,000 64,000 1,881.60
98 Ac. Grey Rock Farm Briar Hill 47,000
48 Ac. Woodlot Briar Hill 2,000
49,000 49,000 1,391.60




Land Maple St. 2,500
BIdg. 100,000
Machinery 31,000
Stock in trade 218,000
Pole Shed 3,000
354,500 354,500 10,422.30
Res. Maple St. 18,300
25 Ac. Land 2,000
20,300 20,300 596.82
17 Ac. Skovly land 1,200
50 Ac. Roberts lot &
barn (1/2 in p.) 2,500
73 Ac. Wilson Lot (1/2 in P.) 2,000





Unfin. Res. 10,000 10,000 294.00
NAME
Houston, Tyrus C. & Eveline
Howard, John & June
Howley, Mary Estate




Hunt, Roland & Leona
Hackwell, Martha I.
Hale, George W. & Claire A.
Haman, Howard Jr.
Haman, Howard Jr. &
Stearns, Bernard
Hannigan, J. Emmet & Ethel M.
Harding, Philip R. & Susan W.
Harrington, Mattie J.
Harris, Matilda
Hearl, James E. Jr. & Nancy
Heath, George & Gladys
Heino, Otto & Vivika
Hoffman, Lilly E. &
Peterich, Gerda
Holbrook, Percy E. & Eva
RESIDENTS
Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
96 Ac. Res. Barn & Land
67 Ac. Intervale land
57 Ac. Putnam Farm
27 Cows
Res. N/s Main St.
65 Ac. Farm, Burnham Interval
Cottage, River St.





80 3/4 Ac. Annis Hill land &
7 1/2 Ac. Annis Pasture
Res. Broad Cove Rd.
Res. Main St. Hopkinton Village
Res. Irish Hill Rd.
Res. Jewett Rd.
1 Ac. Land Jewett Rd.
Res. Main Rd.
Res. Beech Hill Rd.
Res. Beech Hill Rd.
2 1/2 Res. South Rd.
12Ac. & Res. Briar Hill Rd.
Res. Old Putney Hill Rd.
Land Contoocook Rd.
Land & Camp Blackwater River
Land near Smith
Res. Beech Hill Rd.
Cottage Beech Hill Rd.
Stock in trade
7 Ac. & Res. Turnpike
Res. Jewett Rd.
Holdsworth, E. Edward & Donna A. Res. Checkerberry Lane





Hopkinton Construction Co., Inc.
Hoskins, Carrie E.
Hoskins, Chapin
Howard, Woodbury & Jane
Howe, John H. & Robin G.
100 Ac. & Res. South Rd.
50 Ac. Pasture
1 Ac. & Searle Holmes House
South Rd.




75 Ac. Res. South Rd.
28 Ac. Dearborn wood lot
75 Ac. Land & BIdg. South Rd.
"Trend Institute"
Res. Briar Hill Rd.
Stock in trade
































































Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
School House Beech Hill Rd.
1 1 Ac. Ober wood lot
Hungerford, William M. & Ruth N. Res. Hopkinton Village
Hussey, Ralph B. & Elizabeth N. Res. Hopkinton Road
Hackwell, R. Lloyd & Helen C. Res. Dolly Rd.
Hague, Clifford & Helen 1/3 Ac. Res. Putney Hill
Hardie, Drusilla
Hardie, John
Hemmingway, David & Sallie
Houston, Hazel
Hoyt, Arnold & Marguerite
Huntoon, Grovenor & E. Louise
Irvine, Rupert & Dorothy
Jackson, Barbara
Jacobs, Arnold W. & Joyce S.
Jensen, Carl B. & Lucille I.
Johnson, Frank D. & Sandra A.
Res. Putney Hill
4 Ac. Putney Hill
Johnson lot
60 Ac. Res. Stumpfield Section
Res. Putney Hill
Res. Emerson Hill
2 Ac. Jameson land
Res. Maple St.
Lot Gould Hill
45 Ac. Res. Stumpfield Section
Res. off N/s Penacook Rd.
Res. Amesbury Park (Lot 17)
1 Ac. N/s Penacook Rd. &
Cellar hole
Lot & Garage S/s Pine St.
House trailer
Depreciation
Johnson, Alan S. & Allegra N. Res. W/s Watchtower Rd.
Johnson, Thomas H. Jr. & Beverly Unfin. Res. S/s Pine St.
Johnson, Thomas H. Sr. 1 Ac. Res. Burnham Interval
E. Lee Stevens lot
Boat
Jones, Donald & Carolyn Y.
Jones, Richard & Martha
Juell, Bertha H.
Johnson, James C. & Irene M.
Johnson, Rachael H.
Jones, Everett & Shirley
Joos, Richard C. & Joan H.
Johnson, Eleanor
Johnson, Richard P. & Delma E.
Johnson, Bascom & Abilgail Lee
Keegan, John F. & Jean H.
Kemp, Donald & Cecile
Kemp, Evelyn
Kenison, Frank R. & Loretta L.
Kennerson, Estelle
Kenyon, Forrest & Marguerite
Kimball, Grace & Leroy
Res. Woodwell Garrison
1 3 Ac. Woodwell Garrison
Unfin. Res. Spring St.
Res. N/s Main St. & Penacook Rd.
3 Ac. & Res. Briar Hill Rd.
150 Ac. & Res. Hopkinton Rd.
21 Ac. & Res. Hopkinton Rd.
Edith Hoyt land — 5 ac.
20 Ac. & Res. Farrington Corner
10 Ac. Res. Contoocook Rd.
1 Ac. Res. Emerson Hill
Res. Gage Hill
Res. W/s Maple St.




Res. W/s Watchtower Rd.
Res. Main St. & School St.
1 1/2 Ac. & Res. E/s Gould Hill Rd.

































































Kimball, Stanton & Edna
Kinniburgh, Richard S. &
Shirley S.
King, Richard J. & Ethel M.
Kirby, John F. & Catherine
Kirk, Esther M.
Kirk, J. F., Inc.
Kirk, Richard & Esther
Krantz, John & Elisabeth
Knight, G. Norman & Helen
Knight, Norman E. & Mabel A.
RESIDENTS
Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
1964 Evinrude Skimobile
Res. N/s Pine St.
2 Ac. & Duplex Res. E/s Maple St.
Res. S/s Spring St.
Boat
1 Ac. & Res. W/s Watchtower Rd.
Business Block E/s Fountain Sq.
Res. N/s Penacook Rd.
Stock in trade
Apt. House, Fountain Square
9 Ac. Res. W/s Gould Hill Rd.
2 Ac. E/s Gould Hill Rd.
18 Ac. Corliss land W/s Main Rd.
Lot, W/s Davisville Rd. (23 Ac.)
Lot E/s Davisville Rd.
Krzyzaniak, Edith Duples S/s Main St.
Krzyzaniak, Thomas V. & Janet L. Res. S/s Spring St.
Krzyzaniak, Victor & Josephine Res. off N/s Spring St.
Keefe, Ralph A. & Clara A. Res. Hopkinton
Kelley, Ivy M. Young Res. Hopkinton Village
Garage Hopkinton Village




Kimball, Alton & Margaret
Kimball, Carroll & Joline
Kimball, Frank M. & Dorothy H.
Kimball, James H. & Jean C.
Kimball, Richard H. & Maude M.
Kimball, Harold C.
PO Box 126 East Station
Yonkers, N. Y. 10704
5 Ac. & Res. Beech Hill Rd.
3 Ac. & Res. South Rd.
2 Ac. land Irish Hill
5 Ac. & Res. Irish Hill Rd.
Res. Beech Hill Rd.





2 Ac. & Res. Briar Hill Rd.
Land Bassett Mill Rd.
70 Ac. & Res. Jewett Rd.
8 Ac. Field & Wood lot
Blackwater Section
Green lot South Rd.
Darrah house
Darrah pasture Putney Hill
10 Ac. wood lot South Rd.
35 Ac. Haven house
20 Ac. Wells land & new tavern
14 Ac. Wells land
20 Ac. John Rogers land
2 Ac. & Small tavern
1
1
Ac. Grant & Ordway field
7Ac. L/B opp. small tavern
70 Ac. Albert French wood lot
10 Cabins




































































King, Edward S. Jr. & Anne G.
King, Mary M. Estate
King, Thomas A. & Shirley A.
Kitanis, Alex
Kaminski, Edwin C. & Mary L.
Kohut, Robert K. & Dawn
Kunert, Godina
Labarre, George & Marion
Labounty, Gordon H. & Sheila T.
Lane, Donald & Ramona
Lange, John H.
Langevin, William L. & Virginia
Langley, Arthur E. & Pauline
Leadbeater, Edward & Lucille
Leadbeater, Eric
Leadbeater & Nichols
Lewis, Allen I. & Mary Ann
Lewis, David
Libby, George & Ellen
Liddle, Clarence H. &
Florence L.
Dorothy B.
Lord, Elmer & Rose
Loughery, Donald & Barbara
Loughery, Frederick
Lovejoy, Peter & Elizabeth B.
Luce, Frances Heirs
c/o Arthur W. Luce
Box 17 Rumford Point, Me.
Lund, Harry F. & Thelma L.
Lutz, Charlotte
RESIDENTS
Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
Old blacksmith shop
Cellar — electric power
Baptist parsonage
Storage cellar — fuel tank
Beech Hill pasture
1/2 Ac. E. Mills place
7 1/2 Ac. Gage wood lot
17 Ac. & Res. Currier Rd.
Boat
6 Ac. Land Hopkinton Rd.
Res. Hopkinton Rd.
Camp, Henniker Rd.
90 Ac. Res. Clement Hill
Rec. Hall & Camps Josylvia Lake
Greenhouse
Boat
1 1/2 Ac. Res. Dolly Rd.
Res. Hatfield Section
1/2 Ac. & Res. W/s Maple St.
Res. S/s Clement Hill Rd.
1 Ac. & Res. W/s Gould Hill Rd.
Res. W/s Penacook Rd.
1 Ac. W/s Webster Rd. & Unfin.
Res.
'45 Montclair Mobil home
Res. S/s School St.
3 Ac. & Cottage W/s Gould Hill Rd.
25 Ac. Wood lot Gould Hill
82 Ac. Gould Hill Farm
35 Ac. Beech Hill land
30 Ac. Butterfield land
17 Ac. Jessie Gould lot
7 Ac. Krantz-Shreve lot
1 Ac. & Res. W/s Maple St.
Boat
5 Ac. & Res. E/s Park Ave.
14 Ac. Woodlot W/s Park Ave.
Res. W/s Ridgewood Rd.
Amesbury Park (Lot 51)
Res. W/s Kearsarge Ave.
Res. Cedar St.
Res. Pine St.
Lot, N/s Kearsarge Ave.
Trailer
1 Ac. & Unfin. Res. W/s
Briar Hill Rd.
Res. Riverside Drive
Res. Amesbury Park (Lot 34)
































































Lutz, Robert R. & Ethel B.
Lux, Louis, Jr. & Agnes
Lafaso, Joseph P. & Sandra J.
Lane, Leighton & Charity
Langwasser, George & Helen
Laviolette, Lawrence
Bennington, N. H.
Lessard, John & Madelyn
Lett, William F. & Alice B.







Lord, Myron S. & Betty A.
Lang, Charles W. Jr. & R. Audrey
Lavery, Frances P. &
Dreyer, Julia
171 BoyntonSt. Manchester
Lawson. Arthur O. & Katherine
Lee, Helen
Locke, Geraldine
Lord, Eugene & Hilda
Luscombe, Leslie E. & Eva W.
Leavitt, Edwin S. & Virginia H.
McAllaster, John & Helene
McCarthy, John & Elizabeth
McDonald, Charles J.
137 Mt. Vernon St. Dedham, Mass.
McDonald, Ronald C. & Patricia E.





Description and Value of Total Amount
Real and Personal Property Valuation of Taxes
Res. W/s Watchtower Rd. 29,000 29,000 832.60
Frasier Place S/s Kearsarge Ave. 7,000
Res. S/s Kearsarge Ave. 12,800
Hanson Lot S/s Kearsarge Ave. 200
20,000
1,000 19,000 558.60
Res. Irish Hill Rd. 24,000 24,000 681.60
Land Briar Hill Rd. 2,000 2,000 56.80
Res. Straw Rd. 1 3,000 1 3,000 369.20
Land Londonderry Turnpike 1,000 1,000 28.40
13 Ac. & Res. Brockway Rd. 11,500 11,500 326.60
Skimobile 500
3 Ac. & Res. Hopkinton Rd. 24,000
Boat 900
25,400 25,400 721.36
Cider Mill New Rd. 18,000 18,000 511.20
Land & BIdg. New Rd. 30,000
Machinery 55,000
Stock in trade 10,500
100 Ac. Upton & 15 Ac. Hoyt land 5,000
100,500 100,500 2,854.20
Res. Irish Hill Rd. 14,000 14,000 397.60
4 Ac. & Res. Hopkinton Rd. 17,000
Land & Camp Rolfe Pond 5,000
22,000 22,000 624.80
3 Ac. & Symonds Place Jewett Rd. 22,000 22,000 624.80
2 Ac. & Res. South Rd. 29,000
Stock in trade 2,000
31,000 31,000 948.60
1 Ac. & Res. Farrington Corner 12,000
1,000 1 1 ,000 312.40
Res. Putney Hill 9,000
1,000 8,000 227.20
Land & BIdg. Drew Lake 4,800
1,000 3,800 107.92
2 Ac. Res. Maple St. 13,000
Land & BIdg. Maple St. (Apt.) CP 18,000
35 Ac. Bound Tree 350
31,350 31,350 908.34
Res. Emerson Hill 1 3,000
1,000 12,000 340.80
85 Ac. Pieper farm Hatfield Section
25 Ac. Fuller lot
85 Ac. Pieper lot 7,300 7,300 207.32
58 Ac. Res. Putney Hill 20,000
1,000 19,000 539.60
Res. Putney Hill 14,500 14,500 411.80
2 1/2 Ac. Res. Gage Hill 3,700 3,700 105.08
Res. S/s Penacook Rd. 19,500 19,500 573.30
Res. N/s Penacook Rd. 20,000 20,000 588.00
Res. N/s Penacook Rd. 18,000 18,000 529.20
Res. Highland Ave. & Prospect St. 14,000 14,000 411.60
Res. E/s Kearsarge Ave. 5,000 5,000 142.00
3 Ac. & Res. Blackwater section 12,500 12,500 355.00
1 Ac. & Res. W/s Briar Hill Rd. 20,000
2 1/2 Ac. Wood lot 500
20,500 20,500 582.20
Camp, Little Tookie 3,000
NAME
McManus, Robert R. & Thelma
McNeil, Harry E. & Sara H.
McGuire, James & Marguerite
McSwiney, Francis B. &
Elizabeth G.
Mahoney, William H. & Marie E.
Malloy, Leo J. & Elizabeth
Martel, Joseph W. & EInora A.
Martin, Edward & Nellie
Martin, Philip & Gloria
Mathieu. David W. & Sharon
Mea, Edna J.
Meader, Donald & Arlene
Meissner, Hans A. & Josephine W.
Melcher, Grace
Mignault, Rose
Milbury, Avard & Eunice





Milne, William & Doris
Miner, Walter E. & Norma P.
Mitchell, Emily
Mitchell, Francis & Thelma
Mitchell, Mamie
Mock, Adam & Linda
Mole, Edwin & Margaret
Monahan, Thomas L. & Mary V.
Montgomery, Agnes
Montgomery, Majorie
Montgomery, Roger W. & Betty
Groveton, N. H.
RESIDENTS
Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
Price lot Little Tookie
Land & BIdg. W/s Rolfe Pond
Res. W/s Maple St.
1 Ac. & Res. W/s Pinewood Drive
Res. N/s Spring St. Ext.
4 Ac. across from Res.
1 Ac. & Res. Roberts Rd. (Lot 8)
1 Ac. & Res. W/s Park Ave.
Res. E/s Park Ave.
1 Ac, & Res. Little Tookie Rd.
25 Ac. & Camp Bound Tree Rd.
22 Ac. & Res. E/s Gould Hill Rd.
(Unfin.)
Res. unfin. S/s Pine St.
LotS/s Pine St,
Res. Penacook Rd. at Sunset Drive
Res. Amesbury Rd. (Lot 43)
Res. Amesbury Park (Lot 35)
Res. N/s Spring St.
Lot & G arage N/s Spring St.
Belmont trailer '64
Depreciation
3 Ac. Res. E/s Burnham Interval
14 Ac. woodlot between Pine
& Spring
30 Ac. & Res. Bound Tree Rd.
Lot & unfin. Res. E/s Pine St.
Land& BIdg. W/s Pine St.
12 Ac. & Res. Old Ox Hill Rd.
Res. W/s Cedar St.
Res. Hardy Lane (Lot 6)
2 Lots W/s Park Ave.
'64 Franklin mibile home
Depreciation
Res. W/s Cedar St.
Camp, Josylvia Lake
Boat
Res. N/s Main St.
Intervale Land N/s Main St.
1 Ac. & unfin. Res. S/s Pine St.
& 2 Ac. Woodlot
Res. N/s Spring St.
Res. Amesbury Park (Lot 55)
3 Ac. & Res. W/s Cedar St.
Res. S/s Main St.



































































Morey, Virgil H. & Nancy
RESIDENTS
Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
13 Ac. Irish Hill lot
10 Ac. Foss lot
180 Ac. Currier lot
4 Ac. Unfin. Res. Bound Tree Rd.
4 Ac. lot across rd
Lilian Allen lot
Moynihan, Augustine & Barbara A. Res. W/s Maple St.
Lot & Lunch Stand, Park Ave.
Morrill, Robert L.
Mozrall, Benjamin D. & Judith A.
Myers, Dorothy N.
Res. Penacook Rd,
15 Ac. White lot
7 Ac. Fisk lot
7 Ac. Patterson lot
15 Ac. Bailey lot




Res. N/s Main St.
Land & BIdg. S/s Main Rd. Hop.
Munhall, John J. Jr. & Dorothy A. Res. Pinewood Drive (Lot 3)
MacClean, Marion
MacMillan, Richard D. &
Alberta H.
MacMillan, R. D. Co., Inc.
MacRae, Robert B. & Martha J.
Martin, Edna
McArt, George R.
McCausland, Stanley L. &
Wanda H.
McGowen, Royce & Marion E.
McMullen, Lilian & Turner,
James E.
Menzies, Leslie B. & Alice M.
Merrill, Fred D. & Eva









5 Ac. Res. Contoocook Rd.
60 Ac. Ford Smith land
L/B Main Rd.
E. K. Manning Place
G arage
1 1/2 Ac. land near cemetery
Land & BIdg. South Rd.
Res. Old Putney Hill Rd.
Res. Whittier Rd.
4 Ac. French lot
8 Ac. Res. Hopkinton Rd.
5 Ac. & Res. Straw Rd.
Boat
Trailer, Briar Hill Rd.
Res. Briar Hill Rd.
Res. Briar Hill Rd.
Res. Old Putney Hill Rd.
Camp lot Powell Hill
Res. Main Rd.
Res. Hopkinton
25 Ac. & Res. Farrington corner
23 Ac. Meadow/wood lot


































































Mitchell, Richard F. & Susan P.
Moody, Alfred W. & Roberta S.
RESIDENTS
Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
Morgan, Ruth
Morrison, David L. & Maryann
Moss, Donald J. & Vira
MacKnight, Arlan S. & Mary Lou
Mandel, Frederick & Lorraine
Manger, Fredric
Mann, Douglas & Doris








Moran, Dean & Mary
Moyer, Marshall M. & Olive
Mrozek, Paul & Maria
Murray, W. Clapham
Messeck, William H. Jr. & Jane
Nelson, Barbara
Nelson. Carl F. Jr. & Clare
Nichols, Adelaide D. & Robert
Nieder, Berthold & Barbara
Nordstrom, Hilmer
Norton, Willey & Louise M.
Nute, Millard & Helen
Nylander, Russell & Roberta




Shop & Lot Hopkinton Rd.
Res. Irish Hill Rd.
30 Ac. Wood lot
6 Ac. & Res. Farrington corner
3 1/2 Ac. & Res. Jewett Rd.
Res. Drew Lake Rd.
Res. Maple St.
Lot Maple St.
52 Ac. Res. Emerson Hill
140 Ac. Hall farm Hatfield Section
80 Ac. Stanley farm
Dow Property
20 Ac. Densmore lot
20 Ac. Gove lot
75 Ac. Goodwin Place Stumpfield
Camp, Rolfe Pond
22 Ac. Hatfield Section
70 Ac. Res. Hatfield Section
1 1/2 Ac. Res. Whites Corner
Camp Josylvia Lake
75 Ac. Home farm Hatfield Section
6 cows
60 Ac. Res. Hatfield Section
Res. Putney Hill
33 Ac. Res. N/s Rte. 9
Res. Whites Corner
Res. Putney Hill
Res. S/s Main St.
Res. E/s Maple St.
1/2 Ac. lot E/s Maple St.
3 1/2 Ac. Lot in rear
2 Ac. Res. Old Dustin Hill Rd.
33 Ac. Clough lot at Webster
Town Line
Res. N/s Penacook Rd.
Res. Main St. & Penacook Rd.
Res. Woodwell Garrison
Lot Gage Hill
1 Ac. & Res. W/s Kearsarge Ave.
Res. E/s Maple St.
250 Ac. Farm South Rd.
110 Ac. Gerrard wood lot





































































Newell, David & Mary Jane
Newell, William L. & Mary B.
Nolin, Raymond J. Jr. & Carol A.




Odette, Charles P. Estate
c/o Mrs. Dean Mo ran
OIkonen, T. Arthur & Hazel M.
O'Donnell, Thomas M.
Otis, Pauls. & Ethels.
Owen. Derek & Patricia




Page, Willie & Ethelynd
Pagram, William B. & Anita
Parker, David & Georgiana C.
Parker, Kenneth & Melvena
Paulsen, D. Horace & Margaret M.
Patz, Lawrence & Marilyn
Peaslee, Alice R.
RESIDENTS
Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
1/4 Ac. & Old school house
30 Ac. Putnam wood lot
80 Ac. Whittemore & 15 Ac. Weeman
wood lots
2 Ac. Doyle lot South Rd.
Res. Farrington Corner
Hot house
Unfin. Res. Currier Rd.




115 Ac. Home farm Emerson H ill
New Barn
20 Ac. Perkins lot
95 Ac. Wheeler lot
50 Ac. Martin land
94 Cows
18 Neatstock
2 Ac. Res. Hatfield Section
Land & BIdg. Broad Cove Rd.
Res. Whites Corner
Res. E/s Park Ave.
Res. Farrington Corner
69 Ac. & Res. Straw Rd.
Res. Henniker Rd.
Res. Garrison Lane
15 Ac. & Res. Brockway Rd.
185 Ac, Woodland Farr. Corner
30 Ac. Land Jewett Rd.
2 Ac. & 2 family house W. Hop.
Res. off N/s Spring St.
Boat
Skimobile
3 1/2 Ac. & Res. W/s
Davisville Rd.
Skimobile
Res. Amesbury Park (Lot 37)
Res. E/s Highland Ave.
at Prospect St.
Res. W/s Kearsarge Ave.
Boat
Res. S/s Main St.
Stock in trade
Res. E/s Gould Hill Rd.
Res. W/s Cedar St.































































PO Box 2345 Vero Beach Fla.
32960
Patsfield, Robert E.
Patsfield, Robert & Roger
Paul, Charles Jr. & Charlotte
Perkins, Nellie V.
RESIDENTS
Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
Land Brockway Rd.
5 Ac. Lot & Camp Farrington Corner
27 Ac. & Res. Farrington Corner
29 Ac. Land Farrington Corner
20 Ac. Res. Straw Rd.
Res. South Rd.
Peters, Walter W. Jr. & Nancy L. 28 1/2 Ac. Farm Farrington Corner
2,600 Hens
Pluff, Daniel E. & Jean A.
Pluff, William J. & Alice M.
Pratt, Howard E. & Dorothy E.
Proctor, Raymond J. & Olive
Propper, Edna
Purington, Wendell E. &
Charlotte P.
Page, Robert & Betty
Pearson, Evelyn F. & Robert D.
Pert, Ray W. & Helene C.
Penn, John R.
Pitman, Alyce
Plummer, William N. & Barbara L.
Pottle, Arthur W.
Putney, Bessie L. Heirs
15 Bemis Rd. Apt. 2
Wellesley Hills, Mass.
Purington, Malcolm & June
Quinn, Carl E. & Esther H.
Rand, Dwight E. & Annette B.
Rea, Trevor & Madeline
Reddy, Samual Jr. & Elisabeth S.
Reed, Robert G. Jr. & Joan L.
Reed, Robert G. Sr. &
Elizabeth K.





2 Ac. Res. Old Putney Hill Rd.
Land & BIdg. Hopkinton Rd.
2 Lots Rolfe Pond
Lot Josylvia Lake
Land Old Putney Hill Rd.
60 Ac. Res. Beech Hill Rd.
3 Ac. Land across road





2 Ac. Res. Putney Hill
Res. Putney Hill
Gerry field
2 Ac. Res. Gould Hill
Res. W/s Maple St.
Skimobile
3 Ac. Res. Emerson Hill
64 Ac. Home farm Putney Hill




Res. E/s Penacook Rd.
Res. E/s Maple St.
Res. Amesbury Park (Lot 14)
Res. W/s Park Ave.
Res. W/s Maple St.
Chalet Studio Penacook Rd.
































































Peasley, Raymond & Marjorie
Pendeeton, Lewis & Helen
Peronto, Fred Jr. & Jeanne M.
Perry, Winston B. & Nancy J.
Phelps, Clifford & Marion
Piatt, Donald K. & Gail L.
Pierce, Frederick & Eleanor M.
Pilch, Frederick &
Mary Elizabeth
Poole, Robert W. & Mary
Pope, Elma N.
Pratt, Judith
Packard, David B. & Marjorie C.
Packard, David C. & Myrna R.
Paine, Bela B. & Barbara
Palmer, Katharine B. Estate
c/o John Howe
Paquin, Raymond A. & Judith D.
Parker, Harry C. & Thurley V.
Parmenter, Robert D. &
Catherine M.
Patch, Guy J.
235 Brackett St. Portland, Me.
Patch, J. Norris
Patenaude, Wayne & Sally R.
Patsfield, Harry W. & Lillian
RESIDENTS
Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
Land Warner - W. Hop. Rd.
Res. N/s Main St.
Res. N/s Pine St. (Unfin.)
Res. N/s Main St.
1 Ac. & Res. E/s Kearsarge St.
36 Ac. S/s Spring St.
1 Ac. & Res. Blaze Hill Rd.
3/4 Ac. & Res. N/s Penacook Rd.
Res. W/s Gould Hill Rd.
WoodlotOx Hill Rd.
339 Ac. Sand Bank Farm





10 Ac. Woodchuck lot
Alan Pope house.
20 cows
1/2 Int. 4 Ac. lot Emerson Hill
125 Ac. & Res. Beech Hill
Lot & Camp Rolfe Pond
Boat




100 Ac. Land & BIdg. Beech Hill
80 Ac. Ben Symonds Farm Beech Hil
1/2 Ac. & Res. Briar Hill Rd.
Res. Hopkinton Rd.
1 Ac. house lot
Angel Place Beech Hill
Res. Beech Hill Rd.
Small House Beech Hill Rd.
Hen Houses & barn Beech Hill Rd.
6 Ac. Land & BIdg. Beech Hill Rd.
11,600 Hens
5 Ac. Creek lot Beech Hill
Thompson Lot Beech Hill
110 Ac. Farm Beech HIM
77 Ac. Richardson land
90 Ac. Herrick land
8 Ac. Abbot land
4 Cows
2 Oxen
Land & BIdg. N/s off Pine St.
Land RR right of way







































































Description and Value of






Richardson, Jon E. & Doris A.
Reinnels, William & Marjorie L.
Ricker. Edwin & Ruth
Roberts, Donald & Elsie M.
Roberts, Helen
Roberts, Woodbury & Vriginia
Robertson, Joseph H.
Rodkey, Wendell H. & Thelma
Rogers, William C. & Marilyn J.
Rohde, William A. & Louise E.
Rollins, Bertha
Rollins, Edward
Rollins, Edward & Joyce
Rollins, William & Mildred
Roth, Lawrence & Gertrude
Rudolf, Donald R. & Marion S.
Russell, Robert





Res. W/s Webster Rd.
Res. S/s Lower Spring St.
Res. Amesbury Park (Lot 4)
Lot 5 Amesbury Park
Res. E/s Penacook Rd.
10 Ac. Bear Hill lot
Lot No. of Pinewood Development
Res. W/s Maple St.
3/4 Ac. Res. E/s Cedar St.
1 Ac. & Res. N/s Main St.
Storage Shed N/s Main St.
16 Ac. & Res. Penacook Rd.
Res. Woodwell Garrison
Lot, Hopkinton Rd.
Res. N/s Penacook Rd.
Res. S/s Penacook Rd,
3 Ac. & Res. Tyler
Poultry House






50 Ac. & Homestead
W/s Penacook Rd.
6 Ac. Brown lot
20 Ac. Smith lot
8 Ac. Pine woodlot
8 Ac. Duston lot
13 Ac. Warner lot
Res. Spring St. at Pinewood Drive




25 Ac. & Res. Briar Hill Rd.
1 Ac. L. White land
4 Ac. H. Kimball land
12 Ac. & Res. Turnpike
Raymond, Eugene A. & Freeda O. 8 Ac. & Res. SW/s Whittier Rd.
Reck, Paul Res. Beech Hill
Reid, William F. & Lois S. Res. Apple Tree Lane








































































































Description and Value of




225 Old Oaks Rd.
Bridgeport, Conn.
Ritzman, Thomas A. & Jane L.
Robillard, Paul
Rossman, George B. & Sarah E.
Raymond, Mildred M.
Reade, Delbert E. & Pauline
Reed, George
Remick, John E. & Nancy P.
Rhodenizer, Sophie
Rice, Donald N. & Mildred T.
Rice, Earl J.
Rice, Earl J. & Donald N.
Robbins, Newell M. & Jessie
Roberts, Fred D. & Blanche
Robertson, Florence
Robertson, Fredrick & Beverly
Roberts, George F. & Anna H.
Saecker, Carleton & Margaret
Sanborn, Laura E.
Sawyer, Kendrick L. & Jean L.
Schade, Erich & Gertrude
Scott, Leonard & Marion





Shurtleff, Charles & Margaret
12 Ac. Land & BIdgs. Hop. Rd.
1 1/2 Ac. & Res. Hopkinton Rd.
Unfin. Res. South Rd.
Store & Res. Hopkinton Village
Stock in trade
30 Ac. Res. Kast Hill
4 Ac. Res. Maple St.
20 Ac. Foster lot
44 Ac. Murray lot
13 Ac. Bound Tree lot
125 Ac. Nelson lot
25 Ac. Halmans lot
1/2 Ac. Camp Gage Hill
Res. N/s Pine St.
14 Ac. Res. Gage Hill




10 Ac. Homestead Emerson Hill
15 Ac. Taylor lot
90 Ac. Wheeler lot
Nudd, Clough, Burns, Elliott Jones
lots& Hill pasture
Res. Rolfe Pond
1 1/2 Ac. Res. Maple St.
Skimobile
3 Ac. Res. West Hopkinton
1 Ac. Res. Clement Hill Rd.
2 Ac. Res. Emerson Hill
7 1/2 Ac. & Res. Gould Hill
Res. W/s Pine St.
Res. Amesbury Park (Lot 21)
2 Ac. & Res. W/s Briar Hill Rd.
1 Ac. Wood Lot E/s Briar Hill Rd.
Res. under const. N/s Pine St.
Res. W/s Cedar St.
3/4 Ac. & Res. W/s Park Ave.
Trailer
Res. Riverside Drive
Res. E/s Penacook Rd.
Land W/s Gould Hill Rd.
Res. S/s Rain St.
Land in rear
Chase lot, Penacook Rd.
































































Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
Simpson, Williann C. & Ann A. Res. W/s Burnham Interval
Snnart, Kenneth & Sandra
Smart, Roger W,
Smart, Ruth M.
Smeltzer, Glen & Charlene
Bradford
Smith, Dean L.
Smith, Leroy & Eugenia
Smith, Richard W„
Smith, Robert & Barbara
Snyder, Donald D. & Charlotte G.
Southwick, Dora
Stanley, Richard & Marion
Starkweather, Arthur E. Jr. &
Gail S.
Steele, James F. & Marion B.
Sterling, William C. & Doris
Stevens, Edward A.
Stevens, Gale & Madleen
Stevens, Harold D. & Cora
Stevens, Harry & Barbara
Stevens, Rita
Stevens, Ruth
Storrs, Lucien & Lucy
Strand, C. Lambert & Tekia
Straw, Forrest G.
Stickford. Richard L. & Florence
Sullivan, E. John & Marion
Sullivan, John D. & Anne M.
Symonds, Arthur G.
Symonds, Richard & Gloria
Symonds, Winnifred C.
Saltmarsh, Gertrude K.
Sanborn, Robert G. & Ethel
Sanderson, H. Geoffrey
Res. E/s Park Ave.




Res. E/s Maple St.
Lot Blackwater Section
2 Ac. & Res. Spring St.
3 Ac. Chase field
Triangle
4 Ac. & Res. E/s Gould Hill Rd.
1/2 Ac. & Res. W/s Kearsarge Ave.
Res. E/s Watchtower Rd.
Res. E/s Pinewood Drive
Res. Blackwater Section
Res. E/s Park Ave.
Res. W of School St.
Res. N/s Pine St.
Camp Josylvia Lake
Unfin. Res. E/s Kearsarge Ave.
Res. E/s Park Ave.
Res. Kearsarge Ave.
200 Ac. & Farm Kearsarge Ave.
Res. N/s Pine St.
15 Ac. & Res. E/s Maple St.
Res. W/s Park Ave.
Res. E/s Burnham Interval
Res. W/s School St.
Res. W/s Park Ave.
5 apt. BIdg. "Contoocook Manor"
Res. S/s Spring St.
Res. N/s Main St.
1 Ac. & Res. S/s Main St.
1 Ac. Land & BIdg. S/s Main St.
18 Ac. G lanville, Wheeler &
Blood land
1 Ac. & Res. N/s Pine St.
3 Ac. Land & BIdg. E/s Main St.
2 Ac. & Res. South Rd.
7 Ac. & Res. Hopkinton Rd.
Res. Hopkinton Village
Scammon, Lawrence W. & Lois H. Res. Apple Tree Lane
Scheyd, Dorothy S.
Scheyd, Lous A.
Scheyd Construction Co., Inc.
Schuiz, William S. & Virginia R.
Sharpe, Clifford, & Dorothy
Shay, Henry L. & Esther
3 Ac. & Res. Beech Hill
Land & 2 bidgs. Jewett Rd.
Construction machinery
2 3/4 Ac. & Res. Crowell Rd.
150 Ac. & Res. Straw Rd.

































































Sheppard, Walter L. Jr. &
Mildred M.
Siegler, Hilbert R. & Sarah W.
Sloat, Annies.
Slusser, Eugene A. & Anne
Soucy, Robert J. & Veronique C.
Snnith, Harry & Thelma L.
Stearns, Bernard C. & Helen N.
Stevens, Arthur Estate
Stevens, Charles
Stockwell, Donald W. &
Dorothy M.
Stockwell, Sidney & Marianna
RESIDENTS
Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
Res. Briar Hill Rd.
Boat
1 Ac. & Res. Old Putney Hill Rd.
Res. Straw Rd. & Main Rd.
Res. Hopkinton Village
Land & BIdg. Henniker Rd.
Res. Irish Hill Rd.
Res. Farrington Corner
50 Ac. & Farm Jewett Rd.
Small House Jewett Rd.
Barns Jewett Rd.
8 Ac. Land & BIdg. Brockway Rd.
20Ac. & Res. Hoyt Hill
1 Ac. Land & Camp South Rd.
10 Ac. land Irish Hill
70 Ac. & Res. Hopkinton Rd.
2 Cows
2 Neatstock
58 Ac. & Res. Jewett Rd.
100 Ac. Highland land
15 Ac. Eastman lot
Boat
Stone, Earl 76 Ac. Land Straw Rd.
Stone, Everett W. & Dorothy A. Res. Contoocook Rd.
Sullivan, Raymond E. & Marjorie 4 Ac. & Res. Farrington Corner
18 Ac. Roberts land Farr, cor.
Suter, John W. & Alice E.
Sanderson. James C. & Coralie
Sawyer, Helen
Schoch, James & Ruth
Schoch, Richard & Jayne
Shank, William
Sherlock, Albert & Alice
Sheppard, Henry & Irene
Smith, Walter W. & Margaret F.
Stanley, Horace
Story, Frank & Leiter, Anna
4 Ac. & Res. Hopkinton Rd.
58 Ac. Res. Hatfield
10 Ac. Thorogood lot
Boat
5 Ac. Res. Putney Hill
Res. Rolfe Pond
Garage Pine St. Cont. Prec.
Unfin. Res. Pine St.
2 Ac. West Hopkinton
Trailer
8 Ac. Res. Sugar Hill
2 Ac. Res. Gage Hill
Res. Sugar Hill Rd.
Land E/s Sugar Hill Rd.
Res. Clement Hill
Camp, Josylvia Lake
30 Ac. Story farm Gage Hill
Colby lot





































































Story, Richard H. & Jean
1080 Park Ave. Apt. A
Alameda, Cal. 94501
Story, Rapha & Heirs
of Anna Leiter
Story, Rapha & Violet
Story, David & Bonita
Sweatt, Dana & Alice
Symonds, Donald E. Jr. & Elaine
Tarbell, Clarice E.
Tarbell, Clarice E. &
Nightingale, Belle
Tardy, Richard P. & Esther F.
Thelvicki Corp.
Thibodeau, Leone! & Velna
Thibodeau, Velna
Thibodeau, Omer
Townes, Leslie C. & Muriel
Townes, Nora
Trabucco, Alfred E. &
Madeline R.
Townes, Maurice
Twaddell, Stephen T. & Doris W.
Taylor, Vera I.
Thonnpson, Edward J. &
Virginia B.
Titus, Clyde W. & Irene
Turner. James Jr.
RESIDENTS
Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
16 Ac. Fellows lot
32 Ac. Kimball pasture
3 Ac. Currier field
Roach field




69 Ac. Res. Putney Hill
Res. Bassett Mill Rd.
Res. S/s Main St.
2 Apt. House E/s Highland Ave.
Res. E/s Maple St.
40 Ac. McLeod & Straw
Lots Hatfield
2 Ac. S/s Spring St.
5 Ac. Barton lot Hatfield
Res. S/s River St.
Lot on Line Hill Rd. at
Mud Pond Brook
Res. S/s River St.
Laundromat
1/2 Ac. & Res. off N/s Spring St.
Res. N/s Spring St.
Res. Cottage & School Sts.
Res. W/s Kearsarge Ave.
1 Ac. & Res. Watchtower Rd.
22 Ac. & Res. Hopkinton Rd.
Res. Briar Hill Rd.
3 1/2 Ac. & Res. Old Turnpike
20 Ac. E. Goodwin land
12 Ac. Londonderry Turnpike
Boat
Twitchell, Sherman W. & Jeanette 3/4 Ac. & Res. Gage Hill
2 Ac. Bertha Stevens place
Tefft, Lillian E.
Tedstone, Gilbert J. & Doris M.
Tucker, L. Melvin & Marilyn
Thain, Ulric L.
Urban Oil, Inc.
2 Ac. Res. Maple St.
Res. Rolfe Pond
2 Ac. Res. Emerson Hill
40 Ac. Res. Hatfield Section
2 1/2 Ac. Land Jewett Rd.






























































Valway, Donald A. & Edith
VanRensselaer, Charles A. Jr.
& Susan
Vervjile, Homer A. & Anne M.
Vaughan, Dana
Verville, Martin J. &
Elizabeth J.
Verville, William P. & Alma B.





Wallace, George H. & Carolyn B.
Walker, Anthony & Patricia
Walls, Harry Jr. & Barbara
Ward, E. Harvey & Clara
Waters, Harry E. & Charlotte
Weast, James & Bessie
Whitney, David & Dorothy
Whitney, Vernon D. & Theodora
Wilkins, Kenneth & Marry
RESIDENTS
Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
7 Fuel tanks & 5 pumps
Res. Drew Lake
Res. Hopkinton Rd.
Land & BIdg. Henniker Rd.
Heino Place Briar Hill Rd.
Stock in trade
40 Ac. & Res. Farrington Corner
15 Ac. & Res. South Rd.
Lot W/s South Rd.
(4 1/2 Ac. 600' frontage)
5 1/2 Ac. & Res. Farrington Cor.
27 Ac. Roberts land
5 Ac. & Res. Farrington Corner
17 Ac. Goodwin & Bunten land
12 Ac. Homer J. Verville land
Farrington Corner
1/4 Ac. Land& BIdg.
W/s School St.
Res. S/s Pine St.
Baker land
Res. W/s Penacook Rd.
2/3 Ac. & Res. S/s Pine St.
Wood lot Pine St.
Res. S/s Spring St.
Lot W/s Park Ave.
Camp Josylvia Lake
Boat — Morrocraft




1 1/2 Ac. & Res. S/s Main St.
Res. NW corner School &
Prospect Sts.
Business Block E/s Foundtain Sq.
140 Ac. Woodlot Pine St.
Stock in trade
1 3/4 Ac. & Unfin. Res.
S/s Spring St.
Williams, Marion & Kerstgens,
Nancy J.





























16 Wyoming St. Roxbury, Mass.
Wolfe, Orin K. & EdnaS.
4 Ac. Land & BIdgs. N/s Pine St.
5 Ac. Land & BIdg.
Blackwater Section





























1,000 1 4,000 411.60
NAME




Wright, Leonard & Dorothy
Wright, Leslie B. & Lilla
Walz, Thomas & Annabelle L.
Wells, Franklin G. &
Katherine F.
Wheeler, Alson & Marilyn
White, Richard E.
Wiggen, Frank H.
Wilder, Shepard J. & Pauline
Willoughby, Victor
Willoughby, Robert
Wilson, Percy A. & Barbara
Winship, Stephen W.
Box 108 Concord
Wood, William J. & Laura M.
Woods, Marilyn
Worster, Harold & Dorothy E.
Worthen, Eugene & Virginia
Wylie, Everett R. & Jeanne C.
Wetterer, Charles & Nancy
Wetterer, Elizabeth
White, Maurice & Barbara
Wilson, John & Mildred
Wunderlich, Frank & Olive
Woods, Basil Sr. & Dorothy A.
Yeager, James L. & Marion





Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
Res. S/s Penacook Rd.





100 Ac. Dubois land
5 Ac. back land
1/4 Ac. & Res. S/s Cottage St.
Res. N/s Pine St.
80 Ac. & Res. South Rd.
24 Neatstock
90 Ac. & Res. Hopkinton Rd.
Res. Farrington Corner
1/2 Ac. & Res. Hopkinton Rd.
3/4 Ac. & Res. Hopkinton Rd.
Res. Hopkinton Rd.
Boat
74 Ac. Land & BIdg. Hop. Rd.
40 Ac. & BIdg. Hopkinton Rd.
6 Ac. Wood lot
1 Ac. & Res. South Rd.
2 1/2 Ac. Goodwin lot
Portable camp
Res. Jewett Rd.




5 Ac. Res. Hopkinton Rd.
5 Ac. Symonds land
78 Ac. Huntoon land
5 Ac. Huntoon land
House 1 Dolly Rd.
House 3
20 Ac. Cressy lot
House 2 Dolly Rd.
Res. Hatfield Section
Res. Clement Hill




Res. S/s Blaze Hill Rd.
Res. S/s Pine St.
House lot Whittier Rd.
Land & BIdg. Cedar St.
Res. S/s Main St.



































































Description and Value of





Young, Stanton H. & Carol
Yuhas. John
2 Ac. & Res. Hopkinton Rd.






Zaumseil, Donald S. & Dorothy 1 Ac. & Res. NE corner Blaze Hill
































Amrol, John & Aleta
38 Beacon St.
Concord, N. H. 03301















253 East Delaware Place
Chicago, III. 60611
Baldwin, Henry I.
Rte. 2 Center Rd.
Hillsborough, N. H.






Batchelder, Morrison & Mildred
Rte. 7 Bog Rd.
Penacook, N. H.
Batchelder, Raymond & Flora
186 Lowell St.
Manchester, N. H. 03104




376 Moose Hill Rte. 3
Monroe, Conn. 06468
Bennett, Ralph M. & E. Tyrrell
37 Seaview Ave.
East Norwalk, Conn.
Bennie, John & Frances
49 1/2 Arlington St.
Nashua, N. H.
Bensen, Sven A. & Vilma H.
1617 Middle Rd.




Description and Value of





Res. Penacook Rd. 40,000 1,136.00
Land Farrington Corner 550 15.62
1/2 Ac. & BIdg. Hopkinton Village 17,550 537.03
Land Jewett Rd. 1,100 31.24
Land & BIdg. Josylvia Lake 7,000 198.80
6 Ac. & Camp Blackwater Section 2,500 71.00
3 1/2 Ac. Land Maple St. 1,800 51.12
13 Ac. Land Clement Hill 1,000 28.40




Park Ave. Cont. Prec. 25,000 735.00
2 1/2 Ac. & Cabin Gould Hill 7,100 201.64
36 Ac. Lot Beech Hill 2,000 65.80
Land & BIdg. Stumpfield Section 2,000 65.80
12 Ac. Flat Iron lot Beech Hill 500 14.20
Land & Camp
"Pink Cloud" Rolfe Pond 4,500 127.80
1 Ac. & BIdg. Kast Hill 7,000 198.80
Land & Camp
"Edgewater" Cloughville 2,700 76.68
Land & Camp W/s Rolfe Pond 2,800 79.52
Lot 20 & Camp Rolfe Pond 6,000 170.40
18 Ac. & BIdg. South Rd. 2,000 56.80
27 Ac. Land New Rd. 400 11.36
30 Ac. Hook farm land & bidg.





Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
Bjorkbacka, Richard
109 East 127th St.
New York, N. Y.
Black, Charles H.
189 Lexington Ave.
Cresskill, N. Y. 07626
Bourgoin, Alice
Box 42








Commissioner Carrie Boutwell Estate
190 No. Main St.
Concord, N. H.
Boutwell, Harley
190 No. Main St.
Concord, N. H. 03301
Boyd, Charles H.
104 Mechanic St. Rte. 1
Bellingham, Mass.
Boyd, Edward & Jean




Brissette, Robert R. & Evelyn
14 Belnap Rd.
Norwood, Mass.










70 No. State St.
Concord, N. H. 03301
Bunker, Ethel P.
5 Hanover St.




Burrill, Carleton P. & Lillian F.
103 Webster St.
Whitman, Mass.
Burton, William E. & Mary A.
160 Elmer Rd.
So. Weymouth, Mass.
Land & Camp Josylvia Lake
Land & Astles camp Rolfe Pond
Land & Res. Hopkinton Village
4 Ac. Lot Putney Hill
18 Ac. Ox Pasture
te
5/6 Int. 160 Ac. Land Far. Cor.
2 Ac. Land Farrington Corner
Lot 23 & Camp Rolfe Pond
Lot 19 & Camp Rolfe Pond
Lot Rolfe Pond
2 Lots& BIdg. Little Tookie
5 Ac. Land & BIdg. Far. Cor.
14 Ac. Land Jewett Rd.
Land & BIdg. Maple St.
Land & BIdg. Farrington Corner
50 Ac. Land & BIdg.
(Johnson) Beech Hill





Plainview, L. I., New York
Lot Little Tookie
200 Ac. Camp Merrimac
Josylvia Lake













































Chandler, Esther M., Heir of
Carrie Boutwell Estate
33 Broadway Concord, N. H. 03301
Chapin, Merrick & Dorothea
39 Beauview Ave.
Nashua, N. H.
Chase, Horace E. Heirs
200 Pleasant St.
Concord, N. H. 03301
Chase Bird Sanctuary
c/o Mechanicks National Bank
Concord, N. H. 03301
Chorover, Frances K.
42 Salt Pond Rd.
Falmouth, Mass. 02540
Clark, Charlotte Jean & John Paul
45 West St.
Concord, N. H. 03301
Clark, Joseph & Frances P.
35 Bradley St.
Concord, N. H. 03301














Concord, N. H. 03301
Courtemanche, Beatrice
Suncook, N. H.
Courser, Fred W. Jr.
Warner, N. H.




Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
Land & BIdg. N/s Main Street
1 Ac. Land South Rd.
1 1/8 Ac. & Camp Contoocook River
Lot Rolfe Pond
90 Ac. Straw Lot Bassett Mill Rd.
1/6 Int. Boutwell Estate Far. Cor.
Preston Place Maple St.







3 Ac. field Briar Hill Rd.
Land Straw Rd.
Cayer Camp & Land Rolfe Pond
55 Ac. Wood lot Clement Hill
Lot Rte. 103
15 Ac. Ledge Pasture
15 Ac. Powell lot
65 Ac. Tilton lot
15 Ac. Boutwell lot
Pole& lines
Lot & Camp Drew Lake
130 Ac. Rand pasture









































4801 Conn. Ave. N.W.
Washington, D. C.
Davis, Margaret
3900 Tunlaw Rd. NB Apt. 507
Washington, D. C. 20007
DePinto, Harriett
1306 Mass. Ave. Apt. 502
Cambridge, Mass.
Davis, Selwen A. & Doris I.
Hillsborough, N. H.
Davis, Raymond










3171 N.W. 19th St.
Miami, Florida
Dolliver, William & Eileen
40 Whiton Ave.
Quincy, Mass.





Duston, Freeman O. Heirs
388 Beveridge Rd.
Ridgewood, N. Jersey
Dustin, Daniel, Eben & Elden
c/o Daniel E. Duston
RFD Lincoln, Mass.
Dwyer, Helen & Sanders, Theresa
c/o Zeta O'Leary
62 Meacham Rd.
West Some rvi He, Mass.
Eastman, Laurence
80-A Clinton St.
Concord, N. H. 03301
Engel, Eva M. Heirs
c/o Fiesco B. Engel







Fillion, Paul R. & Patricia H.
105 Centre St.
Concord, N. H. 03301
Fitzgerald, Arthur W.
NON-RESIDENTS
Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
Lot near Mattott Spring St.
10 Ac. Land Tyler Section
Land & Homestead Maple St.
1/2 Int. lot West Hopkinton
Arthur Barton camp
Dodge Lane
20 Ac. & BIdg. (Corliss)
125 Ac. & Old Locke PI. Stumpfield
Land & BIdg. School St.
Land & R. Kauffman camp
Little Tookie
6 Ac. Wilson lot near Josylvia Lake
Dunn Land Little Tooky
Back lot Rolfe Pond
Land & BIdg. Penacook Rd.
Camp & Land Josylvia Lake
5 Ac. near Josylvia Lake
Loon island
175 Ac. Dustin Rd.




























3 Ac. lot Farrington Corner 250 7.10
1 1/2 Ac. & Kempton
N/s Penacook Rd. 13,500 396.90
E. Little property
Blackwater Section 8,600 244.74
2 Ac. Land Jewett Rd. 1,500 42.60
Lot & Camp Josylvia Lake 5,000 142.00
NAME





Fleming, Mrs. Marie T.
18 Salem Lane





RFD2 Henniker, N. H.
Fritz, Francis J.
Weare, N. H.






Contoocook, N. H. 03229













Box 319 308 Giles Rd.
Blacksburg, Va.









Griffin, Roy G. Heirs
62 Derry Rd.










Halllday, Chris tine M.
22 Jefferson Park
NON-RESIDENTS
Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
Land Rte. 202
23 Ac. Davis farm land
Stumpfield Section
30 Ac. & Browning PI. Hatfield
Price lot Little Tookie
4 Ac. Pasture
Lot Drew Lake
A & P Store & Land Park Ave.
Lot Park Ave.
Land & Camp Little Tookie
Lot W/s Josylvia Lake
Land & BIdg.
Land & BIdg. Gage Hill
3 Ac. Callender land Gage Hill
Lot near Boynton place
1 1/2 Ac. French lots
2 Ac. lot Briar Hill Rd.
6 1/2 Ac. & House Gould Hill
Boat house
Old P.O. site Hop. Village
Samuel Chase PI. Hop. Village
Lot 12 & Camp Rolfe Pond
10 Ac. Woodland Briar Hill Rd.
Oil tanks & pumps
"Cracker Barrel Store"
Land & Camp Little Tookie







































Hamlin, Charles A. & Angie M.





Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
Land & BIdg. Contoocook River
Camp, Blackwater Section








Cochituate, Mass. Lot Little Tookie 500 14.20
Harper, Ralph R. & Eleanor
Warner, N. H. Land Bound Tree Rd. 1,000 28.40
Harris, Mrs. William
236 Mill Rd.
Chelmsford, Mass. 14 Ac fand South Rd. 750 21.30
Hayes, Martion E. Lot 9 & C. Bartlett Camp Rolfe Pd. 6,100
Goffstown, N. H. Lot 10 & Hoyt camp Rolfe Pond 5,500
Foster lot Rolfe Pond 1,000
13,600 386.24
Haynes, Lester & Vera
89 Ponus Ridge Rd.
New Canaan, Conn. 06840 Land & Camp Rolfe Pond 5,000 142.00
Hayward, Charles P. 16 Ac. Clough land 1,900
Box 86 Bennington, Vermont Martin lot 500
Land & Camp Josylvia Lake 6,100
8,500 241.40
Hazeltine, Harry & Marianne
RFDGossville, N. H. 1 Ac. lot Blackwater Section 750 21.30
Headberg, Ernest A. & Beverly
122 B Street
APO New York 09845 Land & Camp Rolfe Pond 3,500 99.40
Heartz, Robert & Harriette
RFD3Box669
Deland, Fla. 1 Ac. lot near Sweatt 300 8.52
Hill, Roy W. 5 Ac. & B. Little place Tyler 850
72 Lindale Street 8 Ac. & Card house Tyler 5,500
Stamford, Conn. 6 Ac. & Elliott cottage Tyler 5,000
11,350 322.34
Hoague-Sprague Corp. 100 Ac. & Factory W. Hop. 170,800
PO Box 911 Machinery 377,200




Auburndale, Mass. Land & BIdg. Drew Lake 4,000 113.60
Holmes, Frances & Ruth D.
Dept. of Botany
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois 61801 Land & Camp Josylvia Lake 6,400 181.76
Holt, Harry III
136 Meredith Ave.
Hampton, Va. 2 Lots Burrage property 500 14.20
Hooper, Warren F. 100 Ac. Land New Rd. 8e
Henniker, N. H. 15 Ac. SymondsJand 1,900 53.96
Home, Wendell K. Jr. &
Donelda E.
Bow, N. H. Lot Drew Lake 1,000 28.40
Hosmer, Larue T.
1821 Washington St.
Belmont, Mass. 02178 BIdg. lot Gould Hill 7,000 198.80
Host, Harry & Ruth
18 K Street














Huckins Oil Co., Inc.
Gossville, N. H.
Humble Oil & Refining Co.
1330 BoylstonSt.
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02167
Hunter, Everett & Gloria
29 Oak Ridge Ave.
Natick, Mass.
Hazeltine, Harry & Marianne
River Rd.







Jacobson, John J. & Lea F.
32 Bedford Center Rd.
Manchester, N. H.
Jackman, William H.
753 First Parish Rd.
Scituate, Mass.




432 No. State St.
Concord, N. H. 03301
Jones, Olive H.















Kimball, Warren F. Jr.
163 Old Farm Rd.
Pleasantville, New York
NON-RESIDENTS
Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
50 Ac. Sprout land
Land & BIdg. Josylvia Lake
150 Ac t/2 part Gage farm
Land & BIdg. Dolly Rd.
1/2 Int. Nudd land West Hop.
Pumps & Tanks Cont. Garage
Pumps & tanks
Hurd's Essoservicenter
Land & Camp Rolfe Pond
Land Josylvia Lake
Land & R. Nelson camp
Little Tookie
Esse Station & Land Con. Vil.
12 Ac. Wood lot
3 Lots Rolfe Pond
8 Ac. Prince field. Sugar Hill
9 Ac. land Straw Rd.
70 Ac. Dr. Dodge farm
Lot & Camp Rolfe Pond
Martin land
















Land & BIdg. Bound Tree Rd. 3,000
2 Ac. Eastman Land & BIdg. 25,000
1 Ac. & New house 22,000
35 Ac. Chase field 6,000
35 Ac. Geer lot &
15 Ac. Wiegand land 3,600















Knight, Charles B. &
Freese, William
Pittsfield, N. H.








Concord, N. H. 03301






Lewis, J. Hamilton & Doris B.
6 Wildemere Terrace
Concord, N. H. 03301
Libby, Albert
18 Prince St.








Lundstrom, Robert fit Rita G.
Jan Street
No. Woburn, Mass.
Lunning, Harard fit Erna
2950 Chester Place
Oceanside L. I. New York
Mackenzie, Douglas fit Patricia
9 Charles St.
Concord, N. H. 03301




McGovern, William F. fit Joan M.
10 Bridge Street
So. Dartmouth, Mass.











Concord, N. H. 03301
Marcy, John
1106 No. Howard St.
NON-RESIDENTS
Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
Nelson lot Spring St.
Land fit Camp Josylvia Lake
2 Ac. land Farrington Corner
Lot Turnpike
Land fit camp Little Tookie
Land fit camp Little Tookie
Lot W/s Straw Rd.
White lot near Josylvia Lake
Land fit Camp Little Tookie
Land fit Camp Little Tookie
next to Silver
Lot Briar Hill Rd.




















Land fit Camp Little Tookie 4,000 113.60
2 Ac. land Farrington Corner
R. Smart land fit BIdg. Cedar St.
M. Thompson land Cedar St.








Land Little Tookie (Dolliver) 1,000 28.40
Lot West Hopklnton 1,000 28.40
Land fit BIdg. Gage Hill 4,500 127.80
7 Ac. Barnard Lot Pine St. fit
NAME
NON-RESIDENTS
Description and Value of
















Concord. N. H. 03301
Michel, Roger & Evelyn
5 Scotts Ave.




Mlllis, Andrew & Helen
71 River St.
Lynn, Mass.
Mitchell, Mrs. Mary E.
725 Main St.
Shrewsbury, Mass.
Mitchell, Frank W. & Lucy
8 Valley St.




Morse, John S. & Alice C.
199 High St.
Reading, Mass.
Mudgett, J. Earl & Marjorie
Concord, N. H. 03301
Mulford, Theresa V.
235 8th Ave. NE





RFD 7 Penacook, N. H.
Murray, Ruth M.
RFD 7 Penacook, N. H.












RFD 3 Concord, N. H.
New England Power Company
441 Stuart St.
Boston, Mass.
50 Ac. Land Pine St.
Land & Camp Little TookieOO
1 Ac. Land Hop.-Concord Line
Lot & BIdg. Rolfe Pond
Trailer
Business Block Cont. Village
8 Ac. Land Farrington Corner
Lot Little Tookie
Land & Camp Rolfe Pond
Land & BIdg. Hopkinton Village
Johnson field Hopkinton Village
Land & clubhouse Hopkinton Village
Land & Camp Rolfe Pond
Pumps West Hopkinton




3 Ac. & Mt. Lookout
House Rte. 103
Land & BIdg. Maple
St. Cont. Village
60 Ac. Broad Cove Rd.
Bessie Powell lot Warner Rd.
80 Ac. Sprout land
Lot Little Tookie
Land & Camp Little Tookie
Land & Camp Little Tookie
Land & Camp Rolfe Pond
Power Lines
15 Ac. Rolf lot



















































Anderson, So. Carolina 29621
Nichols, L. Earl
Warner, N. H.




Orr, Florence — Gene W.
125 Centre St.
Concord, N. H. 03301
Osborne, Mrs, Harold
375 Highland Ave.










Patenaude, Merle & Marjorie
Henniker, N. H.
Patsfield, Roger S. & Joan R.
4 Elmwood Ave.
Concord, N. H. 03301









Concord, N. H. 03301










Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
1 Ac. Astles lot
Boutwell Id
4 Ac. McCoy land
lOMSq. ft. Rte. 103
5 Ac. Prescott Kimball PI. Hop.
Village
33 Ac. Eaton lot Tyler
5 Ac Putnam lot
Lot & Wyman Cottage
Little Tookie
Lot Sugar Hill
5 Ac. land Putney Hil
33 Ac. & Brockway
Place Penacook Rd.
Lot No. 18 & Camp Rolfe Pond
Knight & Freese lot
Clement Hill
Land & Camp Rolfe Pond
Mill& Rights
9 Ac. Barnard lot
20 Ac. Dimes lot
Lot Rolfe Pond
50 Ac. near Pleasant Pond
80 Ac. Long Farm Spring St.
Albin land West Hopkinton
Equipment West Hopkinton
Land & Camp Little Tookie
Lot
75 Ac. Beech Hill pasture
50 Ac. land Bound Tree Rd.
4 Ac. land W/s Turnpike
146 Ac. & Farm Briar Hill Rd.
Barn Briar Hill Rd.


























































Powers, Francis & Elizabeth
11 Ludlow St.
Charlestown, Mass.
Price, Robert A. & Mary
55 Seminole Ave.
Waltham, Mass.
Price, Daniel & Eudora
46 Meacham Rd.
Somerville, Mass.
Price, David A. Jr. & Lillian
Woburn, Mass.
Price, Douglas H. & Doris J.
132 Russel St.
Woburn, Mass.





Rand, John & Carol
Warner, N. H.
Rausch, William W. Jr.
340 So. Main St.





So. Lyndeboro, N. H.
Reynolds, Ira & Jennie
6 Kilby St.
Worcester, Mass.





RFD 5 Penacook, N. H.
Rogers, Warren H.
RFD 1
Concord, N. H. 03301
Robertson, Everett B. Jr.
3308 So. Carpenter St.
Chicago, lllinoes
Rogers, Clifford A. Estate











Description and Value of







Land & Camp Little Tookie 3,600 102.24
Land & Camp Little Tookie 3,600 102.24
























BIdg. Lot E/s Gould Hill Rd. 2,500 71.00




Land & Camp Rolfe Pond
60 Ac. Dustin lot
73 Ac. Nelson lot
30 Ac. & Farm Sugar Hill
Lot Spring St.
44 Ac. land Bassett Mill Rd.
Lot No. 16 & Camp Rolfe Pond
Land & Camp Little Tookie




























Description and Value of






c/o Mrs. Palmer Meridith
22 Wookland Park Drive
Tenaflyk New Jersey






Sannpadian, Krekor & Avax




















Loudon Rd. Concord, N. H.
Shute, Kenneth
38 Runnford St.






25 Albin St. Concord, N. H.
03301
Silver, Donald & Marion
71 Alpine St.
Somerville, Mass.






Smith, Vernon & Sandra
RFD3
Concord, N. H.
Smith, Mrs. Ford C.
1 B Merrimack St.
Concord, N. H. 03301
Smith, Thomas F. & Irene V.
33 Corey St.
Land & BIdg. No. of Boutwell 1,000 28.40
Land & Camp Josylvia Lake 5,500 156.20
Land Josylvia Lake 1,000
Trailer Josylvia Lake 500
1,500 42.60
Land & BIdg. near
Pleasant Lake 4,500 127.80





22 Ac. Ellsworth Lowe PI. Sugar
Hill 9,200
8 Ac. Nelson land 1,500
45 Ac. E. Lowe land Sugar Hill 400
11,100 315.24
Lot Briar Hill Rd. 1,500 42.60
20 Ac. Thorogood land 1,500
60 Ac. Kiepper land 1,000
33 Ac. remainder of Tucker Place 1,500
4,000 113.60
2 Camps & 2 lots Josylvia Lake 11,000 312.40
Land Blackwater Section 1,500 42.60
Land & Camp Josylvia Lake 4,900 139.16
Lot Little Tookie 300 8.52
Land & BIdg. Sugar Hill 600 17.04
Land & Camp Little Tookie 4,000 113.60
14 Ac. & BIdg. near
Pleasant Pond 4,200 119.28
Land & Camp Little Tookie 3,500 99.40
Land & BIdg. N/s River
St.Cont. Prec. 4,000 117.60
8 Ac. Lot Hopkinton Village 1,000 30.60
NAME
Charlestown, Mass.
Smith, Elizabeth J. Heirs
17 Coolidge Ave.
Lexington, Mass.






Spear, Andrew L. & Susan
c/o Clifford Sharpe















Plainview L. I. New York
Sultzer, Morton
530 East Linsoln Ave.
Mt. Vernon New YOrk
Sweatt, Robert
3800 Cherry Valley Lane
Alexandria, Va.






Concord, N. H. 03301
Taylor, Arthur & Muriel
23 Downing St.








135 East 42nd. St.













Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
Land & Camp Rolfe Pond
85 Ac. Land & BIdg. Hatfield
Camp Hatfield
Pumps & tanks
Land & Camp Josylvia Lake
Lot Straw Rd.
Price lot Little Tookie
Land Little Tookie
Land Gage Hill
Land & Camp Josylvia Lake
9 Ac. Burrage land Tyler
8 Ac. Land & BIdg. Gould Hill
8 Ac. Gage lot
Land Amesbury Park Cont. Prec.
Land & BIdg. Stumpfield Section
Bacd
14 Ac. Buswell lot
19 Ac. Chase lot
Pumps & Tanks Hopkinton Village
Land & BIdg. Main St. Cont. Prec.

































Trizbrouk, Leonid & Tatiana
105 Pleasant St.









Vanderhagen, Agnes & Janice
2 No. Spring St.
Concord, N. H. 03301




Wade, Preston & Evageline
898 Madison Avenue
New York, New York
Wagner, Sophie
360 East 72nd. St.
New York, New York






Wheeler, Stanley L. & Dianna L.
410 So. Main St.
Concord, N. H.
Wheeler, JohnS. M. D.
105 Pleasant St.




Whitmarsh, Elliott & Evelyn
46 Railroad Ave.




4201 Mass. Ave. NW
Washington, D. C.





Wood, Adelbert Jr. & Jane M.
33 So. Spring St.
Concord, N. H. 03301




Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
8 Ac. & BIdg. Sugar Hill
Land & BIdg. Putney Hill
80 Ac. Goodrich pasture
Briar Hill
3 Ac. Toland land
28 Ac. Hardy land
Boyd lot
Lot No. 8 Amesbury Park
Cont. Prec.



















80 Ac. & Moulton farm Sugar Hill 47,500 1,349.00
80 Ac. & BIdg. Beech Hill 42,000 1,102.80
Land Jewett Rd. 300 8.52
2 Lots & Camp Little Tookie 3,400 96.56
2 Lots Little Tookie 500 14.20
Lot Drew Lake 1,000 28.40
2 Ac. Lot Rte. 103 2,000 56.80
6 Ac. & BIdg. Jewett Rd. 15,000 426.00
Land & Camp Little Tookie 2,500 71.00
2 Lots Little Tookie 1,000 28.40
12 Ac. & BIdg. Broad Cove Rd. 13,400 380.56
3,000 85.20
4 Ac. land Beech Hill 7,300 207.32
Land & Camp Rolfe Pond 2,500 71.00
NAME
NON-RESIDENTS
Description and Value of
Real and Personal Property
Lexington, Mass. Land & Camp Little Tookie
Woodman, Nettie & Piper, H. Jane
15 Thompson St.
Concord, N. H. 03301 4 Ac. Plains
Wright, A. L.
1540 Alamo Lane
Duneden, Fla. Land & Camp Josylvia Lake
Wright, Glen T. Sr.
RFD2
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